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Editorial

The Evolution of Form and Consciousness

A

ccording to the Tibetan Master Djhwal
Khul, and his amanuensis, Alice A.
Bailey, “the evolutionary process can be
considered from the two aspects of the
evolution of form and the evolution of
consciousness; evolution, or the utilisation of
the form by the subjective life, its gradual
perfecting, and the final liberating of the
imprisoned life.”
From the above we can see that esotericism is
concerned with the evolution of life through
consciousness in form. This is because
consciousness not only changes one’s
perception of reality; it actually creates and
changes reality itself. These ideas and more
are the major themes in the current issue.
Our first article is the second in a series of
articles on “Gender” by John Nash. Part One
explored
the
complex
meaning
and
significance of gender at human, intermediate
and higher levels of reality, and challenged the
classification of sex and gender into two
distinct and opposite forms. Part Two focuses
on the evolution of human gender and sex, and
the accompanying change in forms and
consciousness. The article explores the shifting
role of women in society and the convergence
of gender roles. Past, present and future
attitudes with respect to sex and sexual
relationships are examined, along with the
blurred lines and changing face of gender
identity. In the concluding section, Nash
employs alchemical symbolism as a model to
explain a possible synthesis of male and
female, leading to what he envisions as a
Group Androgyne or “a global thoughtform,
with multiple manifestations in groups where
gender interactions can exert their transformative power.”
A second article on Esoteric Astrology
addresses the evolution of the multidimensional soul as well as the evolving nature

4

of astrological interpretation. The article, from
Maureen Temple Richmond, explores the
multiple rulership system, a threefold system
of exoteric, esoteric and hierarchical rulership
that corresponds respectively to the triplicity of
personality, soul and Monad. The article
begins with a brief history of rulerships in
traditional astrology from Mesopotamia to the
present and contrasts it with the Tibetan
Master Djwhal Khul’s newer system as given
to Alice A. Bailey in Esoteric Astrology.
Richmond then proceeds to demonstrate how
the triple rulership system allows for deeper
astrological exploration and interpretation
because “it reveals hitherto unsuspected
relationships between the signs,” relationships
that reveal something of the evolutionary
history in terms of consciousness, “not only of
the individual soul but also of the entire
collective of the Human Kingdom.”
Our final full-length article, from Zachary
Lansdowne, compares excerpts from the
Epistle to the Hebrews with instructions from
the books of Alice A. Bailey on building the
Antahkarana. The article, inspired by
comments from Bailey enjoining students to
read the epistle “and note how it endeavoured
to reveal some facts, inherent in the will or
power aspect,” seeks to show how the epistle
exemplifies the three prerequisites and six
steps of building the bridge between the soulinfused personality and the Spiritual Triad. The
article begins with a discussion of the epistle’s
Pauline authorship. It includes a section on the
Causal Body and its incorporation into
writings of Paul as well as a section on the
Antahkarana and the steps described by Bailey
for its building. The remaining core of the
article provides a detailed analysis of the
correlations between the epistle and Bailey’s
instructions—correlations that are only now
open to realization by a more advanced
humanity.
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This issue also includes a short paper from
Maureen Temple Richmond. The article:
“Alice A. Bailey: A Twentieth Century Sirian
Chanel” is part of an occasional series on the
Great Esotericists of the Past. The paper
introduces Bailey and the Tibetan Master
Dhwal Khul to new readers, but also provides
information that some Bailey students may not
be familiar with.
In addition to the above features, we draw your
attention to our Poems and Pictures of the
Quarter. The poems in this issue are from Into
the Silence by Irina Kuzminsky, whose poems
and written work were featured in the
Quarterly’s Fall 2013 and Winter 2016 issues.
Irina is a poet, singer, songwriter, dancer and
performance artist with a doctorate from
Oxford. Her integral and transformative poems
spring from the universal nexus of spiritual life
and speak to the Soul’s yearning to return to its
spiritual source. Other poetry publications
include Dancing with the Dark Goddess, Light
Muses, and Contemplations of the Feminine
Divine. For further information on Irina’s
entire
body
of
work,
visit:
http://irinakuzminsky.com/.
The three paintings in this issue—all reflecting
Winter themes—are from the internationally
recognized artist, Alla Tsank. Born in
Moscow, Alla began studying art at the age of
10. After graduating from the Moscow
Theatrical Arts College, she was invited to
work for the acclaimed Mayakovsky Theatre
where she directed stage design, costumes and
props. In 1990 she immigrated to the US where
she continued her artistic career. The three
lyrical and evocative paintings featured here
reflect both Renaissance and contemporary
aesthetics. Additional information and images
are available at: www.allatsankfineart.com and
http://artodyssey1.blogspot.com/2013/11/allatsank.html.
We also draw your attention to our Quotes of
the Quarter, which we hope will inform and
inspire and our readers.
Finally, we thank our reviewers, our
contributors, our readers, and our donors for
their support of the Quarterly. We are indebted
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to all who have helped to make our nearly 14
years of publication possible.
Donna Brown
Editor-in-Chief
Publication Policies

A

rticles are selected for publication in the
Esoteric Quarterly because we believe
they represent a sincere search for truth,
support the service mission to which we aspire,
and/or contribute to the expansion of human
consciousness.
Publication of an article does not necessarily
imply that the Editorial Board agrees with the
views expressed. Nor do we have the means to
verify all facts stated in published articles.
We encourage critical thinking and analysis
from a wide range of perspectives and
traditions. We discourage dogmatism or any
view that characterizes any tradition as having
greater truth than a competing system.
Neither will we allow our journal to be used as
a platform for attacks on individuals, groups,
institutions, or nations. This policy applies to
articles and features as well as to letters to the
editor. In turn, we understand that the author of
an article may not necessarily agree with the
views, attitudes, or values expressed by a
referenced source. Indeed, serious scholarship
sometimes requires reference to work that an
author finds abhorrent. We will not reject an
article for publication simply on the grounds
that it contains a reference to an objectionable
source.
An issue of concern in all online journals is
potential volatility of content. Conceivably,
articles could be modified after the publication
date because authors changed their minds
about what had been written. Accordingly, we
wish to make our policy clear: We reserve the
right to correct minor typographical errors, but
we will not make any substantive alteration to
an article after it “goes to press.”
Additionally, we expect authors to disclose any
prior publication of an article, adapted from a
book or any another source, at the time of its
submission.
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Poems of the Quarter by Irina Kuzminsky
______________________________________________________________________________
Did I Ask God
To throw me on to the anvil
And hammer me repeatedly
Upon the block
And forge me
Thrusting me
Seventy times seventy
Into the fire?

Salva me – a Sufi Song
You have stripped me till I am poor
How will I now scatter rubies and pearls in the
marketplace under others’ feet?
You who have taken everything from me
Of what All is this All the price?
I struggle still against the closing waters of the sea
Loath to abandon breath
You are so distant from me my Beloved
My heart sinks in distraction
Cannot bear your absence.
Shatter the black pearl of my heart
Shatter the wine glass
For it is empty and of no use.
I pay the price of All
For No Thing that I know.

Permeability
I have grown transparent to sorrow
And permeable to pain
A little more—and it will pass right through me
And I will grow
Into the emptiness of joy.

6
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Pictures of the Quarter by Alla Tsank

When Winter Comes | by Alla Tsank | www.allatsnakfineart.com
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Snow Queen | by Alla Tsank | www.allatsankfineart.com
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Winter Faire | by Alla Tsank | www.allatsankfineart.com
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Quotes of the Quarter
_______________________________________________________________________

I

have come to the frightening conclusion
that I am the decisive element. It is my
personal approach that creates climate. It is my
daily mood that makes weather. I possess
tremendous power to make life miserable or
joyous. I can be a tool for torture or an
instrument for inspiration. I can humiliate or
humor, hurt or heal. In all situations, it is my
response that decided whether a crisis is
escalated or de-escalated, and a person is
humanized or de-humanized. If we treat people
the way they are, we make them worse. If we
treat people as they ought to be, we help them
become what they are capable of becoming.
Johann Wolfgang von Goethe, Wilhelm
Meister’s Apprentice, 1795-96.

T

oday we may not believe in an earthly
paradise or a Garden of Eden, but the
yearning for something different from the
flawed present persists. There is an innate
conviction that life was not meant to be like
this… We are haunted by a sense of more
perfect relationships and imagine a world of
harmony and wholeness, where we would feel
completely in tune with our surroundings...
This longing for an inaccessible paradise that
remains irretrievably lost surfaces today in
popular songs, in fiction, and in the utopian
fantasies of philosophers, politicians, and
advertisers.
Karen Armstrong. Jerusalem (New York:
Random House 1996, pp. 10-11.)

T

he law of our being is Love of Life, and its
interests and adornments; love of the
world in which our lot is cast, engrossment
with the interests and affections of earth. Not a
low or sensual love; not love of wealth, of
fame, of ease, of power, of splendor. Not low
worldliness; but the love of Earth as the garden
on which the Creator has lavished such
miracles of beauty; as the habitation of
humanity, the arena of its conflicts, the scene
of its illimitable progress, the dwelling-place
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of the wise, the good, the active, the loving,
and the dear; the place of opportunity for the
development by means of sin and suffering and
sorrow, of the noblest passions, the loftiest
virtues, and the tenderest sympathies.
Albert Pike, Morals And Dogma (1897,
reprint; London: Forgotten Books, 2008), 139.

I

ntelligence has no attachment to the opinion
formed, but only to the truth it may contain;
and, knowing that error insinuates itself under
the guise of truth, through the same inlets by
which truth is admitted, it is ever diffident of
its attainments, and blesses the detector of
errors as a benefactor and a friend.
Mary Wortley Montagu, Selected Prose and
Poetry (University of Oregon, 1996).

A

ffliction comes to all not to make us sad,
but sober; not to make us sorry, but wise;
not to make us despondent, but its darkness to
refresh us, as the night refreshes the day; not to
impoverish, but to enrich us, as the plow
enriches the field to multiply our joy, as the
seed, by planting, is multiplied a thousandfold.
Henry Ward Beecher, as quoted in A Treasury
of Spiritual Wisdom (San Diego, CA: Blue
Dove Press, 1996), 10.

T

he way to escape death is to escape life. …
This, then, is the Rainbow—the bridge,
which the artist throws over the yawning of
reality. … He works out, in his art, the unreal
triumph—since it is neither a triumph over life
nor over death. It is a triumph over an
imaginary world which he himself has created.
The drama lies entirely in the realm of the
idea. His war with reality is a reflection of the
war within himself.
In order to accomplish his purpose, however,
the artist is obliged to retire, to withdraw from
life, utilizing just enough of experience to
present the flavor of the real struggle. If he
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chooses to live he defeats his own nature. He
must live vicariously. Thus he is enabled to
play the monstrous role of living and dying
innumerable times, according to the measure
of his capacity for life.
Henry Miller, “Creative Death,” The Wisdom
of the Heart (New York: New Directions
Publishing, 1960), 7.

T

here can be no temple but the world itself,
which is the Everlasting House and the
living sanctuary. Until such time as this
mystery is completely known in the soul, we
increase in grace by broadening the foundation
of faith. To the mechanist, the universe is a
machine; to the vitalist, a magnificent living
organism; to the idealist, the manifestation of
the universal mind; and to the mystic, the
eternal sanctuary.
Manly P. Hall, The Mystical Christ (Los
Angeles: Philosophical Research Society,
1951), 103.

T

he term Metatron includes . . . such
meanings as guardian, Lord, envoy,
meditator . . . ; he is the “Angel of the Face”
and also “Prince of the World” (Sār ha-olam);
he is the “author of theophanies, of divine
manifestations in the sensible world. . . . We
will readily admit that he is the “Celestial
Pole”; and since this has its reflection in the
“Terrestrial Pole” with which it is directly
related along the “World Axis,” is this not the
reason why it is said that Metatron himself was
Moses’ teacher.
René Guénon, Traditional Forms & Cosmic
Cycles (Hillsdale, NY: Sophia Perennis, 2001),
60.

T

o deny what is called the Darwinian theory
of the evolutionary process is as unwise as
to deny the truth of the world’s orbit round the
sun. The discovery of the law of progress in
the natural world is in favour of the doctrine of
the progressive development of man in and
through the Incarnate Lord into a final union
with God which secures sinlessness and eternal
life. The grand mistake of Rome is not only its
denial of the truth revealed in nature and
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly.

discovered by science, but its theory that God,
having made a perfect being who fell away by
sin, came and died in order to restore man to
his former condition. There is a partial truth in
this. But the larger one is that God in spite of
man’s sinfulness came to forgive and lift him
up to a higher state of union and life in
Himself than he had had before. In the
Incarnate One creation advances to its
completion.
Charles C. Grafton, A Journey Godward
(Charleston, SC: Nabu Press, 2012), 183-184.

M

ake a journey out of self into self, O
master, For by such a journey earth
becomes a quarry of gold. From sourness and
bitterness advance to sweetness, Even as from
briny soil a thousand sorts of fruits spring up.
From the sun, the pride of Tabriz, behold these
miracles, For every tree gains beauty by the
light of the sun.
Rumi, Mathnawf (trans. R.A. Nicholson, Vol.
II; reprint 1926; London: Gibb Memorial
Trust, 2001), 111.

T

he world is a movement of God in His
own being; we are the centres and knots of
divine consciousness which sum up and
support the processes of His movement. The
world is His play with His own self-conscious
delight, He who alone exists, infinite, free and
perfect; we are the self-multiplication of that
conscious delight, thrown out into being to be
His playmates. The world is a formula, a
rhythm, a symbol expressing God to Himself
in His own consciousness—it has no material
existence but exists only in His consciousness
and self-expression; we like God, are in our
inward being That which is expressed, but in
our outward being terms that of formula, notes
of that rhythm, symbols of that system. Let us
lead forward God’s movement, play out His
play, work out His formula, execute His
harmony, express Him through our selves in
His system. This is our joy and our selffulfillment.
Sri Aurobindo, The Hour of God (Pondicherry,
India: All India Press, 1973), 19.
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Unveiling Genesis:
Mysteries of the Rootraces and Cycles
By Phillip Lindsay
Unveiling Genesis probes the mysteries
of human civilization, its origin in
ancient Lemuria, and ebb and flow in
the rootraces like Atlantis, through to
the current Fifth Rootrace and into the
future.
It is essentially the story of the human
soul
and
the
evolution
of
consciousness, interpreted in the light
of Blavatsky’s The Secret Doctrine, and
The Book of Genesis, drawing upon
Eastern and Western traditions –
Judaic and Hindu, Christian and
Buddhist.
The science of cycles, the yugas, astrology and the seven rays are
incorporated to illustrate the vast chronology of human evolution.
These esoteric sciences are also bridged where possible to scientific
disciplines such as geology, anthropology and biology – revealing their
agreement, proofs and unity.
________________________________
Unveiling Genesis was coincidentally released in 2017 with the The Hidden History of
Humanity video, (2 hrs. 37’) - and makes an excellent companion volume for greater
depth and detail. This book is a vastly updated and re-written version of The Hidden
History of Humanity (2005), with 143 figures, 108 tables and hundreds of illustrations
to assist the reader in deciphering our complex human origins.
641 pages. (8.25″ x 9.5″) ISBN 978-1-876849-15-3.
US$60.00 Available at: Amazon
Also at the author’s website: http://esotericastrologer.org/bookstore/
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A Study of Gender, Part II: The Evolution of Human
Gender
John F. Nash

When you make the two one ... and when you make the male and the female into a single one,
so that the male is not male and the female not female ... then shall you enter [the kingdom].
(Gospel of Thomas, saying 22.)

T

Summary

his two-part article examines the esoteric
aspects of gender. Part I explored the
“cross-sectional” dimension of gender, including its expression in the human context and the
legitimacy of applying the term to higher levels of reality. Part II explores the “longitudinal
dimension” of human sex and gender. We are
passing through a period of rapid change,
marked by the empowerment of women and
new perspectives on intersexuality, transsexuality and homosexuality. Gender and even sexual distinctions are becoming blurred, suggesting that humanity might be moving toward a
state of individual—even reproductive—
androgyny. But more likely, and ultimately
more consequential, is the emergence of a
Group Androgyne in which creative tension
between gender polarities provides the impulse
for a transformation in human consciousness.

P

Introduction

art I of this article1 showed that gender and
sex, its lower correspondence or manifestation on the physical plane, are complex topics. Binary sexual categories have proved inadequate to describe the physical attributes,
instincts and behaviors of all individuals. A
small but significant fraction of infants are
sexually ambiguous. Another small but significant fraction of children and adults reject the
assignment made in infanthood and seek ways
to express their “true” sexual identity. A larger
minority of adults accept their sexual identity
but experience erotic attraction to members of
their own sex.

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

Gender, pertaining to our emotional and higher
natures, is even less well-defined. It is imperfectly correlated with biological sex, and the
correlation has become progressively weaker.
The approach adopted in Part I was to treat
gender as a set of archetypal polarities. But it
was stressed that each pair of opposites brackets a spectrum of possibilities. People exhibit
the characteristics associated with their own
sex to various degrees, and may also exhibit
some characteristics of the opposite sex. In
Jungian psychology gender crossover is explained by the animus and anima, believed to
lie in the individual’s unconscious mind as
well as in the collective unconscious.2
Part I noted that broad support exists within
the esoteric community, as well as across multiple world religions, for the belief that Deity
manifests in both feminine and masculine
forms. In particular, increasing attention is being paid to the World Mother. Interestingly,
esotericists seem more receptive to notions of
divine gender than to suggestions that gender
exists within the Planetary Hierarchy or in
_____________________________________

About the Author
John F. Nash, Ph.D., is a long-time esoteric student, author, and teacher. Two of his books, Quest
for the Soul and The Soul and Its Destiny, were
reviewed in the Winter 2005 issue of the Esoteric
Quarterly. Christianity: The One, the Many, was
reviewed in the Fall 2008 issue. His latest book:
The Sacramental Church was published in 2011.
For further information see the advertisements in
this issue and the website http://www.uriel.com.
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their own souls and monads. But an important
key to identifying gender at those levels is ray
influence: the odd-numbered rays have masculine characteristics, and the even-numbered
rays feminine ones.
Part II has two main objectives. One is to examine the changes taking place around us. In
the West we are witnessing rapid developments in sexual behavior, in our understanding
of sex and gender, and in societal attitudes to
both. The empowerment of women is changing
western civilization. While full equality has yet
to be attained, women have gained access to
many traditionally male roles. Correspondingly, men have opportunities and approval to
play traditionally female roles. Meanwhile,
sex, marriage and childbearing have become
less closely interrelated. Same-sex unions are
gaining legal, social, and even religious acceptance. The intersex phenomenon and sexual
dysphoria are more widely recognized, and
gender reassignment therapies are becoming
more accessible.
Part II will also confront issues of social desirability and morality—recognizing that the latter can be defined in different ways. The
changes currently in process are winning applause from some quarters and strong disapproval from others. Some men fear an approaching matriarchy in which they will play
no useful role. Some religious bodies do not
recognize female clergy. Homosexuality is
condemned in many Third World countries
and by conservative groups in the developed
countries. It is also condemned in influential
esoteric writings, causing confusion and distress among many esotericists. Transsexuality
is viewed in a variety of ways by all constituencies.
We must assume that the Intelligences who
guide the human race are aware of the developments taking place. Do the Masters, to the
extent that we can discern such matters, oppose those developments, regard them as tolerable within the framework of divine Purpose,
or support them? Did the Masters actually set
them in motion?
The second objective of Part II is to inquire
where these trends may take us as we progress
18

into the Aquarian Age, toward emergence of
the sixth subrace, and eventually to the sixth
and seventh root races. Will the trends in sex
and gender observed in recent decades continue, or might they even be reversed? Do the
challenges to long-standing assumptions about
men and women, and trends in sex and gender
themselves, mean that humanity is entering a
new phase of evolution; or do they amount to a
reckless disregard for immutable laws of nature?
Does a new gender syndrome lie on the horizon? One possible scenario is the approach to
some form of androgyny. Although traditionally assigned gender roles are becoming blurred,
reproductive androgyny seems unlikely to occur on a global scale until the seventh root
race, by which time we shall no longer have
dense physical bodies. On a shorter timescale,
androgyny could manifest on a group level and
involve gender rather than sex. The concept of
the Group Androgyne will be introduced in the
final section.
As noted in Part I, the article is written primarily from a western, Judeo-Christian perspective. Occasionally it draws upon concepts from
other religions and philosophies, but the article
does not comment on the gender norms of other cultures. Authors with more extensive
knowledge are encouraged to explore those
important issues and to share their insights
with the esoteric community.

Patterns in Gender

G

od, according to Chapter 1 of Genesis,
“created man in his own image ... male
and female created he them.”3 Then came the
Fall; Eve sinned and persuaded Adam also to
sin, whereupon God cursed them both. Adam
was condemned to endless toil: “[C]ursed is
the ground for thy sake .... In the sweat of thy
face shalt thou eat bread.”4 Eve was doubly
cursed: to endure labor pains and to be subordinate to her husband: “[I]n sorrow thou shalt
bring forth children; and thy desire shall be to
thy husband, and he shall rule over thee.”5
Women’s subservient role was reinforced in
Greco-Roman and early Christian texts. According to Aristotle: “the male is by nature
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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superior and the female inferior, the male ruler
and the female subject.”6 The Apostle Paul
wrote: “Neither was the man created for the
woman; but the woman for the man.”7 Women
were denied a public voice: “Let your women
keep silence in the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded to be under obedience as also saith the
law. And if they will learn any thing, let them
ask their husbands at home.”8 Women were
accorded lower status in Christianity than they
were in the Torah or the Qur’an.
Until the last several decades, certain cultural
assumptions went virtually unchallenged: sex
is dichotomous, readily distinguishable and
immutable; men and women have distinct
roles; and men are superior to women. Challenges to these assumptions have now resulted
in conflict within and among families, communities, religious denominations, ethnic
groups, and nations. The esoteric community
has not been immune to its own internal conflicts.

Women’s Roles in Society
History shows that women occasionally exercised great power and influence. Egyptian
Pharaoh Hatshepsut; Deborah, Judge of premonarchic Israel; Celtic Queen Boudicca; Abbess Hildegard of Bingen; Queen Consort Eleanor of Aquitaine; mystic, soldier and martyr
Joan of Arc; Empress Catherine the Great of
Russia; and Queen Victoria of Great Britain
formed a tiny sample of powerful women
whose exploits were recorded. Many may have
been forgotten—or their stories intentionally
omitted from historical records.
More commonly women’s place in society was
severely limited. Women were property: unmarried women of their fathers, married women of their husbands. God placed women in
perspective when he told Moses: “Thou shalt
not covet thy neighbor’s house, thou shalt not
covet thy neighbor’s wife, nor his manservant,
nor his maidservant, nor his ox, nor his ass, nor
any thing that is thy neighbor’s.”9 Among the
riches that attracted the Queen of Sheba to visit
King Solomon were his “seven hundred wives,
princesses, and three hundred concubines.”10

Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

As daughters of Eve, women were blamed for
the Fall of man; they were eternally cursed—
even when men in the ruling classes no longer
toiled in sorrow and sweat. In the fourth century CE Christian writer Ambroasiaster declared:
“Women must cover their heads because they
are not the image of God. They must do this as
a sign of their subjection to authority
and because sin came into the world through
them.” In his formulation of canon law the
fourth-century Pauline commentator Ambrosiaster asserted that women did not have souls;
twelfth-century Benedictine monk Gratian
took a similar view.11
Women were the cause of men’s inability to
control their sexual appetites. The rule of the
Knights Templar, which typified prevailing
attitudes in the Middle Ages, warned: “The
company of women is a perilous thing, for
through them the ancient demon denied us the
right to live in Paradise ... and we believe it is
dangerous for any religious man to look too
much at women’s faces.”12 Rape victims still
face severe punishment in some Middle Eastern and South Asian countries. Even in western courts a woman’s “provocative” clothing
or “demeanor” may be introduced in a rapist’s
defense. On the other hand, women were expected to satisfy men’s erotic needs, and consent was not considered necessary. A wife
could not deny her husband access to her body;
notions of marital rape were unknown until
very recently.
Sex between feudal lords and their female
serfs, between upper-class males and female
servants, and between slave owners and their
female property, was commonplace.13 In the
case of slaves the practice provided not only
outlets for the owner’s sex drive but also new
assets. Famously, President Thomas Jefferson
fathered six children by Sally Hemings, a slave
in his household.14 The frequency of whitemale/black-female relations led to the acquisition of European features in a substantial fraction of today’s African-American population.15
Parents valued sons. Sons would carry on the
family name and might inherit its property;
they could distinguish themselves in the military or a profession, learn a trade, or at least
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work on the farm; they would probably retain
the parents’ religious affiliations and, where
permissible, would vote the same way as the
father. Daughters, by contrast, were mouths to
feed. The hope was that they would “marry
well,” though prospects might demand sizable
dowries; a dowry was required even if a
daughter entered a nunnery. Spinster-daughters
remained burdens on their parents and acquired utility only as help around the home or
caregivers to aging parents.
Organized demands for higher social status for
women, legal and voting rights, and access to
leadership positions in society began early in
the nineteenth century. The Seneca Falls Convention in 1848 marked the beginning of the
women’s rights movement in the United
States. American social activist Elizabeth Cady
Stanton presented her “Declaration of Sentiments,” which included the following resolution:
That, being invested by the Creator with the
same capabilities, and the same consciousness of responsibility for their exercise, it is
demonstrably the right and duty of woman,
equally with man, to promote every righteous cause, by every righteous means; and
especially in regard to the great subjects of
morals and religion ... and this being a selfevident truth, growing out of the divinely
implanted principles of human nature.16
Iroquois female elders reportedly could vote as
early as the seventeenth century and could depose male chiefs. Women enjoyed conditional
suffrage in Sweden from 1718 until 1772.
Unmarried white women who owned property
could vote in New Jersey from 1776 to 1807.
And from 1840 until 1852 women could vote
in the Kingdom of Hawaii. But the first country to institute general suffrage was New Zealand in 1893. Women in the United States won
the right to vote in 1920, France in 1944, Switzerland in 1971, and Saudi Arabia (only in
municipal elections) in 2015. Women still cannot vote in the Vatican City.
Even when, and where, women were permitted
to vote, the election of women to positions of
authority was slow. No woman has yet been
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elected president of the United States, and
twenty-two states have never had a female
governor. At the time of writing, fourteen
women serve as elected heads of government,
including Angela Merkel of Germany, Kersti
Kaljulaid of Estonia, Michelle Bachelet of
Chile, Khaleda Zia of Bangladesh, and Tsai
Ing-wen of Taiwan.17 Election to the highest
position of government does not guarantee that
a woman will serve with distinction; Brazilian
President Dilma Rousseff was impeached in
2016, and President Park Geun-hye of South
Korea in 2017.
Traditionally women were denied access to
most occupations outside the home or away
from the farm. Work was thought to impair a
woman’s childbearing potential. Change came
in wartime, when military service created critical shortages of labor, and it accelerated when
a man’s wages proved inadequate to support a
family. But women typically earn less than
men performing the same work and many still
complain of a “glass ceiling” thwarting promotion to positions of leadership.
Change was particularly slow in the professions. The Boston Female Medical College
was founded in 1848, and the Women’s Medical College of Pennsylvania in 1850. British
esotericist Anna Kingsford (1846–1888) received her medical training in Paris. In 1869,
Arabella Mansfield became the first female
lawyer in the United States. But opportunities
and successes were rare. Few positions in medicine or law were open to women, and few patients or clients consulted them. Major accounting firms did not hire women until the
1970s, and the proportion of women managers
and partners remains small.18
Women traditionally were exempt or excluded
from military service. The situation began to
change in the two World Wars. In 1917, Colonel Maria Bochkareva was appointed head of
the Russian Women’s Battalion of Death.
Opha May Johnson was inducted into the
United States Marine Corps in 1918. ThenPrincess Elizabeth and 640,000 of her fellow
countrywomen served in WWII.19 But in every
country access to, and promotion within, the
military was mixed. Not until 2008 was a
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woman, Ann Dunwoody, promoted to four-star
general in the U.S. Army.
Even when women were admitted to the armed
forces, until recently they were excluded from
combat roles. The argument that women as a
group are physically and/or emotionally unsuited for combat is weakened by the recognition that many men are unsuited for combat.
Combat may expose a woman to danger, but
she is much more likely to be raped than to die
on the battlefield. At least twenty-five percent
of U.S. military women have been sexually
assaulted, and up to eighty percent have been
harassed.20
Religious institutions traditionally excluded
women from the clergy.21 Interestingly, that
discrimination cannot be attributed to a discernable need for masculine characteristics.
The ministry, perhaps more than any other profession, demands feminine characteristics like
empathy and compassion, rather than mascu-

line ones like aggression and confrontation. Exclusion from the Christian ministry
may have persuaded many women with sacerdotal ambitions to turn to witchcraft.
The Society of Friends (Quakers) never discriminated against women in religious or other
matters; but they have no formal ministry. The
first official Christian clergywoman is believed
to have been Antoinette Brown Blackwell, ordained in the Congregationalist Church in
1853.22 As early as 1761 John Wesley licensed
Sarah Crosby to preach; but Anna Oliver was
denied ordination as a Methodist minister in
1880, despite her appeal to Wesley’s initiative
and to women’s natural gifts as pastors. Barbara Harris was consecrated bishop in the Episcopal Church in 1989, in the face of obscene
messages and death threats. Women bishops
were not permitted to serve in the Church of
England until 2015. The Roman Catholic and
Eastern Orthodox Churches still refuse to ordain female clergy and declare that the matter
is closed.23
Regina Jonas was ordained privately in 1935 to
become the world’s first known female rabbi.
And in 1976, Michal Mendelsohn became the
first presiding female rabbi in a North
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American congregation. In 1999, Ghazala
Anwar served as a female imam, or imama,
leading mixed-gender prayer in New York
City; other imamas serve in Denmark.24 More
generally, Orthodox Judaism and Islam remain
opposed to female clergy.
A majority of influential esoteric teachers of
the last 150 years have been female: Anna
Kingsford, Helena Blavatsky, Harriette Curtis,
Helena Roerich, Dion Fortune, Alice Bailey,
Katherine Tingley, and more. Roerich, an outspoken feminist, blamed many of the world’s
problems on the subjugation of women and the
resulting imbalance between the genders:
“Could the terrors and crimes of today be possible if both Origins [the masculine and the
feminine aspects of Deity] had been balanced?”25 And “According to the Sacred
Teaching, the fall of humanity began from the
time of the abasement of the Feminine Principle.”26

Blurring of Gender Roles
While much more remains to be done, great
strides have been made toward equality of respect, opportunity and expectations. Women
are winning the right and opportunity to play
roles traditionally assigned to men and are amply demonstrating their capabilities. Women
now outperform men in college, work in the
International Space Station, perform brain surgery, pass judgment in courts of law, become
heads of state, celebrate the Eucharist, and either serve as amanuenses for the Masters or
teach on their own authority. Some women
have assumed special responsibilities; Bailey
reported: “Certain initiates of the Third Initiation have taken feminine bodies,—one in India
will in due time do much toward the emancipation of the women of India.”27
The “women’s movement” involved, among
much else, the acknowledgement by women
themselves and by society that they had, or
could acquire, masculine as well as feminine
characteristics. Gender polarities are found
within all of us, not just between sexes; women
could be “active” as well as “passive,” ambitious as well as nurturing, rational as well as
intuitive.
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Women’s empowerment could never have
been achieved without male support. Most men
appreciate the basic justice of gender equality
and value the contribution women are making
to society; the fifty percent of a nation’s previously underutilized human resources are now
being put to use. Men also are relieved that
they no longer bear the whole burden of decision-making and economic support of the family.
On the other hand, some men resent women’s
encroachment on their turf. They resist the hiring and promotion of women, or exploit their
vulnerabilities. We have recently learned the
extent to which powerful men in the media,
sports, politics, and elsewhere were able to
harass women—and in some cases young
men—for decades and intimidate them into
silence. The high level of harassment in the
armed forces has already been noted.
Do men have a meaningful future? Women, it
would seem, can do everything that men can
do—while retaining their monopoly over the
birthing process. In the past men wielded power and influence in society, but they also protected women and provided for their families.
Now they must compete for power, may rely
for protection on women soldiers and police
officers, and may no longer be the primary
breadwinners. In 1999, Susan Faludi looked
back over the previous several decades and
concluded “a domestic apocalypse was under
way. American manhood was under siege.”28
She observed “a troubling rise in male distress
signals ... anxiety and depressive disorders,
suicides and attempted suicides, physical illnesses ... and a mortality gap that was putting
the average man in his grave seven years before the average woman.”29 Men are not organized for mutual help; nor are social institutions providing needed help, the way they encouraged and mentored women in their quest
for equality.
On a relatively small scale, men are playing
roles traditionally assigned to women, and—in
contrast to those Faludi studied—seem able to
do so without sacrificing their male selfconcept. Society can only benefit from their
involvement. When former marines or con-
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struction workers become nurses or grade
school teachers, they bring with them unique
experiences as well as the desire to serve in
radically new capacities. Encouraging men to
be present in maternity delivery rooms was an
important step toward enhancing bonding between fathers and their children; traditional
exclusion sent a message that children were the
mother’s possessions and the father should not
interfere. Fathers are now more involved than
ever before in child rearing. Perhaps, men are
responding to opportunities to reestablish karmic balance.
The blend of gender characteristics each of us
expresses is a major ingredient in what we
term “personality.” Flexibility in the range of
accessible characteristics can only enhance the
richness of the personality life.

Patterns in Sex and Sexual
Relationships

S

exual activity expresses the Fourth Ray
procreative union of polar opposites. Yet
the erotic instinct is focused in the sacral chakra, which “at this time” is governed by Ray
VII.30 Alice Bailey explained that the latter ray
“swings now into activity and pours through
this particular centre.” “It was necessary,” she
added, “for the sex life to be controlled by this
type of energy in order to bring about the
needed changes, and hence also one of the
great results of the influence of the incoming
Seventh Ray has been the increase in the mental interest in sex.”31
At its most basic level sexual behavior mirrors
patterns in the animal kingdom. But human
beings have the capacity to integrate it with the
emotional, mental, and even spiritual natures.
The context in which intercourse activity takes
place varies enormously. It may be insensitive,
degrading, exploitive and/or violent; it may be
casual and promiscuous; it may be forced on a
non-consensual partner or a child. Abuses of
the sexual function have occurred throughout
history; indeed we understand that it even preceded the present Earth chain: “The sexual
misery of this planet finds its origin in the
moon failure.”32
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On the other hand sexual activity may be a
unique expression of mutual love between two
people who have committed their lives to each
other. “Making love” in the true sense of the
word is not a single act but a rich repertory of
actions that delight the physical, emotional,
mental and higher natures. Even the animal
kingdom is noted for its elaborate mating rituals. It is not our place to speculate on—still
less legislate—what form the intimacy between partners in a loving relationship might
or should take. Love is transformative, raising
intimacy, as well as the two people, to new
levels.
Roman Emperor Marcus Aurelius (121–180
CE) declared: ““The sexual embrace can only
be compared with music and with prayer.”33
Esoteric teacher Torkom Saraydarian (1917–
1997) commented: “Love is not just related to
the sexual organs, it is attraction on all levels.
You can make love by looking at each other.
You can make love through feeling. You can
make love when you think on the same level,
or if you are dedicated to the same great
cause.”34 Dion Fortune (1890–1946) set the bar
high for successful marriage; our subtle bodies
unfold as we progress spiritually, and satisfying sex can only be achieved if one’s partner
has reached a similar level of unfoldment:
The laws of mating, as understood by esoteric philosophy, embrace much more than
mere physical union, recognizing as they do
the seven planes according to their several
conditions. Esoteric philosophy teaches,
therefore, that unless a man mate each of
his bodies which has arrived at a functionable state, his union will be incomplete, and
he will still be in a state of sex-hunger,
seeking his mate.35
Indian guru Rajneesh (1931–1990), also
known as Osho, commented that sex “need not
remain just biological: bring some spirituality
to it. While making love, meditate too. While
making love, be prayerful. Love should not be
just a physical act; pour your soul into
it.”36 Many esoteric teachers have spoken of
directing the creative impulse from the sacral
to the higher chakras.
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Tantra is often presented as a way to spiritualize sexual activity. In its purest form the ancient Yogic practices of Tantra sought to transform every aspect of life in the service of spiritual self-realization. It did not disdain the
body and sexuality but saw them as valid and
sacred. Sadly, however, the practices were
abused. Sixteenth-century Tibetan scholar
Dakpo Tashi Namgyal commented: “In Tibet it
[Tantra with a sexual partner] was discouraged
and in any case no celibate monk was allowed
to practice it.”37 In some cases the meditative
disciplines were ignored, and Tantra became
an excuse for unbridled sensuality. As one
writer explained:
Tantra failed for two reasons. One was an
inner reason—that meditation was not
made the central point. And second, tantra
had no special methodology for the perverted and the repressed, so that first their repressions and perversions are settled and
they become normal. [Tantra became] just
an exploitation of sex.38
Interest in Tantra continues today, and again
we find a multiplicity of underlying motives,
philosophies and practices. Misuse is not uncommon. On the other hand, the path of
Kalachakra Tantra, with origins in Tibetan
Buddhism and taught by the Dalai Lama, is
one of the most advanced esoteric disciplines
currently available.39
While some individuals and groups seek to
spiritualize sex, others argue that spiritual
growth can only be achieved through abstinence. The world religions struggled to decide
whether marriage or celibacy was the preferable state. Judaism, Islam, and Native American
religions attached great importance to
parenthood. Buddhism and Christianity—
particularly Gnostic Christianity—attached
comparable importance to celibacy. Both Buddhism and Christianity imposed celibacy on
monks and nuns, and the Church of Rome even
requires its secular clergy to be celibate.
Instead of allowing love to “enable and beautify” sexuality and integrate it into the higher
nature, celibacy’s proponents insisted that the
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sexual impulse must be suppressed or “sublimated”—even if extreme measures were necessary to do so. Some priests of the Roman
goddess Cybele castrated themselves in frenzied religious rituals. Certain Christian ascetics
performed self-castration to overcome the
“concupiscence of the flesh.”40
Esoteric teachings have often echoed a preference for celibacy. For example, Helena Blavatsky grudgingly condoned marriage because the
alternative might be worse: “[S]ave in a few
exceptional cases of practical Occultism, marriage is the only remedy against immorality.”41

Sex, the Family, and Procreation
The great majority of people throughout history has been, and probably will be, heterosexual. So long as humanity retains its sexual mode
of reproduction, they bear responsibility for
perpetuating the species and providing physical forms in which souls can incarnate.
Marriage evolved to provide a socially sanctioned framework for heterosexual relationships. Marriage imposed certain responsibilities on husbands and gave wives status relative
to concubines and slaves. Adam and Eve were
portrayed in an exclusive relationship—if only
by circumstances—and many religious traditions enshrined the notion of permanent, monogamous marriage in their moral canons. Yet
the early Jewish patriarchs and kings were polygamous, Islam and Mormonism tolerated
polygamy until quite recently, and some cultures permit polyandry. The meaning of “traditional marriage” or “biblical marriage” depends on which tradition one studies, and
which books of the Bible one considers relevant.
Institutional Christianity sanctioned marriage
because few people could meet the demands of
celibacy. Nineteen hundred years before Blavatsky, Paul warned the Corinthians: “It is
good for a man not to touch a woman. Nevertheless, to avoid fornication, let every man
have his own wife, and let every woman have
her own husband.”42 Despite his negative attitude toward sex and marriage, Paul no doubt
recognized that children were needed to swell
the ranks of the faithful.
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The stereotypical marriage involves sexual
intercourse on a more-or-less regular basis. But
we do not know whether this has ever been
universally true. Marriage fulfills a variety of
needs and aspirations. In times past, as today,
some people probably married for companionship, protection, or other reasons. They may
have been unable to have sex, engaged in it
infrequently, or chose to forgo it altogether.
In the aristocracy marriages traditionally were
arranged for dynastic purposes, and weddings
were occasions for elaborate celebrations and
pageantry. Among ordinary people, a wedding
might be celebrated according to local custom,
though many couples opted for common-law
marriage. Western Christianity did not declare
marriage to be a sacrament until the twelfth
century, and the Protestant reformers denied its
sacramental status.43 Church weddings did not
become the norm in most European countries
until after the Reformation.
As noted, parents were eager to get their
daughters “married off,” and young women
accepted the sense of urgency. Brides might be
in their teens, or younger. By contrast, their
husbands, who were expected to be in a position to support the family, might be significantly older. Few objections would be raised if
he had acquired previous sexual experience;
marriage was a sign that he planned to “settle
down.” Romantic love was rarely considered
necessary at any social level. The courtly love
of Troubadour tradition was mostly extramarital; it fantasized about, but more often stopped
short of, sexual contact because of the risk and
consequences of discovery.
Large families were common, but until the late
nineteenth century many children died from
malnutrition, disease, or accidents—often
work-related. Maternal mortality rates also
were high, and life expectancy for both men
and women was relatively short. Advances in
health care over the last 100 years have drastically reduced maternity and infant mortality
rates; and at least in the West children are no
longer forced to work in unsafe environments.
People are living longer, and attitudes toward
marriage, sex and childbearing have changed
dramatically.
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Among esoteric teachers, Helena Blavatsky
Sexual activity may begin in an individual’s
married but left her husband almost immediearly teens. Social and religious prohibitions
ately to follow a path of celibacy. Anna Kingsagainst sex outside marriage have lost their
ford remained nominally married but develdissuasive power. Much sexual activity now
oped a professional and spiritual relationship
takes place between persons who are neither
with Edward Maitland. Annie Besant left her
married nor in lasting relationships. But dehusband, after having
spite what the mass metwo children, and alWill the trends in sex and dia might suggest, sinlegedly formed a relahave less sex than
gender observed in recent dec- gles
tionship with George
married people. For exades continue, or might they ample, in the age group
Bernard Shaw. Alice
Bailey bore three chilbe reversed? Do the challeng- 18–24 years, only 2 perdren by her first huscent of single men rees to long standing assump- ported sexual activity
band before marrying
tions about men and women, more than four times per
Foster Bailey. Charles
Leadbeater never marand trends in sex and gender week, compared with 21
ried. Dion Fortune
percent
of
married
46
themselves,
mean
that
humanmarried
occultist
men.
Thomas Evans, known
ity is entering a new phase of Marriage may no longer
as “Merlin,” but he left
evolution; or do they amount be a woman’s primary
her after two years for
to a reckless disregard for the ambition. Education and
another woman. Kathcareer
considerations
erine Tingley married
immutable laws of nature?
may take priority, and
three times. MacGregthese in turn allow her to
or Mathers married but had no children. Arthur
delay marriage, or perhaps never to marry.
Waite, Rudolf Steiner, and Geoffrey Hodson
Even for women who plan to marry, financial
were widowed and remarried. Rare among esoand emotional independence is considered imtericists, Harriette and Homer Curtis and Heleportant before, during, and—if things do not
na and Nicholas Roerich enjoyed happy, lifework out—after marriage. Women’s education
long marriages; the Roerichs had two children
is a first, and important, step toward gender
who participated in their work. Bailey comequality in societies that remain heavily patrimented that “many of the Masters are married
archal. In addition to helping women become
and have raised families.”44
more independent, education enables them to
Marriage used to give a couple legal, social,
and/or religious permission to engage in sexual
activity. Children typically began to arrive
within one or two years, and the marriage was
expected to last “until death do us part.” That
neat pattern is now the exception rather than
the rule. Multiple marriages have become
commonplace, and having children is optional.
The availability of contraceptives has given
people new freedom to engage in sexual activity with minimal risk of pregnancy. Certain religions institutions, like the Church of Rome,
still struggle with the concept of family planning and the means taken to achieve it. Although the ban on contraception remains in
force, the great majority of Roman Catholic
women reject it.45
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participate in family planning and to obtain
contraceptive aids that may be available.
Many men and women decide to live together
“without benefit of clergy” (or legal equivalent). Cohabitation has increased ninefold over
the last fifty years and is now a popular alternative or prelude to marriage. More than onehalf of marriages are now preceded by a period
of cohabitation.47 In general, however, prolonged cohabitation is less stable than marriage.
Marriage itself has become “as long as love
shall last,” rather than “what God has joined
together, let no man put asunder.”48 Divorce no
longer carries the social stigma it once did, and
religious proscriptions against remarriage are
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widely ignored. Yet divorce rates vary widely
by country: from an estimated 3 percent in
Chile, to 21 percent in Saudi Arabia, 42 percent in the United Kingdom, and 71 percent in
Portugal.49 Interestingly, marital commitment
has suffered from “women’s liberation.” Since
1990, the number of wives admitting infidelity
has increased by forty percent, while the rate
among husbands remained the same.50
Although teen pregnancy is an urgent problem,
on average men and women in the developed
world are waiting longer before starting families.51 Many couples choose never to have
children; others experience difficulty in having, or are unable to have, children. Postponement of childbearing bypasses the time of
men’s maximum libido. In addition to the
normal decline with age, libido can be reduced
by anxiety, stress, depression, medical conditions, and prescription medications.52 The frequency of intercourse may remain relatively
high for couples in their early twenties, but it
seems to be declining among married couples
as a whole; a study in Japan reported that nearly one-half of married couples had not had sex
during the previous month.53 Assertions that
we are a sex-obsessed society may need to be
more specific about the segments of society
under consideration.
More importantly, postponement bypasses
women’s time of maximum fertility. Extended
life expectancy and improved health may prolong sexual activity into old age,54 but by then
a woman is past menopause. Conception rates
are falling in every part of the world. According to United Nations data the global total fertility rate (TFR)—live births per woman—has
declined from 4.96 in 1950–1955 to an estimated 2.52 in 2010–2015. For the most recent
period the TFR ranged from a high of 7.40 in
Niger, to 1.88 in the United States, to a low of
1.11 in Taiwan.55 The net reproduction rate
(NRR)—daughters per woman—is approximately one-half of the TFR. The NRR was
found to be less than 1.0, the level of sustainability, in ninety-four of the 229 nations surveyed.56 In much of the developed world populations are decreasing or are sustained only by
immigration.
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Declining fertility and reproduction rates are
good from the standpoint of world population.
From the Biblical injunction to “multiply and
fill the Earth,” emphasis has shifted to serious
concerns about overpopulation. The United
Nations anticipates that global population may
level off at about 11 billion by 2100—or could
even peak out at about 9 billion in 2050 and
then decline.57 Meanwhile, differential rates
among regions of the world are affecting demographics. The white population—the fifth,
“Nordic,” subrace of the fifth root race—is
declining in numbers and declining even faster
as a percentage of total population.58 The increase in total global population is driven primarily by expansion in the fourth and earlier
subraces.59
Global population can only increase if incarnation becomes more frequent. Based on what
we have been told, roughly one in eight human
monads is currently in physical embodiment; if
world population reaches 10 billion, the proportion will be one in six.60

Homosexuality
According to an authoritative study: “An estimated 3.5% of adults in the United States identify as lesbian, gay, or bisexual. This implies
that there are approximately nine million
LGBT Americans, roughly equivalent to the
population of New Jersey.”61 The numbers
vary significantly by region, either because
homosexual and bisexual people congregate in
certain areas or because societal attitudes affect people’s willingness to disclose their orientation. A Gallup poll showed that more than
10 percent of the population in the District of
Columbia identified as lesbian, gay or bisexual, versus only 1.7 percent in North Dakota.
Homosexual behavior was not uncommon in
antiquity, but legal and societal attitudes varied
widely. The Code of the Assura, compiled late
in the second millennium BCE, prescribed castration for male homosexual acts committed in
the armed forces: “If a man have intercourse
with his brother-in-arms, they [the authorities]
shall turn him into a eunuch.”62
In other cultures such behavior was accepted,
particularly between persons of different social
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class. Slaves and servants provided opportunities for sexual activity of all kinds, without
regard for consent. Roman society also tolerated a social system in which ambitious young
men could “sleep their way to the top” by partnering with older, well-connected men.63 Neither the older nor the younger man was expected to be exclusively homosexual; the former may have had, and the latter anticipated, a
home life with a wife and children.
On a smaller scale Greek and Roman society
acknowledged
homosexual
relationships
among women. The most famous case in antiquity involved Sappho (c.630–c.570 BCE), a
Greek lyric poetess from the island of Lesbos,
known for her writings about love and women. Lesbos, off the coast of Asia Minor, acquired a reputation for being a hotbed of female same-sex activity. The second-century
(CE) Lucian of Samasota commented on the
“masculine-looking women in Lesbos who are
not willing to suffer ‘it’ from men, but only
consort with women.”64
In late antiquity and the Middle Ages same-sex
unions—male and female—sometimes were
afforded legal and even liturgical recognition.
Historian John Boswell pointed to a tenthcentury Greek liturgical rite claiming precedents from the early church:
O Lord God, who made humankind in thine
own image and likeness and gave it power
over all flesh everlasting, and who now hast
approved thy saints Philip and Bartholomew becoming partners, not bound together
by nature but in the unity of the Holy Spirit
and in the mode of faith, thou who didst
consider thy saints and martyrs Serge and
Bacchus worthy to be united, bless thy
servants, N and N .... But grant them to love
each other and to remain unhated and without scandal, all the days of their lives.65
Not surprisingly, Boswell’s work was controversial, and critics argued that the unions in
question were not sexual in nature. That may
or may not be true; just as it is impossible to
generalize about intimacy in traditional or
same-sex marriages today, we cannot assume
that medieval same-sex couples necessarily
engaged in stereotypical sexual behavior, or
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

with what frequency. The later French ceremony of Affrèrement gave two men legal and
social rights similar to those of marriage.66
Again, we do not know what, if any, sexual
habits were involved.
More generally, homosexuality acquired a distinctly negative reputation. Most people assumed, as they do today, that sexual contact
between homosexual men took a single form.
King Henry VIII introduced the Buggery Act
of 1533, making the act punishable by hanging; the law was modified in 1861 to remove
the death penalty, but the act remained a
crime.67 A consensus of religious and secular
belief developed that male homosexuality itself—erotic interest in other men, whether or
not expressed in physical contact—was deviant, immoral, and threatening to society. Negative attitudes were based on a combination of
personal distaste and associations with idolatry, heresy, and criminal behavior.68 Popular
stereotypes depicted a gay man as promiscuous, pederastic and effeminate, with a limp
wrist and a lisp.
Homophobia was pervasive at all levels of
business, education, the military, government,
and the church. Hate crimes were sanctioned
and even encouraged. In many jurisdictions
police could raid a home where homosexual
acts were believed to be taking place. Homosexuals were persecuted in Nazi Germany as
part of its eugenics programs. Only the arts
tolerated them; indeed, homosexual persons
have contributed disproportionately to the arts.
The main outcome of negative attitudes was to
force male homosexual behavior into venues
like brothels, gay bars, and public restrooms.
Yet despite intolerance in the larger society,
such behavior was rife in certain institutions,
including the armed forces and private boarding schools.69 The term “fag” originally referred to a schoolboy assigned as a personal
servant to an older boy; duties might range
from running errands to serving as a sex slave.
As in ancient Rome, the boys may have gone
on to lead heterosexual lives after completing
school.
Homosexuality was believed to be a lifestyle
choice; people acquired homosexual instincts
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deliberately or by the gross neglect of natural
law. A recurring theme in Roman Catholicism
was that homosexual behavior was a sin of
excess. Based on a passage in Romans, gay
men—the principal targets—were not satisfied
with erotic activity with women but also lusted
after other men.70 Ironically, the celibate
priesthood and religious orders offered sanctuaries for gay men seeking to avoid questions
about why they never married.71 In consequence, the proportion of homosexuals may
have been higher in the church than in the general population.
Female homosexuality was condemned, and
the pejorative labels “dyke,” “butch” and
“femme” took hold.72 But for the most part,
lesbians attracted less attention, and they were
not forced into places like restrooms. “Spinster
companions” were familiar features of the social landscape. Two unmarried women could
live together without arousing suspicion; rather
society would pity them for “not being able to
find husbands.”
Echoing the attitudes of her time, esoteric
teacher Alice Bailey condemned “Sodomites
and Lesbians.”73 She spoke harshly of homosexuality, using terms like “mental perversion,” “distorted attitude of mind,”;74 “morbid,” “abnormal development,” “prurient curiosity”; 75 “unwholesome imagination,” “perverted” and “prostitution.”76 Homosexuality
was a major issue in “The Problem of Sex.”77
Homosexuality, Bailey declared, could result
from “A frustrated sex life or a state wherein
an unmarried person has had no normal expression of a natural and universal process.”
Such a person might, with a measure of assent,
develop “homosexual habits or ... those perversions which warp the life of many intelligent
people.”78 (She did not specify the perversions
in question.) Bailey laid much of the blame for
homosexuality on a combination of repressive
Christian moral doctrine and inherited disease:
The teaching of wrong sexual habits, the
example of widespread prostitution (I use
this word in connection with men as well as
women), the growth of homosexuality ...,
the narrow-minded Christian inheritance of
a “guilt complex” where sex is concerned,
28

and the heritage of diseased and over- or
under-sexed physical bodies, have brought
the race to its present chaotic and unintelligent handling of the important problem [of
sex].79
Bailey embraced the notion that homosexuality
was a matter of excess. Two possible causes
were involvement in sex magic “ plus a constant insatiable physical and sexual urge”; and
imitative of the behavior of others, together
with “a powerful physical or sex nature, and a
prurient curiosity.”80 But the major cause of
homosexuality was karma associated with “ancient evil habits”:
Homosexuality is what you call a “leftover” from the sexual excesses of Lemurian
times .... Egos who individualized and incarnated in that vast period of time are the
ones who today demonstrate homosexual
tendencies. In those days, so urgent was the
sexual appetite, the normal processes of
human intercourse did not satisfy the insatiable desire of the advanced man of the period. Soul force, flowing in through the
processes of individualization, served to
stimulate the lowest centers. Hence, forbidden methods were practiced. Those who
thus practiced them are today, in great
numbers, in incarnation, and the ancient
habits are too strong for them.81
Theosophist John Vorstermans agreed that
homosexuality might have karmic underpinnings but suggested an alternative purpose:
It is quite probable that people who are in a
relationship are there because of past
tendencies, experiences, or the result of
karma.... This might be an opportunity for
the Souls to learn and dissolve tendencies
or unwind a past karmic cause, or it could
be that they have chosen to come and work
on challenging the social or religious issues
of the time.82
Rosicrucian Paschal Randolph offered yet another explanation for homosexuality:
An individual could desire to savor the perceived sexual advantages of the opposite
sex without the willingness to accept the responsibilities associated with that opposite
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gender. For example, a man in one lifetime
may think women have a great advantage in
their sexuality [but] does not wish to participate in other aspects of female life that he
perceives as undesirable.... This same situation also applies to a woman who covets
only certain aspects of a man’s sexuality,
but again, without its attendant responsibilities.83
As early as 1905, psychologist Sigmund Freud
attributed homosexuality to incomplete suppression of the Oedipus complex.84 And by the
middle of the twentieth century the health sciences began to view it as a physical or mental
illness rather than a perversity.
The religious community did not respond immediately, and some denominations have still
not done so. But in 1975, the Church of Rome
issued an authoritative statement conceding
that homosexuality was not always a sinful
choice but might be an incurable disease:
A distinction is drawn ... between homosexuals whose tendency comes from a false
education, from a lack of normal sexual development, from habit, from bad example,
or from other similar causes ... and homosexuals who are definitively such because
of some kind of innate instinct or a pathological constitution judged to be incurable.85
In either case, homosexual acts remained “intrinsically disordered.” And “according to the
objective moral order, homosexual relations
are ... condemned as a serious depravity and
even presented as the sad consequence of rejecting God.”86
Bailey suggested that “advanced souls” whose
homosexuality was inherited from Lemurian
excesses might be curable:
They are now far enough advanced upon
the evolutionary path so that the cure lies
ready at this time—if they choose to employ it. They can, with relative ease, transfer the sex impulse to the throat centre, and
thus become creative in the higher sense,
employing the energy sensed and circulating in right and constructive ways.87
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The possibility of a “cure” for homosexuality
also underlies the so-called conversion, or reparative, therapies. These methodologies are
encouraged by some fundamentalist groups in
the belief that “faulty” sexual orientation can
be corrected by religious practices (“pray the
gay away”), psychoanalysis, aversion therapy,
or even brain lobotomy. Some adults enroll in
the programs by choice, but teenagers may be
forced into them by anxious parents. Some
churches insist on conversion therapy as a
condition for retaining a minister who they
discover is gay.
Conversion therapies are rejected almost universally by health science professionals. A
branch of the World Health Organization stated that “services that purport to ‘cure’ people
with non-heterosexual sexual orientations ...
lack medical justification and represent a serious threat to the health and well-being of affected people.”88 One study showed that the
“success” rate, based on patient feedback, was
on the order of three percent.89 The great majority came away with no change in their sexual orientation but with a deepened sense of
personal failure, shame and guilt: many expressed suicidal thoughts. In some jurisdictions
conversion therapies are now prohibited by
law.

Changing Attitudes toward
Homosexuality
Important changes in attitudes toward homosexuality came from research in sexology. Alfred Kinsey and his coworkers discovered that
a majority of people have both heterosexual
and homosexual instincts to some degree. With
respect to men, the first group to be studied:
“Males do not represent two discrete populations, heterosexual and homosexual .... The
living world is a continuum in each and every
one of its aspects.”90 Similar results emerged
when women were studied later.
The outcome was the famous “Kinsey scale”
(0 through 6) on which everybody could be
located by appropriate testing. In place of a
rigid demarcation, “heterosexual” meant that a
person scored low on the scale, perhaps 0 or 1;
“homosexual” meant that the person scored
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high, perhaps 5 or 6. “Bisexual” persons
scored somewhere in the middle of the scale.91
Homosexual instincts could no longer be projected out onto evil perverts, or even onto the
chronically sick; some degree of homoeroticism might be pervasive throughout the population.
Sexual instincts do not necessarily translate
into behavior. People anywhere on the heterosexual–homosexual spectrum could choose, or
agree, to remain celibate or direct their instincts elsewhere. But could society justifiably
insist that a person scoring high on the Kinsey
scale has a greater responsibility to do so than
someone scoring lower? Should that person be
pressured into celibacy, or into an opposite-sex
marriage that will almost certainly fail?
In 1973 the American Psychiatric Association
removed homosexuality from its official list of
mental disorders, and the American Psychological Association quickly endorsed the action.92 The latter declared:
Homosexuality per se implies no impairment in judgment, stability, reliability, or
general social and vocational capabilities;
further, the American Psychological Association urges all mental health professionals
to take the lead in removing the stigma of
mental illness that has long been associated
with homosexual orientations.93
In 1972, the United Church of Christ became
the first mainline Christian denomination in
the United States to ordain openly gay clergy. And in 2004, Gene Robinson, an openly
gay man, was consecrated Episcopal bishop of
New Hampshire.94 Since then, some other denominations have embraced gay and lesbian
clergy, as well as providing for the blessing of
same-sex couples. The Church of Rome, the
Eastern Orthodox churches, and evangelical
fundamentalist churches vigorously oppose
both developments, arguing that that are contrary to scripture. Yet certain Roman Catholic
leaders are now reaching out to the LGBT
community in pastoral contexts that would
have been unthinkable even a decade ago.95
These various developments may be encouraging, but in a recurring pattern religious institu-
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tions have responded to public opinion rather
than leading it.
Efforts to decriminalize homosexual behavior
have won broad international support. Ninetynine member countries of the United Nations
signed a 2008 General Assembly statement
affirming the human rights of LGBT persons
and/or a more specific 2011 statement by the
U.N. Human Rights Council. Yet fifty-four
nations—most from northern Africa and the
Middle East—opposed the declarations, and a
further forty-four, including the Russian Federation and China, abstained. In 2001 the
Netherlands recognized same-sex marriage,
and at the time of writing twenty-two other
nations have done the same. In 2015, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled in favor
of marriage equality.96
Homosexuality is now widely viewed in terms
of same-sex unions or marriages, mutual love,
care for their families, and participation in the
lives of their communities. As with oppositesex unions, we have no right to inquire into
what forms their intimacy might take. Despite
societal pressures, the stability of gay unions is
at least comparable with that of straight couples.97 Bullying of teenage gays and lesbians
persists, but a whole generation of young people is growing up knowing that some of their
peers are different from others, in much the
same way as they see persons of other ethnicities, handicapped persons, or persons of different mental or physical abilities. Among much
else, the legalization of gay marriage has given
non-heterosexual young people new hope;
since the Supreme Court ruling suicide attempts among gay, lesbian and bisexual adolescents in the U.S. have decreased by fourteen
percent.98
The observation that a number of animal species exhibit homosexual behavior is sometimes
cited to refute assertions that the corresponding
human behavior is a “sin against nature.”99 Be
that as it may, the argument that heterosexual
marriage is the only permissible kind because
it alone can produce offspring has lost its
force. Many straight couples are unable to
have children or simply do not plan to raise
families; if nothing else they are helping curb
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global population growth. Gay couples can
adopt children or turn to surrogate mothers,
and lesbian couples can have children through
adoption or sperm donation. Setting aside issues of prejudice they may face, the children of
same-sex couples can fare as well as those in
“traditional” families. Indeed, heterosexual
unions do not have a universally stellar record
where child welfare is concerned.
Attitudes are changing more slowly in the esoteric community. An anonymous writer associated with the School for Esoteric Studies
commented: “[W]hile legal and psychiatric
frameworks increasingly recognize homosexuality as a legitimate and healthy lifestyle
choice, esoteric writings have not kept
pace.”100 One of the few comments to emerge
from a modern Rosicrucian order simply cited
founder Max Heindel’s teachings of a century
or more ago upholding the sanctity of marriage
with procreative intent.101 The Masonic orders
almost universally exclude gays from membership. The Theosophical Society reportedly excludes gays and lesbians from its Esoteric Section.102
Students of Alice Bailey are confronted by
Bailey’s teachings, summarized earlier. Gay or
lesbian students may experience great shame
and guilt, while others believe that Bailey’s
position on homosexuality was either misguided or is no longer relevant.
To take issue with authoritative teachings must
be approached with caution and humility; Bailey is believed to have served as amanuensis
for the Tibetan Master Djwhal Khul. The
anonymous writer cited above affirmed the
timeless content of the teachings but suggested
that points of detail can be driven by current
need.103 Bailey herself had urged: “The disciple upon whom the Master can most confidently depend is the one who can—in periods of
change—preserve that which is good and fundamental while breaking from the past and add
to it that which is of immediate service in the
present.”104 A statement attributed directly to
the Tibetan Master offered the following advice:
The books that I have written are sent out
with no claim for their acceptance. They
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may, or may not, be correct, true and useful. It is for you to ascertain their truth by
right practice and by the exercise of the intuition.... [I]f the information given raises
the aspiration and the will-to-serve from the
plane of the emotions to that of the mind ...
then they will have served their purpose. If
the teaching conveyed calls forth a response
from the illumined mind of the worker in
the world, and brings a flashing forth of his
intuition, then let that teaching be accepted.
But not otherwise.105
The case can be made that esotericism, by its
very nature, must be organic. To view any particular body of teachings, no matter how authoritative, as infallible dogma would be to
descend to a kind of fundamentalism or scriptural literalism.106
Bailey’s teachings on homosexuality have become the topic of frequent discussion on social
media, blogs, and the like. One faction insists
that they reflect a view of homosexuality radically different from today’s.107 References to
prostitution imply that Bailey did not envision,
or was not speaking of, committed same-sex
unions. A statement by the School for Esoteric
Studies noted: “Nowhere in [Bailey’s] quotations is there any recognition of homosexuality
as a normal lifestyle or the choice of a samesex partner as legitimate and in keeping with a
spiritual practice.”108 The statement rejected
any assertion that homosexuality “reflects an
excessive preoccupation with physical pleasure
and sexual urges” or “is a perversion of basic
polarities, the balancing of which is a key
component of the electrical nature of the universe.”109
Another faction adopts a more conciliatory
position. Paschal Randolph affirmed that “homosexuals feel a loving attachment toward
each other. We clearly acknowledge that two
men or two women can create a very close relationship that is similar to many good marriages.” But he added: “It is physically impossible for homosexual acts to involve the male–
female physical–electromagnetic exchange,
and consequently, they are devoid of the physical constructive potentials that lead to Regeneration and Spiritualization.”110
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Patrick Chouinard, former faculty member at
the Morya Federation, agreed that homosexuality “may not be the ideal sexual orientation”
but insisted that it still provides opportunities
for spiritual growth. Gays and lesbians have
gifts, notably sensitivity, that may provide important opportunities for service. 111 He added:
“sex without love is the problem and sex with
love is the solution.” 112 Chouinard drew attention to a passage in Bailey’s writing stating
that the Masters “have trodden every step of
the path of suffering, have undergone every
experience, have surmounted every difficulty,
and have won out. [... and now express] a love
that triumphs over all.”113 By implication the
Masters may have been gay or lesbian in previous lives, but they still reached their present
spiritual stature.
Bailey’s assertion that homosexuality is chiefly
of karmic origin can be reconciled with medical opinion that it is a genetic condition. It is
not a choice made in the current incarnation.
Yet the Solar Angel, who orchestrates the incarnational cycle prior to the Fourth Initiation,
presumably allows the karma to manifest in
that lifetime.114
Karma may predispose an individual of any
orientation to an excessive preoccupation with
sex. The individual would be urged to raise the
sacral energy to the throat centre, or transmute
“the process of physical reproduction and of
physical creation into that of the creativeness
of the artist in some field of creative expression.”115 A heterosexual disciple is not required
to suppress the sex instinct; rather, he or she is
encouraged to transform it within the framework of a loving relationship and a lifetime
dedicated to service. Should not the same privilege be extended to a gay or lesbian disciple?
Whatever the moral standing of homosexuality, nobody can deny that gay and lesbian persons have suffered ostracism, discrimination,
persecution, and frequent violence. Dorothy
Riddle, chairperson of the School for Esoteric
Studies, placed anti-LGBT bias in the context
of separateness, which Bailey termed “the
great heresy.”116 Referring to Bailey’s comments on hatred and on humanity’s responsi-
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bility to bring about needed change, she declared:
Homosexuality challenges us to appreciate
wholeness without having to posit the duality of gender.... To bring about right human relations, we must take active initiative
and be willing to heal the challenging rift of
homophobia. Change on this planet is not
the Hierarchy’s job—it is ours. We, Humanity, are the “world savior.”117
“Progressives” in organized religion and the
esoteric community are taking more positive
attitudes toward homosexuality, at least in part,
to keep pace with social realities. But it could
be argued that homosexual behavior really is
morally wrong and regressive in terms of the
evolution of human consciousness. “Conservatives” insist that timeless moral truths are being sacrificed in the name of a false popularism. While supporting Bailey’s teachings, Australian esotericist Leoni Hodgson hoped for
greater clarity, as more is learned about the
human constitution:
Time will tell whether homosexuality is a
natural sexual expression, or whether the
teachers of wisdom over the ages are correct. When scientists can study the etheric
body, and how our behaviors affect our energies, we will gain a clearer view. By fully
embracing homosexuality as we are doing
today, the sooner will it find its natural
place within the fabric of humanity—
whatever or wherever that may be.118
A final consideration is that attitudes toward
homosexuality vary enormously from one part
of the world to another; what might seem evolutionary in the West might seem dangerously
involutionary elsewhere. One study showed
that 88 percent of Spanish people affirmed that
homosexuality should be accepted, whereas 97
percent of people in Jordan and 98 percent in
Nigeria said that it could not be tolerated.119

Intersex and Transgender
Intersex persons occupy intermediate positions
on the male–female spectrum. Ambiguity in
internal or external genitalia is observed at
birth in about 0.1 percent of the population.120
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That number translates into 300,000 people in
the United States. Percentages in other countries are probably comparable.
Chromosome or other abnormalities may manifest later in life. An individual may fail to develop, or develop inappropriate, secondary
sexual characteristics or reproductive capability; a woman may never menstruate; a man
may be incapable of generating sperm. Individuals whose stature, physical ability, facial
features, and/or voice pitch are atypical of their
predominant sex form part of a larger intersex
population. Because many of these cases are
never reported precise data are unknown, but
estimates place the total number of intersex
persons at somewhere between 1 percent and 5
percent of the population.
Roughly one-half of individuals diagnosed as
intersex at birth are hermaphrodites.121 They
have both ovarian and testicular tissue, which
may be separate or may be combined in an
ovotestis.122 In Greek mythology, Hermaphroditus was the son of Aphrodite and Hermes.
According to the Roman poet Ovid, Hermaphroditus was a remarkably handsome young
man. The water nymph Salmacis, saw him
bathing, fell in love with him, and prayed to be
united forever. The gods answered her prayer
and merged their bodies into one.
In general an intersex person, like most other
people, is the product of a single zygote, or
fertilized ovum. But in the phenomenon of
chimerism, the individual has cells from two
different zygotes and dual blood types.123 In
rare cases the individual may be hermaphroditic. Chimerism, which tends to occur very early
in the embryonic development, is thought to
result from the absorption of cells from, or
even the whole embryo of, a fraternal twin.
Throughout history, intersex persons typically
were forced into one or other of the binary
sexual categories. Adults discovered to be sexually ambiguous may have been burned as
witches. Yet hermaphroditism was recognized
in Roman law and again in the seventeenthcentury Institutes of the Lawes of England.124
Some Indian and Native American cultures
recognized a “third sex,” or “two-spirit” persons, even according them special honors;
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transsexual and homosexual persons were
sometimes included. A few jurisdictions now
permit children or adults to be registered in
some way other than “male” or “female.”
Awareness, acceptance, and legal recognition
of intersex persons vary enormously among
and within nations, even in the West.
For reasons of privacy, many intersex persons
conceal their conditions and try to blend in as
men or women; others feel comfortable
enough to identify themselves as intersex or
nonbinary. Depending on the severity of their
condition, intersex persons may experience
difficulty forming intimate relationships. Many
are asexual; others are heterosexual, homosexual or bisexual but are limited in their ability to
find partners.
Infants with ambiguous genitalia may undergo
surgery soon after birth. Surgery may be necessary if the abnormality blocks an essential
bodily function. But parents often request, or
consent to, surgery under social pressure to
bring a “boy” or “girl” home from the hospital.
Older intersex persons may seek elective surgery and/or hormone therapy. Whether performed at birth or later, corrective therapies
may not be possible or successful; they may
also result in sexual dysphoria.125
Transgender persons have changed, or wish to
change, their position on the male–female
spectrum. An estimated 0.3% of adults in the
United States, or roughly one million people,
identify themselves as transgender.126 Other
developed nations may have similar rates. Data
for undeveloped countries are scarce and of
questionable reliability; one report claimed that
Pakistan has 10,400 transgender persons in a
population of 274 million.127 For reasons to be
discussed, actual numbers may be much higher.
The most famous case of transsexuality in antiquity involved the Greek prophet Tiresias,
who was transformed by the goddess Hera into
a woman for seven years. During that time,
reportedly she married and had children. Norse
gods were capable of changing gender at will.
For example Loki, frequently disguised himself as a woman; and in the form of a white
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mare she gave birth to a foal after an encounter
with the stallion Svaðilfari.
In the fourth century BCE a married Arabian
woman reportedly developed male genitals
spontaneously.128 The Roman historian Cassius
Dio reported that third-century CE Roman
Emperor Elagabalus not only dressed as woman, adopted female mannerisms, and wore
makeup, but “carried his lewdness to such a
point that he asked the physicians to contrive a
woman’s vagina in his body by means of an
incision, promising them large sums for doing
so.”129 Elagabalus may have been the first individual to seek sex-reassignment surgery, as
we know it today.
More primitive kinds of surgery—consensual
or otherwise—to alter sexual anatomy were
performed throughout history. Historians now
dispute claims by Greek philosopher Hippocrates and Roman historian Marcus Justinus that
the Amazon warriors of Thrace cut, or burned,
off the right breast to enhance performance
with the javelin or bow.130 But the castration of
males, as a punishment or to render them more
useful or dependable, was a common practice.
Castrated servants or slaves were used in various capacities by secular rulers as early as the
twenty-first century BCE.131 Eunuchs are mentioned in Isaiah 56:4, Matthew 19:12, and
elsewhere in the Bible. Famously, they served
as harem guards in the Ottoman Empire until
the nineteenth century.132
Another typically nonconsensual practice was
the castration of boys by parents or teachers to
prevent voice change in puberty and prepare
them for stage or church careers as alto or soprano vocalists. Castrati are believed to have
sung in Constantinople as early as the fifth
century, and they formed an essential part of
the Sistine Chapel choir from the sixteenth
century until Pope Pius X banned the practice
in 1903.133 Castrati also sang female roles in
Baroque operas and dressed as their characters
demanded. Otherwise, castrati dressed and behaved, to the extent possible, as men.134
Throughout history certain men have worn
female clothing, and women men’s clothing.
Achilles’ mother dressed him in women’s
clothing to hide him from Odysseus who want34

ed him to join the Trojan War. Joan of Arc
wore male clothing to suit her combat role and
also to protect herself from rape. When charges of heresy were insufficient to warrant the
death penalty, she was sentenced in 1431 to be
burned on the grounds of crossdressing.135 Until the early twentieth century boys often wore
dresses until they were “breeched”—an important rite of passage —at ages between thee
and eight.136 Today many women wear maletype clothing because of their occupations,
notably military deployments.
People may crossdress because it gives them
pleasure or relieves inner tension.137 Nineteenth-century French novelist
AmandineAurore-Lucile Dupin preferred to wear men’s
clothing and adopted the pseudonym and persona of “George Sand.” Crossdressing may be
a fetish appealing to heterosexual men or
women. Or it may provide a way for individuals with sexual dysphoria to experiment with a
different identity before embarking on more
permanent therapies. Fashion trends have
made it easy for girls and women to dress as
males; a woman with short hair, wearing army
fatigues or bib overalls, attracts little attention.138
By contrast, men in the West who dress as females challenge deeply ingrained cultural
norms.139 Despite disapproval a substantial
fraction of the male population is believed to
have crossdressed sometime in their lives.140
Most of those who crossdress on a regular basis do so secretly;141 for them, motivation and
rewards are entirely personal. A smaller, but
more readily quantifiable, number of men and
boys crossdress publicly and want to be treated
and/or accepted as female. Their motivation
and rewards include others’ reactions. The distinction between secret and public crossdressing supports the realization that sexual identity
has two dimensions: how individuals see
themselves (self-concept) and how they present themselves to the world.142
Many persons with dysphoria simply dress,
behave, and play roles corresponding to their
sexual identity, concealing their anatomy as
best they can. Others seek treatment to make a
more complete transition. The first reported
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sex-reassignment surgeries were performed in
Argentina and Denmark led the way to giving
Europe as early as the 1930s.143 Since then,
legal recognition to transgender persons and
plastic surgery and hormone therapies have
including the costs of surgery in state-run
developed in effectiveness, safety, and acceshealthcare programs. In 2014, the Supreme
sibility. Demand continues to increase. More
Court of India recognized transsexual persons,
than three thousand proand
more
sexcedures were performed in
Evolving patterns of sexual- reassignment surgeries
the U.S. in 2016, up 19
ity and progress toward the are performed there than
percent from the year beanywhere else in the
equality of the sexes might world.149 India and Thaifore.144
Male-to-female
surgery may be less compoint to a future state of land have become mediplicated and require fewer
destinations
androgyny. But physical cal-tourist
procedures than femalewith that focus. In Iran,
androgyny is unlikely to be men may accept reasto-male, but in neither
case is erotic capability
attained until the seventh signment surgery to
guaranteed. Nor, accordsevere penalties for
root race. By that time we avoid
ing to reliable reports to
homosexual behavior.
are unlikely to have dense As noted in Part I, sexual
date, has a transgender
woman ever given birth to
physical bodies, and some dysphoria may begin bea child,145 though surgical
other form of reproduction fore puberty or may be
technology is advancing
into middle age.
so rapidly that this might
will ne needed to provide delayed
In the latter case it is unsoon be possible.
forms for incarnating souls. clear whether the condiAncillary therapies can
tion was previously lahelp a person adapt to and behave according to
tent, or whether a real change occurred in
his or her new identity.146 The main challenge
adulthood. Multiple studies have found that,
is re-assimilation into society. Transsexual
among adults, sexual dysphoria affects subpersons may be limited in the relationships
stantially more men than women. Prior to
they can form, may find career opportunities
adulthood the situation is ambiguous. One
curtailed, encounter rejection by friends and
study identified dysphoria in roughly equal
institutions, and/or face a continual risk of vionumbers of boys and girls,150 while more relence. Nonetheless, satisfaction rates among
cent studies suggested that parity exists only
persons who undergo surgery are generally
among adolescents and that younger boys are
high.147
more likely to be affected than younger
girls.151
Public awareness of transsexuality in the West
was minimal until high-profile cases received
Suggestions that children are incapable of enmedia coverage. Some segments of the populaduring identification with the opposite sex are
tion reacted with condemnation,148 targeting
not supported by recent studies: “All this retranssexuals in much the same way as they had
search combines to show that transgender
treated homosexuals—and in many cases conidentities in even very young children are surfusing the two. But in a few short years, westprisingly solid ... contradicting popular beliefs
ern society has become increasingly accepting,
that such feelings are fleeting or that children
even electing transsexual persons to public
are simply pretending to be the opposite genoffice. Again, a whole generation of young
der.”152
people is growing up who have heard of transSome parents try to ensure that their children
sexuality, perhaps know someone who has
grow up in gender-neutral environments,
made that transition, and accept it as a possible
providing clothes, toys, and activities that aloutcome in the quest to discover who one reallow a child to adopt a sexual identity naturally.
ly is.
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Critics argue that such strategies confuse the
child and encourage fetishes, homosexuality or
transsexuality. Yet research does not support
theories that child dysphoria results significantly or entirely from coaching. On the other
hand, failure to acknowledge sexual dysphoria—like repression of homoerotic instincts—
can cause great suffering. Adolescents in unsupportive families, or who suffer ostracism or
bullying, face high rates of depression and suicide.153
Awareness of intersexuality and sexual dysphoria, and the development of related therapies, are too new to have been discussed by the
major esoteric teachers. Alice Bailey made a
reference to hermaphroditism, which will be
cited later in the article. If she knew of the earliest cases of sex-reassignment surgery, she did
not mention them; following the perspectives
of the time, Bailey may have lumped dysphoria together with homosexuality.
John Vorstermans’ or even Paschal Randolph’s
explanation for homosexuality might also be
applicable to transsexuality and intersexuality.
Homosexual, transgender and intersex persons
may be spending a life in which the soul is
making a transition from a sequence of incarnations in one sex to a sequence in the other.
The present lifetime may be an experiment,
savoring the attributes of the other sex—like
crossdressing—and preparing for unambiguous
heterosexuality in the next life. Alternatively,
incarnation as a homosexual or intersex person, or as a person who experiences and possibly seeks treatment for sexual dysphoria, may
simply be an option the Solar Angel has at its
disposal as it plans the soul’s evolution in an
increasingly diverse society.
Intersexuality is not a matter of choice and in
itself raises no ethical questions. But choice is
involved in elective intersex-corrective therapies, and parents face serious moral issues in
demanding or authorizing surgery on intersex
children. In the latter case an individual who
has never given consent may suffer severe lifealtering consequences. Sex-reassignment therapies also raise moral issues.
In the absence of explicit guidance, we can
only proceed with wisdom and compassion.
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Intersex-corrective or sex-reassignment therapies should be approached with great caution
and after careful deliberation. The more advanced disciple should consider how the particular lifetime’s purpose could best be served.
Soul guidance is available for all who open
themselves to higher impressions.
We can only speculate on how the Planetary
Hierarchy views these various matters, but we
may ask whether the Masters view elective
intersex-corrective or sex-reassignment therapies differently or more harshly than in-vitro
fertilization, fetal surgery, gene therapy, organ
transplants, or brain-activated prosthetics. In
multiple areas we are giving the mind and will
authority over the dense physical form. Pending new authoritative teachings to the contrary,
universal condemnation of all such therapies
would be unwise.

Trends in Sex and Gender

I

ntersexuality has shown that sex is not binary but is a spectrum of possibilities extending from purely male to purely female. Transsexuality showed that one’s position on the
spectrum is not necessarily fixed. Homosexual
persons demonstrated, and western society is
becoming aware, that homoerotic attraction
need not be disgusting, deviant, and threatening to society but can be expressed in loving
family relationships that contribute in unique
ways to the larger world.
Both sex and gender are more ambiguous and
more fluid than was acknowledged even a few
generations ago. Rapid changes are taking
place in the ways people view their own—and
others’—bodies, capabilities and potential.
Once-clear distinctions have become blurred or
at least less significant. Wherever people may
lie on the male–female spectrum, or the Kinsey
scale, they have gained the freedom to express
a blend of gender characteristics, to any degree
they choose or that supports their life-purpose.
Or perhaps the soul exercises that choice for
them.
Western women have demanded
many roles traditionally assigned
served for, men; and on a smaller
have demonstrated a readiness to

access to
to, or rescale, men
play tradi-
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tionally female roles. In opposite-sex marriages the man no longer necessarily plays the
dominant/protective role, and the woman the
receptive/submissive role. The only area of
human interaction that remains sex-specific is
reproduction. Among same-sex couples, one
partner may assume a more masculine role and
the other a more feminine role, but that kind of
gender polarity does not seem to be universal;
often the partners in a gay union seem equally
male, and those in a lesbian union equally female. In homosexual, transgender and intersex
persons a confluence of the male and female,
the masculine and feminine, occurs within the
same individual.
In response to these changes some people
sense empowerment, new opportunities, liberation and joy; others feel pain and confusion. In
their quest for equality women have suffered
discrimination and harassment, while some
men fear emasculation in a female-dominated
world. Still others believe that the changes run
contrary to timeless moral values and will have
serious negative consequences for society and
the race.
Western society has affirmed new openness
toward homosexuality, but members of the
religious and esoteric communities struggle to
reconcile it with traditional moral norms. Intersexuality and transsexuality complicate the
interpretation of scriptural passages like “male
and female created he them.” Esotericists are
confronted with the possibility that content,
presented with considerable emphasis, in one
of the primary sources of teachings might no
longer be relevant. No authoritative esoteric
teachings have yet provided guidance on transsexuality, though some major religious denominations have condemned it.
Human gender still correlates to a substantial
degree with sex and may continue to do so for
as long as sexual differentiation survives; but
the correlation has weakened, primarily due to
the empowerment of women. Asymmetry between women currently seeking traditionally
male roles and men seeking female roles indicates that masculinity is the preferred gender.
Yet a curious disconnect exists in this regard
between gender and sex. Sexual dysphoria af-
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fects more men than women (except possibly
among adolescents), suggesting a preference
for the female form. Today’s ideal may be the
strong, effective woman.
Important questions are whether the correlation
between sex and gender will weaken further
and whether the preference for masculinity
will continue. If femininity becomes more
greatly valued in our culture, women may reclaim traditionally feminine characteristics,
and men might become more willing to express them.
Evolutionary processes typically involve periods of rapid change separated by longer interludes of relative stability in which changes are
absorbed and new norms established. A plateau in the evolution of sex and gender may
begin before the end of the present century. It
would permit wisdom to prevail and discordant
attitudes to be reconciled. By then the Planetary Hierarchy may have revealed new teachings to clarify contentious issues.
Our primary goal here is to predict the evolutionary trajectory over the next 100 years or
so—not an easy matter at a time of rapid
change. But valuable insights can be sought in
what we have been told of the long-term evolution of the human lifewave. Short-term outcomes have to be accommodated into, and ultimately reconciled with, long-term trends.
Importantly, we should recall that “[w]ithin the
vaster processes of the Plan ... as it includes
the entire planetary evolution, there is, for the
tiny unit, man, no free will.... He has no choice
and no escape” from Logoic Purpose.154 If humanity makes faulty judgments or takes unwise steps, karma will intervene to correct
them. Rebellious humanity can delay the unfoldment of Divine Will, but ultimately nothing can oppose or impede it.

Evolution of Sex and Reproduction
Little is known of the first two root races of the
present, fourth, round (or world period), except
that proto-humanity did not yet have dense
physical bodies but existed in a gaseous or liquid state.155 During the third, Lemurian, root
race, our bodies became increasing solid and
we passed through successive stages of evolu-
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tion, leading eventually to separation of the
sexes. Helena Blavatsky explained:
From being previously asexual, Humanity
became distinctly hermaphrodite or bisexual; and finally the man-bearing eggs began
to give birth, gradually and almost imperceptibly in their evolutionary development,
first, to Beings in which one sex predominated over the other, and, finally, to distinct
men and women.156
Procreation took corresponding forms, from
“exudation of moisture or vital fluid, the drops
of which coalescing formed an oviform ball,”
to a more familiar oviparous mode, and finally
to the mammalian mode we know today.157
Separation of the sexes, in an environment in
which consciousness was strongly focused on
the physical nature, evidently was greeted with
much enthusiasm and led to the Lemurian excesses Bailey mentioned.
The human lifewave passed its point of maximum densification in the fourth, Atlantean,
root race and is now on its path of return. We
understand that human consciousness is now
uniformly at a fifth root-race level,158 but some
souls choose to incarnate in fourth, or even
third, root-race bodies. Fifth, Aryan, root-race
bodies range from the first (Indian) subrace to
the fifth (Nordic) subrace. Advance members
of the sixth subrace are now making their appearance, and many more will do so over the
next several centuries. Eventually, the sixth
subrace will give birth to the sixth root race. A
seventh root race will bring the present round
to an end.
Sexual reproduction has served humanity during the latter part of the third root race, the
whole of the fourth root race, and the first five
subraces of the fifth root race. As we move
forward on the path of return our bodies will
become more rarified, and changes in sexual
patterns can be expected to occur. As noted,
fertility rates—and possibly even the frequency of sexual activity—are already declining.
Nevertheless, the basic processes of insemination, pregnancy and childbearing are likely to
continue through the sixth root race. In the
seventh root race reproduction may be replaced by alternative modes, which may or
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may not resemble those of the early root races.
Forms serve the needs of the indwelling spirit,
and as consciousness expands, old forms are
discarded and new ones take their place.
Even in the sixth root race, human bodies will
be less dense than they are now. Our focus will
be to shift from the dense physical to the etheric and mental levels. Also, the psychological
context in which sexual reproduction takes
place is likely to evolve, Rudolf Steiner (1861–
1925), founder of Anthroposophy, looked forward to a time when “the inner nature of the
human being which transcends sex, and will ...
enable and beautify the sexual and live in that
element which is beyond it.”159 Alice Bailey
anticipated “a time when procreation will “be
the result of thought impulses and not desire
impulses.”160
Bailey predicted that the institutions of marriage will continue “during the next one thousand years,” and “the basic motive—that of
love between two people—will remain unchanged or more properly emphasized and
selflessly expressed.”161 But she anticipated
that the “attitude of parents towards their children will alter dramatically” and procreation
“will be concerned primarily with the time,
opportunity and correctness of producing the
forms which incarnating souls will assume.”162
Elsewhere, she made the enigmatic comment:
A mysterious change in the attitude of men
and women to the sex question, marriage
and the work of procreation will result from
the development of etheric vision, and the
consequent recognition of the devas. This
change will be based on the realization of
the true nature of matter, or of the mother
aspect, and of the effect of the Sun upon
substance.163
Unfortunately she added: “This cannot be enlarged upon here,” leaving us to ponder what
role the devas might play in sex and marriage.164
Blurring of lines between male and female,
masculine and feminine, could suggest an approach—or return—to some kind of androgyny
or hermaphroditism. Bailey pointed to “a distant racial and evolutionary achievement, when
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the world cycle will have been run and the two
separated halves [the male and the female] will
again be merged in their essential unity.”165
Bailey commented that individuals have been
sprinkled throughout history “as a guarantee”
of the future state of hermaphroditism. Such an
individual, she explained, “truly combines
within himself the two sexes, and is,— physiologically and mentally—entirely ‘selfsatisfying,
self-sustaining
and
selfpropagating’.”166 These forerunners combine
“in themselves both aspects of the sex life.”
The cases, she continued, are “of real interest
to the medical profession and a subject of deep
pity and commiseration to the humanitarian
and the understanding psychologist.”167 She
identified the individuals as homosexuals, but
her description applies more accurately to intersex persons. “Self-sustaining” and “selfpropagating” are problematic, though the annals of medicine describe one case in which a
live child was born to a chimeric mother who
had not been inseminated.168
Intersex persons provide the closest approximation we have at this time to a future state of
androgyny. Transsexuality can be viewed as
“serial androgyny”: the experience of both
maleness and femaleness in a single incarnation. Since gays and lesbians have only recently emerged from the shadows, we do not know
whether homosexuality is more prevalent now
than in the past. In any event homosexuality
does not provide a particularly clear example
of androgyny.
Perhaps, with some justification, we can envision a larger group of forerunners than Bailey
discussed. But there is no evidence of a nearterm approach to physical androgyny on a racial scale. Instead, we may look for signs of a
different kind of androgyny: at levels above
the physical and beyond the individual.

Evolution of Gender
Not surprisingly the fifth root race has an inherent masculine quality since five is an odd
number. That quality was amplified during the
fifth subrace, and male dominance may have
reached its peak therein. We now stand at the
dawn of the sixth subrace. Major changes have
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already occurred in our understanding of gender and in the ways it expresses itself in human
affairs. There is every reason to believe that
the changes will continue to play out over the
next several decades, even centuries.
The rays cycle into and out of manifestation
over periods of centuries, superimposing gender influences on those already associated with
the races and subraces. Rays II, III, V, VI and
VII are currently in manifestation. Ray VI is
rapidly passing into pralaya, Ray VII is on the
ascendancy, and we understand that Ray IV
will begin manifesting in 2025. No change will
occur in the gender balance: three masculine
and two feminine. But the advent of Ray IV
may have important implications because of its
ability to create synthesis from pairs of opposites.
Buddhist teacher Dorje Jinpa commented on
the “realization of synthesis” and the “shift of
emphasis from the individual to the group.”
Evidence for the impulse of synthesis, he remarked, is provided “in the inherent unity of
gender. This is working itself out as the uplifting of women to a place of equality with
men.”169
Nearly ninety years ago Helena Roerich predicted a greatly expanded role for women in
society: “The approaching great epoch is
closely connected with the ascendancy of
woman. As in the best days of humanity, the
future epoch will again offer woman her rightful place alongside her eternal fellow traveler
and co-worker, man.”170 Roerich insisted that
“the full rights of women be strengthened.”171
She added: “Women’s movements ... should be
understood not as an assertion of supremacy,
but as the establishment of justice.”172
During the early decades of their struggle
women had little choice but to acquire and display masculine characteristics. Roerich foresaw a time when this imitative impulse would
no longer be necessary:
[T]he majority of Western women—as with
all beginners—start with imitation; whereas, it is in original self-expression that real
beauty and harmony are found. Would we
like to see man losing the beauty of man-
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hood? ... But we hope that this first step
will soon be outlived and that woman will
deepen her knowledge of Mother-Nature
and will find true, original ways of selfexpression.173

plish the shared goals according to his or her
talents. Leaders with special abilities may
emerge to direct particular projects, but in ideal team organizations hierarchical structures
are not allowed to become permanent.

Women had to compete for recognition and
authority not only with men but also with one
another. Competitiveness has strong Piscean
associations and can be expected to decline in
strength as we move into the Aquarian Age,
which emphasizes group rather than individual
consciousness. Other masculine characteristics
that have become exaggerated by both women
and men may also find a new equilibrium.

A profound cultural change is taking place in
western society. Maturation of the “women’s
movement” is already producing a more balanced and feminine-affirming ethos. Women
are finding that they can contribute, not in spite
of being, but because, they are women. And
men do not necessarily feel emasculated if
women take leadership roles. Although men
and women can both display a blend of masculine and feminine characteristics, the sexes
may still have complementary abilities, insights and concerns. Equality does not necessarily mean interchangeability. Theosophist
Katherine Tingley “encouraged the belief that
even though man and woman shared an essential equality, they were also uniquely different
and should play to their strengths.”175

We may be unaware how deeply ingrained
inherited gender assumptions have become in
the human psyche. Women need to embrace
their new opportunities with confidence. Men
need to reflect on their mutual relationships
and their attitudes toward women. Power
struggles often develop when men come together, but the human kingdom should have
outgrown the need for an annual rutting contest. Any residual attitudes of superiority, paternalism, or disrespect for women must be
curbed. Sex and gender should neither separate
us nor force us into detrimental contact.
Ascendancy of the masculine Ray VII should
reassure men that we are not headed toward a
matriarchy. Jack Myers painted a bleak picture
of male anxiety in “a new age of female dominance.” But he ended on the optimistic note:
“We can ... rely on the genetic stability of
women to guide us into the future, collaboratively and cooperatively with men, to achieve a
more stable and healthier gender balance.”174
Men and women can work together for the collective good, and collaboration can only
strengthen as group consciousness takes hold.
An important precedent for group consciousness lies in the team approach to problem solving, which has been utilized in forwardthinking businesses and industries since the
1970s. The basic concept is that the potential
of a group working collaboratively is greater
that the sum of the individual contributions.
Excellence is valued as a collective asset, and
ownership of achievement, or failure, is
shared. Each team member strives to accom40

Roerich insisted that women’s empowerment
would have far-reaching consequences: “One
should not think that this will benefit only
women; it will promote world equilibrium, and
thus is necessary for harmonious evolution.”176
Indeed she placed considerable responsibility
for the future on women’s shoulders and linked
that responsibility to the mission of the World
Mother:
In the hands of woman lies the salvation of
humanity and of our planet. Woman must
realize her significance, the great mission
of the Mother of the World; she should be
prepared to take responsibility for the destiny of humanity. Mother, the life-giver, has
every right to direct the destiny of her children.177
Roerich predicted: “[W]ith the beginning of
the Epoch of the Mother of the World woman
... will create in collaboration with man a new
and better world.”178 At the cosmic level the
World Mother is taking over responsibility
from the masculine aspect of Deity, and women should answer her call: “The Mother of the
World appears as a symbol of the feminine
Origin in the new epoch, and the masculine
Origin voluntarily returns the treasure of the
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World to the feminine .... [N]ow it is necessary
to show the aspect of spiritual perfection of
woman.”179 Roerich also made the evocative
comment that “woman flamingly uplifts
man.”180
Jinpa lent his support to the notion that women’s empowerment has Hierarchical support:
“Many people, I suspect, would agree that the
women’s movement is divinely inspired.”181 In
the future women may play a leading role in
the expansion of human consciousness. We
have already noted the predominance of female esoteric teachers, women are playing increasingly important roles in higher education,
and female clergy are making inroads in all but
the most conservative religious institutions.
The achievement of adeptship in female bodies, and the appearance of Masters in female
bodies, seems inevitable in the decades and
centuries ahead.
Feminine characteristics will likely be valued
more highly in the sixth subrace, because six is
an even number; they may be valued still more
in the sixth root race, which is not only evennumbered but will be governed by Ray II, an
even-numbered ray.182
Gender lies on a continuum between sets of
archetypal masculine and feminine polarities.
The bracketing polarities are eternal, universal
principles that will survive even when the
physical world passes into pralaya. At some
time in the future souls—and monads—will
manifest gender in ways other than through
male or female bodies. We saw in Part I that
horizontal polarities to which we can reasonably attach the term “gender” exist at all levels
short of the unmanifest Godhead.

The Group Androgyne
A scenario is unfolding in which men and
women of all sexual orientations work together
as equals to solve major issues of the time and
take humanity to the next level of consciousness. Insights into the nature and significance
of this scenario can be gained by appeal to alchemical symbolism.
Alchemy is the science and art of transformation, and central to its processes is the creative tension between pairs of opposites. The
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opposites may be depicted as two chemical
elements, but to the initiate they mean the elements’ higher correspondences. The “Great
Work” may be the transmutation of base metals into gold, or production of the Philosopher’s Stone, which can perform both transmutation and healing; more importantly it is the
transformation of the alchemist’s consciousness and the attainment of adeptship.
In the alchemical literature, resolution of the
polarities is symbolized by the wedding and
conjunctio of the King and Queen. The product
of the conjunctio might be the birth of a child,
or it might be creation of the adult Divine Androgyne. The conjunctio, to quote one writer,
“creates something bigger and more powerful
than the individual parts—the perfect integration of male and female energies—the hermaphrodite.”183 Another writer explained:
In alchemy the Great Work is producing the
perfect androgyne, or mankind restored to
wholeness. The primordial Two-in-One
represented the Great Work or the ultimate
goal of alchemy: to achieve balance in oneness and triumph over the fragmental illusion of the world.... The part-man/partwoman also signified the end of restlessness because the alchemist has finally accomplished the Great Work.184
In the present context the King and Queen represent the archetypal masculine and feminine
principles on all levels, from the Divine to the
human; the higher the level the more potent the
creative tension. The masculine and feminine
principles converge like laser beams on humanity, building to a climax of Light, Love
and Life.
Just as partners in the procreative act do not
annihilate each other but strengthen their mutual love and bring forth new life, the gender
polarities are not annihilated but are transformed and give birth to “something bigger
and more powerful than the individual parts.”
The conjunctio represents “the perfect integration of male and female energies,” and its creation is a new humanity, a new world. We are
reminded of Bailey’s remark about “the true
‘marriage in the Heavens’ of which mystical
Christianity speaks and the result of this fusion
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will be the manifestation of the fifth kingdom
in nature, the kingdom of God.”185
This alchemical transformation is not a single
event, like the transmutation of a metal, but an
unfolding evolutionary process. Dorje Jinpa
commented:
The principles of alchemy are inherent in
the process of evolution itself. Each major
turn of the great evolutionary spiral is accompanied by the natural transmutation of
the old, no longer needed forms, into those
that correspond with the new evolutionary
impulse.... Humanity is a part of world evolution, now stands at a major transition
point between the old world and the new.186
Moreover, the product of the conjunctio is not
a child, or even the Divine Androgyne, but a
Group Androgyne. The Group Androgyne can
be conceptualized as a thoughtform of global
dimensions, residing on the mental plane but
drawing upon energies of the buddhic level
and extending in influence down to the etheric
subplanes. The Androgyne’s intent is to use
the creative power of gender to effect a largescale transformation of human consciousness:
to propel humanity toward the Fifth Kingdom.
The Group Androgyne will manifest in specific areas of human activity; at the same time,
men and women will both draw upon and contribute to the Androgyne’s power.
Creation of the Group Androgyne clearly has
the backing of the Masters and may well have
been a Hierarchical initiative. It began with
women’s empowerment and access to influential positions in society, standing side-by-side
with their male counterparts. Development of
the Androgyne may continue for centuries, but
it can be expected to reach a measure of fruition after 2025, when the harmonizing effects
of Ray IV start to be felt.
The Group Androgyne manifests in the most
general way whenever men and women, playing complementary but equally valued roles,
work together for the common good. More
specifically, opportunities exist for large and
small groups of men and women to come together purposely, with focused creative and
transformative intent. The archetypal nuclear
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family provides an apt prototype, particularly,
when the parents’ procreative activity is concerned “with the time, opportunity and correctness of producing the forms which incarnating souls will assume.”
Yet in a host of other contexts familial connections are unnecessary, and might even be a
hindrance. Groups of people from all backgrounds and walks of life can work collaboratively and creatively to address local, national
and/or global issues—near- and long-term.
Such groups will serve as manifestations or
expressions of, or as cells within, the Group
Androgyne. They certainly qualify, in Bailey’s
words, as “focal points of energy in the human
family through which certain energies can flow
into the entire race of men.”187
Cells in the Androgyne will work within the
framework of the New Group of World Servers, contributing to the collective effort to establish right human relations and raise human
consciousness. “In the coming new cycle the
emphasis will be upon group work and activity, upon group initiation and group approach to
the Center of Life.”188 As with all service
groups, participants in the gender-based groups
must set aside all traces of glamour, jealousy,
resentment, ambition and competitiveness. To
appeal again to alchemical symbolism, the elements must be purified of all contaminants
before they can be transmuted into gold.
The alchemical transformation will not consist
of the replacement of one set of gender characteristics by another; it will involve the enrichment and revitalization of both. Collaboration
between the sexes will be the keynote. Roerich
urged: the “subtlety and refinement of women’s nature must be understood, so that they
may achieve ... the desired balance.” “The era
of the Mother of the World,” she added, “is not
a return of the age of Amazons. A far greater,
loftier, and more refined task is before us.189
The groups’ success will depend on establishing a harmonious balance between polarities
like assertiveness and receptiveness, courage
and gentleness, the paternal and the maternal,
and the rational and the intuitive. The key ingredient will be the juxtaposition of masculine
and feminine energies. Bearing in mind RoeCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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rich’s call to action, in the name of the World
Mother, we can expect the feminine energies
of compassion, cooperation, beauty, and so
forth, to be conspicuous. To exploit the audible
spectrum a choir needs soprano and alto sections as well as tenor and bass sections.190 Given the weakening correlation between gender
and sex, the polar energies can be expressed by
either men or women and by persons of any
sexual orientation, but the native masculinity
and femininity of men and women will be particularly important.
Collaboration between men and women, and
the sharing of insights and perspectives, will
be especially helpful in such areas as economic
justice, education, healthcare, hunger and malnutrition, the refugee crisis, human trafficking,
world peace, and a sustainable environment.
The sciences, including the health sciences,
offer important opportunities. Roerich encouraged women to participate in scientific research, commenting that “the fundamental nature of things will attract women, and they will
leave their mark in new discoveries.”191 “I do
not speak of all women,” she added, “but of
those exceptional ones who manifest the subtlest energy. Their abilities glorify the age of
the Mother of the World, and relate closely to
the realm of healing.”192
Groups could work to disseminate esoteric
teachings and to urge their own members, and
the larger population, forward on the paths of
discipleship and initiation. An opportunity to
balance the masculine and feminine lies in the
parallel paths of occultism and mysticism. The
western esoteric system was built upon ritual.
Will-based, it evolved in a male-dominated
society with a male God. By contrast the heartbased mystical path evolved in South Asia
where both male and female deities were
acknowledged.193 Significantly, meditative
practices gained mass popularity in the West at
the same time as the empowerment of women.
Looking to the future, the Group Androgyne
may manifest in a convergence of the paths.
We recall Bailey’s comment that occult meditation—which already implies convergence—
“puts a man into an attitude of equilibrium,
neither utterly receptive and negative [that is,
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passive], nor utterly positive, but at the point
of balance.”194
The exploitation of gender polarity in occult
ritual has a worthy precedent. While most Masonic orders restrict their rituals to men,195 the
Hermetic Order of the Golden Dawn admitted
women and men on equal terms—while assigning them roles appropriate to their sex. The
Order’s leaders recognized the potency of a
synthesis of male and female energies. The
Golden Dawn and its derivative organizations
have had a major impact on modern esotericism.
In some religious denominations women are
performing rituals like the Eucharist. But their
roles are imitative of traditional male roles;
interchangeability has been stressed over complementarity. In the Anglican and Lutheran
churches female clergy insist that they are
“priests,” rather than “priestesses.” This may
have been a necessary expedient, but Christianity is missing an opportunity to exploit the
differences between women and men. “Women,” Roerich commented, manifest “the highest
degree of devotion. The greatest truths are revealed by her. Reality confirms this. Woman
can ensure that new knowledge is properly
applied.”196 We do not have to agree with
Charles Leadbeater, that “this particular type
of magic [the Eucharist] is not adapted to work
through the feminine organism,” 197 to envision
rituals in which priests and priestesses play
distinct but complementary roles. Such was the
practice in the ancient mystery schools and it
has been preserved in modern nature religions.
In mainstream western religion great progress
has been made in theological studies of the
masculine and the feminine aspects of God.
Those efforts should now be accompanied by
corresponding innovations in liturgy.

Conclusions

S

exual reproduction plays a major role in
human kingdom—as it does in the animal
kingdom—in facilitating the exchange of
genes to accelerate the evolution of physical
forms. Social arrangements of various kinds
emerged to support reproductive activity, including the institution of marriage.
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“Male/female,” “masculine/feminine,” and
“heterosexual/homosexual” remain meaningful
as abstract polarities, but real people lie on
spectra bracketed by pairs of opposites. Gender
is becoming uncoupled from sex, sexual activity from reproduction. We have earned new
freedom in the selection of gender characteristics, enabling us to develop personalities and
play roles that might hitherto have been denied
to us. Reproduction is restricted to heterosexual unions, but men and women of all sexual
orientations can contribute creatively when the
energy of the sacral chakra is raised to the
throat chakra.
Erosion of the correlation between sex and
gender has been most conspicuous in women’s
acquisition of archetypal masculine characteristics. Currently masculinity is the preferred
gender, but this preference may change as we
progress into the Aquarian Age, as the Fourth
Ray begins to manifest, and as the sixth subrace and root race make their appearance.
Feminine characteristics seem destined to be
more highly valued in the decades and centuries ahead.
Intersexuality, transsexuality and homosexuality have been discussed at some length because
of controversy within the esoteric community
as well as in the larger society. In some parts
of the world homosexual behavior is considered abhorrent. Arguments against and for the
morality of same-sex unions have been presented to help readers make informed judgments—recognizing that “morality” has different meanings in different constituencies.
Evolving patterns of sexuality and progress
toward equality of the sexes might point to a
future state of androgyny. But physical androgyny is unlikely to be attained until the
seventh root race. By that time we are unlikely
to have dense physical bodies, and some other
form of reproduction will be needed to provide
forms for incarnating souls.
Alchemical symbolism offers powerful insights into the creative tension between the
masculine and the feminine archetypes. Conjunctio between the King and Queen is not only self-transformative but can produce an androgyne—in this case the Group Androgyne.
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The Group Androgyne, which is already gathering strength, can be envisioned as a global
thoughtform built by men and women giving
expression to the creative power of gender polarity and working together for the common
good. Opportunities exist for groups of men
and women to collaborate with focused intent
to solve the outstanding problems of our time.
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The Threefold Rulership System in Esoteric
Astrology
Maureen Temple Richmond
Abstract

T

his article sets forth a theoretical underpinning of the multiple rulership system
proposed in Esoteric Astrology by Alice Bailey. Placing Bailey’s multiple rulership system
in the context of rulership systems used from
the dawn of present-day western astrology in
the Mesopotamian culture of approximately
2000 BCE through classical Greece and Rome,
medieval astrology, and Renaissance Hermeticism up to modern times, the author explores:
1) the general concept of rulership; 2) the history of systems used to establish relationships
between constellations, signs, and planets; 3)
rulership as uniquely defined by the Tibetan
Master through Bailey; 4) the manner in which
Bailey’s multiple rulership system embodies
the fundamental contentions of esoteric occultism; and 5) the use of the multiple rulership
system in tracing the esoteric history and development of Humanity. The essay concludes
with a summary of key points.

Introduction

P

erhaps the single most distinctive and
widely recognized component of the esoteric astrological system, the Tibetan’s association of three planetary rulers with each sign of
the zodiac, is considered, by some, the characteristic signature of Bailey’s esoteric astrology.
Possibly a better flagship for the entire teaching could not be found; for in this triple structure of sign rulership are encoded several key
principles at the heart of esoteric occultism and
the esoteric astrological doctrine.
As students of the esoteric astrological doctrine are aware, much to be found in Bailey’s
presentation of the subject has yet to penetrate
the consciousness of the mainstream metaphysical and astrological community. Such is
not really the case with the triple or multiple
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rulership system proposed by the Tibetan,
though it may not yet be properly appreciated
in its entirety. However, this one facet of the
esoteric astrological system seems to have
caught the fancy of conventional astrology,
given as it is to techniques of classification and
therefore to the assimilation of anything which
seems to add to that capacity. However great a
misinterpretation of the multiple rulership system of the Tibetan may ultimately prove to be,
the nuances of the matter have not stopped the
astrological field from absorbing what it perceives to be an intriguing analytical technique
for use in the delineation of personality or of
individual character.
An example of the widespread recognition of
the multiple rulership system can be found in
the inclusion of the esoteric sign rulers in a
little astrological publication designed for a
distinctly mass appeal and marketed in American grocery store chains under the title, The
Healing Power of Astrology, by Suzanne
Smither (published by Globe Communications
in 1999). This slim handbook claims to offer
tips on healing. In fact, it takes a very conventional approach to diet, recommending foodstuffs that would likely raise the eyebrows of
most in the holistic health field. Even so,
Smither, in her discussion of astrological factors bearing upon health and wellness, incorpo_____________________________________
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rates the notion that each sun sign has, according to the author, a “body ruler” and a “spirit
ruler.” These, in the case of each sign, turn out
to be respectively the traditional exoteric ruler
(well known by mainstream astrology) and, lo
and behold, nothing other than the esoteric ruler as proposed by the Tibetan in Alice Bailey’s
Esoteric Astrology, though not attributed to
that source.
The Tibetan also proposed a third ruler, termed
by him the hierarchical ruler, but no allusion to
such was made in the Smither book. Even so,
the implication is there for all to see: obviously, the writer has somewhere come into contact
with the idea of the Tibetan’s triple rulership
system. Whether she was apprised of its original source and full ramifications or not, the
simple fact remains that she has used the very
same planets for what she calls “spirit rulers”
as did the Tibetan in the category of the esoteric rulers of the signs. That this is a mere coincidence is too far-fetched a notion to even entertain. The odds that Smither would come up
with the same information out of the blue are
small indeed. It seems far more likely that she
has seen the esoteric rulers discussed in some
astrological format.
This would have been easy to do in the late
twentieth century, as the information on the
Tibetan’s proposed three-tiered rulership system had been available in printed form since
he first mentioned it in The Destiny of the Nations,1 which volume was first published in
1949.2 At that time, the text of Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology had not yet been typeset as a
book, but was only available in the form of
study papers circulated within the Arcane
School. Subsequently, Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology was published in complete book form,
becoming available to the general public in
1951.3 Thus, since the late 1940s and early
1950s, the astrological world has been set on
notice that the esoteric astrology of Alice Bailey and the Tibetan Master contains the distinctive three-leveled sign rulership system.
Yet, even though Smither has built her sun
sign characterizations around a portion of the
Tibetan’s multiple rulership system, nowhere
in the Smither book have the names of Alice
Bailey or Djwhal Khul been mentioned. This,
54

in spite of the fact that the “spirit” rulers used
by Smither, answer in every case to the “esoteric” rulers proposed by the Tibetan. Dietary
indiscretions aside, there is much of encouragement in this situation, for here is a situation
in which the esoteric rulers are mentioned as
though they constitute an unquestionably accepted factor of astrological analysis, and this
in a book so clearly geared to a mass readership. It suggests that certain of the ideas promoted by the Tibetan in Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology have so thoroughly permeated at least
parts of the astrological world that some within
it may not even be aware of the source from
which such ideas originated. It also plainly
reveals that key esoteric astrological ideas are
even precipitating quite miraculously into the
awareness of at least some members of the
general public.
Though one example does not a theory make,
it might nonetheless be inferred that the general notion of a multiple rulership system can
thus be legitimately proclaimed as the most
distinctive element of esoteric astrology—the
one first and best assimilated by the overall
astrological field. But, if truth be told, the multiple rulership system in its fullness is actually
one of the most abstruse components of the
esoteric astrological doctrine, much more exalted and profound than is commonly supposed. That this is so will be demonstrated in
the present section, which will proceed under
five divisions.
1. General Principles of the Multiple Rulership System
2. The Function of the Exoteric Rulers
3. The Function of the Esoteric Rulers
4. The Function of the Hierarchical Rulers
5. The Signs with their Triple Rulers

The General Principles of the
Multiple Rulership System

T

hroughout Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology, the
Tibetan Master alluded to the nature of a
future astrology—a new astrology which is to
help lift the attention of Humanity from a near
exclusive focus upon the matters of the per-
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sonality to an expanding awareness of the reincarnating soul, its long history, its source in the
monad, and the Greater Logoic Lives in which
everything takes place.
Within this future astrology, the study of the
interrelation of the zodiacal constellations in
physical space and their representative zodiacal signs as indicated by a triple rulership system was predicted to be absolutely central.4
However, it was not promised that an understanding of the connections amongst the constellational-sign units would be easy of accomplishment. In fact, the Tibetan stated that
an understanding of these relationships would
only come into focus “when group awareness
and continuity of consciousness are established
among men.”5 This is to say that only when
Humanity understands its fundamental connection to all things and realizes equally the persisting consciousness of the reincarnating soul
will the true relationships existing between the
constellational-sign units be acknowledged.
Obviously, since the bulk of Humanity has yet
to attain the requisite realizations of unity and
the reincarnational cycle, the fullness of the
new astrology has likewise yet to appear.
Thus, until the entire collective of Humanity
finds itself in the required condition, it is the
part of advanced knowers to take the bull by
the horns, pressing forward into advanced astrological understanding via the power conferred on the one horn by identification of
oneness, and on the other, by recognition of
the reality of the reincarnational cycle in all
things. Such will act as the vanguard of consciousness advancing into knowledge concerning the hidden story in the astrological round,
which is exactly what the multiple rulership
system ultimately reveals, as will be demonstrated. To fully appreciate that revelation, examination of the necessary concepts will now
take the long way around, to better view the
ultimate prize from a place of real perspective.

T

Definition of Terms in the
Context of the
History of Astrology

he word “rulership” in the contemporary
astrology of the twentieth and twenty-first
centuries refers to a similarity held to exist beCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

tween certain signs of the zodiac and certain of
the celestial bodies, including the planets of
our solar system, the Moon, and the Sun.
However, the precise scheme by which the
signs are associated with the celestial bodies
has not always been the same. In fact, the entire concept of rulership has evolved over the
entirety of recorded history, which fact is significant as background and context to the triple-tiered rulership system given by the Tibetan.
In the present period of history (the Fifth Root
Race), the earliest point at which the notion of
rulership appeared may well have been during
the Babylonian culture, or approximately 2000
BCE. During that time, the Babylonian religion associated one each of twelve gods with
the twelve signs of the zodiac,6 which signs in
that time were positionally the same with the
constellations. Some of the gods associated by
the Babylonians with the signs were definitely
planetary deities. In fact, certain scholars of the
history of astrology consider that the characters of the Babylonian gods were none other
than the characters of the planets as they have
come to be known astrologically.7
It can be said, therefore, that in Babylonian
times, there existed something like the presentday idea of planetary rulership, though this
idea in the Babylonian context had more of a
religious than an astrological function. All the
same, the Babylonians conceptualized specific
relationships between the signs and planets,
and these relationships later became what are
now called the exaltations of the planets8 This
notion is most assuredly an astrological one, as
it is understood in modern times.
Thus, this may have been the first appearance
of anything like the notion of planetary rulership. Some scholars suggest that the notion
of rulership is more ancient yet, having its actual roots in certain Egyptian notions concerning the divisions of the ecliptic known as the
decans9 Such a notion may have been included
in information carried over by remainders of
the Atlantean culture when they settled the
land of Egypt at the end of the Fourth Root
Race. If so, that would make of the rulership
concept an aged notion indeed, one perhaps
drawn directly out of the occult lore propound55
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ed by Hierarchy in various forms throughout
the ages.
At any rate, the idea that the astrological signs
are inherently associated with certain celestial
bodies indeed took root in the fertile soil of
western speculative spiritual philosophy, finding there a congenial home throughout the centuries following whatever date was its first appearance (or reappearance, as the case may be)
in our current race period.
A related development in western philosophy
may well have paved the way for the further
elaboration of the rulership concept in the mid500s BCE, when the Greek philosopher Anaximenes articulated the now well-known idea,
“As above, so below.” This phrase embodies
the idea that there exists a correspondence between things at a higher, grander, or more abstract level and those at a lower, more mundane, or tangible level. If this idea is applied
rather literally to the situation of the solar system in space, it can be said that the constellations as stars far out in space (and thereby the
signs) represent the “above,” and the planets,
much closer and tangible, therefore represent
the “below” part of the formula. Hence, when
Anaximenes added the fundamental relationship of macrocosm to microcosm (or larger to
smaller, greater to lesser) to the emerging philosophical considerations of his time, he may
well have supplied a theoretical foundation for
the whole astrological premise, including the
idea that there can be identified certain relationships existing between signs (the greater)
and celestial bodies (the lesser).

The linkage of above and below continued and
proliferated in the Pythagorean tradition of the
500s BCE, which attributed certain magical
and therefore curative properties coming from
on high to members of the plant kingdom,10
and thus advocated a kind of celestial therapeutics mediated by the plant kingdom. This
fact has led some scholars of the history of
astrology to conclude that the real historical
origin of the rulership idea lies in the doctrine
of correspondences used in plant based medical philosophy extending from the Pythagorean
period forward through Medieval European
herbology.11 However, it seems the Babylonian
idea was sufficient impetus in this direction,
and it certainly occurred much earlier. All that
followed may well have been an elaboration
upon the earlier established theme.
In fact, the correlation of signs and gods was
echoed by the famed Greek philosopher Plato,
who around 400 BCE advanced the very same
idea held by the Babylonian culture and religion some nearly two and a half millennia before him, for he held that the twelve signs of
the zodiac were ruled by twelve gods, only in
his case, the Greek gods.12
The same idea was picked up and stated clearly by the Roman poet Manilius13 around 10
CE.14 Manilius enumerated a list of the relevant twelve gods,15 most of whom are familiar
planetary deities, the remaining divine figures
associated today with various of the asteroids.
Speaking for the astrological tradition of his
day, here, for record, are the rulers of the signs
as they were conceptualized in the first century
CE. by Manilius.

Correlation of Signs with Gods in the First Century CE.16
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Aries

Pallas Athena

Taurus

Venus

Gemini

Apollo

Cancer

Mercury

Leo

Jupiter

Virgo

Ceres

Libra

Vulcan

Scorpio

Mars
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Sagittarius

Diana and Vesta

Capricorn

Vesta

Aquarius

Juno

Pisces

Neptune

A moment’s inspection of this list by the astrologically educated reader reveals that the associations of the signs with the gods used in the
first century CE are not identical with those
used currently in mainstream or exoteric astrology, for Aries, Gemini, Cancer, Leo, Virgo,
Libra, Scorpio, Sagittarius, Capricorn, and
Aquarius are all associated in contemporary
popular astrology with planets named for other
gods than the ones given above.17 Still, it is
evident that the basic notion of linking a sign
with a god or planet was certainly part of western astrological thinking in the first century
CE.
The Roman astrologer Claudius Ptolemy, who
lived in Alexandria around 100 CE and who
had access to the famed library of that mystical
and esoterically eclectic city, further advanced
the rulership idea.18 Situated as he was in proximity to the combined wisdom of the then
known western world, Ptolemy was able to
survey the entirety of the astrological doctrine
as it had been handed down from Mesopotamian times and then modified throughout the following centuries. The fruit of his labors took
shape in an astrological text called The Tetrabiblos. The resulting Ptolemaic astrological
system included as but one of many features
the definite association of signs and planets,
conceptualized in the same general way that
signs and planets are associated in contemporary astrology, though the details differed.19
Thus, the notion of rulership as an inherent
affinity between certain astrological signs and
certain celestial bodies had made its definite
appearance by the time of Ptolemy and likely
well before, for Ptolemy’s objective was simply to codify the astrological lore collected up to
his time. His compendium of classical astrological knowledge became a primary literary
authority for the astrologers of late antiquity
and even for those active during the Middle
Ages in Europe.20 Claudius Ptolemy in this
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way passed along to his astrological descendants the notion of astrological rulership, which
is to say, the idea that certain signs of the zodiac are inherently linked to (because similar to)
certain celestial bodies.
In this manner, the association of planetary
powers with other orders of evolution continued. A link between signs and planets was
further perpetuated and elaborated by the
Hermetic writings of 100 – 300 CE,21 which
sometimes associated planets with decans on
one hand and with plants on the other, as the
Hermetic literature of the first century CE was
given to do.22 The contents of these writings
were to be passed directly to Medieval and
Renaissance astrology in Europe.
By the time the well-known English astrologer
William Lilly held forth as an astrological consultant and writer in the mid-1600s, the rulership of signs by their associated planets had
become an absolutely key and central feature
of astrological analysis, as is plainly revealed
by but a moment’s examination of Lilly’s
monumental tome, Christian Astrology (so
named to protect its author from the ravages of
seventeenth century religious zealotry).
As used by Lilly, the rulers of the signs functioned to indicate the nature and condition of
persons and situations in the horary chart, a
chart drawn up for the specific purpose of answering a definite question. Lilly’s method for
so doing relied almost entirely upon a complex
rulership system, with the planetary rulers of
signs on the various house cusps and their interrelations telling the story of how the matter
at hand would unfold. The system used by
Lilly (and his contemporaries) for attaching the
planets to the signs went beyond the simple
system used for that purpose in the popular
astrology of the twentieth and early twentyfirst centuries, but the idea of associating signs
with planets that either represent or further
reveal the nature of the signs was well estab-
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lished by Lilly’s day, and has remained so
right up to modern times.

ruling a sign, that sign, and the house of the
same number are all alike in meaning.

Rulership as Conceptualized in
Modern Times

For example: Mars, Aries, and the first house
are all considered in contemporary mainstream
astrology to be identical expressions of the
same archetype. This is a way of perceiving
and analyzing astrological influence that works
very well for the description of personality and
general world conditions or events. In this
way, the notion of planetary rulership has become a key feature in mainstream astrological
technique, underscoring a perceived similarity
between the celestial body and the sign in
which it is said to “rule.” Following is a table
of the celestial bodies, which are generally
held to rule the various signs in the mainstream
astrology of the early twenty-first century,
though some variations can be found in diverse
sources.

T

hus, as has been shown, the whole idea
that a particular celestial body can be perceived as linked with a given astrological sign
has been around in one form or another since
at least 2000 BCE, and perhaps even longer.
By the twentieth century, this idea had taken
the form of an implied or understood equivalency between a planet and the sign in which it
was said to rule. In fact, this equivalency extended to the houses of the chart as well, such
that in the mainstream astrology of the late
twentieth and twenty-first centuries, it has become widely accepted that the celestial body

Modern Rulership Table
Sign

Ruler

Aries

Mars

Taurus

Venus

Gemini

Mercury

Cancer

Moon

Leo

Sun

Virgo

Mercury

Libra

Venus

Scorpio

Pluto

Sagittarius

Jupiter

Capricorn

Saturn

Aquarius

Uranus

Pisces

Neptune

Again, these associations are based on the perceived similarity of the paired signs and celestial bodies. This method of associating the
signs signs and celestial bodies further has its

origin in w hat is called the Chaldean order of
the planets, which order is a listing of celestial
bodies including the Moon and Sun. This ordering is as follows:

Chaldean Order of the Planets (or Celestial Bodies)
Moon
Sun
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Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
These were the seven celestial bodies visible to
the Mesopotamian peoples (some of whom
were from Chaldea, hence Chaldean) to whom
are credited the rise of western astrology. This
ordering of planets is derived from the relative
speed of each body, as its motion was perceived in the ecliptic, starting with the body,
which evidences the greatest speed through the
ecliptic (the Moon), and ending with the body
that evidences the least (Saturn). Thus, the list
begins with the Moon, which celestial body is
assigned to Cancer. The next fastest moving
body as it is perceived in the ecliptic or zodiac
is the Sun, which is assigned to Leo. The remaining bodies are then given to each of signs

leading away from these two signs in decreasing speed of movement within the zodiac.
The planets Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto had
not yet been discovered by exoteric science at
this time (though the existence of these and
other planets was most certainly recognized by
the Hierarchy23). Therefore, only the seven
visible planetary bodies were allotted to the
signs in ancient times. Since there are twelve
signs, this meant that after the main lights (the
Moon and Sun) were given to Cancer and Leo
respectively, the remaining five celestial bodies (all of which are planets) were allotted to
the remaining ten signs, with each planet assigned to two signs, in the following manner.

Table of Chaldean Rulerships
Sign
Aries

Mars

Taurus

Venus

Gemini

Mercury

Cancer

Moon

Leo

Sun

Virgo

Mercury

Libra

Venus

Scorpio

Mars

Sagittarius

Jupiter

Capricorn

Saturn

Aquarius

Saturn

Pisces

Jupiter

It is important for students of the Tibetan’s
esoteric astrological doctrine to know about
this table of rulerships because the Tibetan
himself appears to have used this basic structure for his exoteric or orthodox table of ruler-
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Celestial Body or Planet Ruling

ships, as will be explained shortly. At any
rate, the chief points from the table above
are the twin facts that:) Cancer and Leo are
the heart of the ordering, and 2) that the
five visible planets are associated with the
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sign s on either side of these two in the
zodiacal ro und, starting with Leo and working forward to Virgo, Libra and s o on, allotting the planets in the Chaldean order for listing the celestial bodies, and likewise starting a
second series with Cancer, and working backward to Gemini, Taurus and so on, again following the Chaldean order. This arrangement
is the root of the modern rulership system,
which has simply substituted the recently discovered planets for those used previously as
rulers of certain signs, with Uranus given to
Aquarius, Neptune to Pisces, and Pluto to
Scorpio—again, all on the basis of perceived
similarities in nature between signs and planets, which is the foundation of the popular
concept of rulership in the late twentieth and
early twenty-first centuries.

Rulership as Discussed in
Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology

T

he Tibetan also spoke of the concept of
rulership in Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology,
but the implications of his terminology in this
regard are not necessarily what is frequently
assumed. Just exactly what is signified by the
Tibetan’s use of this term and this notion will
be unfolded in this section.
First, let it be said that the Tibetan himself
stated that in his usage, the phrase “to rule”
means “to condition,”24 though he did also allude to the rulership function as one of control.25 To condition is to influence, or to impart the nature of one thing to another, while to
control is to regulate, govern, or command.
Thus, the Tibetan’s proposed rulership system
has these several understandings at its base:
when planets are said to “rule” signs, it means
that they both impart some of their quality or
nature to the signs concerned, and at the same
time shape, direct, and determine their expression. This vision of rulership is not far distant
from the contemporary understanding of rulership, which posits a pre-existing likeness
between associated planets and signs, and
which holds that rulers in some cases determine where in the natal chart and how in outer
life the energy of the sign will be expressed.
This much, then, shows the esoteric and exoteric rulership ideas pretty closely matched.
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However, that may be where the similarity
stops, for beyond this commonality, the Tibetan’s thoughts on rulership verge far away from
that of the mainstream notion, as shall be
shown.
The Tibetan’s recasting of the astrological rulership system flows from his general vision of
the evolutionary process as expressed through
the Human Kingdom, which encompasses individuals at varying stages of progress on the
spiritual path. As the Tibetan has outlined,
Humanity might be roughly classed in three
groups26 – mass or average Humanity, advanced Humanity including disciples, and
highly advanced disciples or initiates, particularly those who have arrived at or beyond the
Third Initiation.27
Mass or average Humanity is constituted of the
teeming billions spread all over the planet who
work and toil with little apparent need or hunger for much beyond physical fulfillment. Advanced Humanity is constituted of intellectuals
and culturally aware individuals to whom the
life of the mind is a factor and for whom life
must have meaning, and who seek to ameliorate the condition of Humanity in various altruistic ways. Disciples are those of any spiritual
persuasion who definitely recognize that evolution is infinite in nature, that inspiration
comes from higher levels, and that it is the responsibility of units thus awakened to help
spread goodwill and lift the burden of Humanity in a planned and deliberate manner. Initiates
are those few who have integrated the best of
discipleship understandings and skills and who
are, in addition, concerned with cosmic energy
impacts and their right application to evolution
under the Plan.
According to the Tibetan, these three categories of Humanity receive the energies that flow
from the zodiacal constellations and through
their representative signs in manners consistent
with their stages of evolution.28 In other
words, each category experiences and expresses star energies differently. To reflect this critical and central fact of energy distribution
within our planetary life, the Tibetan proposed
a three-tiered planetary rulership system for
the familiar twelve signs of the zodiac, with
each sign given three planetary rulers to deCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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scribe the way that each of the three groups
characteristically manages the energies of that
sign.
To describe the experience of mass Humanity
in any one of the signs, the Tibetan stated that
the planetary rulers posited by popular or
mainstream astrology were sufficient.29 These
he termed “the exoteric rulers,” and associated
them with the response to zodiacal influences
characteristically given by persons living al-

most exclusively in a focus upon the ephemeral matters of the personality. For these, he stated, the planets popularly associated with the
signs are adequately descriptive. In Bailey’s
Esoteric Astrology, the Tibetan Master also
called these the “orthodox” rulers, assigning
them to the situation of “ordinary” Humanity.30
Here are the pairings relevant for this sector of
the Human Kingdom.

Orthodox, Conventional, or Mainstream Rulership Table
Governing and Describing Experience in the Signs
by Mass Humanity31
as given by the Tibetan in Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology
Sign

Ruler

Aries

Mars

Taurus

Venus

Gemini

Mercury

Cancer

Moon

Leo

Sun

Virgo

Mercury

Libra

Venus

Scorpio

Mars

Sagittarius

Jupiter

Capricorn

Saturn

Aquarius

Uranus

Pisces

Jupiter

Examination of this list reveals that these exoteric rulers are identical to the ancient or Chaldean rulers, except in one case, which is that of
Aquarius. Aquarius has been paired with one
of the planets discovered in modern times,
Uranus. Otherwise, the entire list conforms to
the traditional method of linking the signs and
the planets, which method may well have been
in use for about two thousand years by the time
the Tibetan issued the information on the triple
rulership system. Apparently, things have not
changed too much f or mass Humanity in this
regard; therefore these traditional rulers remain
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

relevant to describe the experience of the personality-centered individual.
However, for advanced Humanity and certain
individuals highly responsive to the soul and
the influence of Hierarchy (i.e., disciples), the
Tibetan Master held that there was required a
second set of rulers, called the esoteric rulers.32
These esoteric rulers, he explained, add their
effect to that of the mainstream r ulers33 for
the group affected, not actually negating the
exoteric rulers at first, though supplementing
them and only eventually gaining pronounced
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dominance in effect.34 And though the exoteric rulers remain somewhat relevant for the
group primarily affected by the esoteric rulers,
the converse is not true, the Tibetan held. He
emphatically stated that the esoteric rulers are
not at all indicative of or applicable to the experience of mass Humanity in any one sign,
and therefore should not be employed for interpreting their charts.35
The esoteric rulers are therefore reserved specifically for astrological consideration of ad-

vanced Humanity and disciples of attainment
up to and shortly before the taking of the Third
Initiation, at which point the hierarchical rulers
(to be discussed next) become relevant. For
this intermediate group, however, the esoteric
rulers remain of the essence. Here is a tabulation showing the esoteric or unorthodox rulers
(as opposed to the exoteric and orthodox) as
given by the Tibetan in Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology.

Unorthodox or Esoteric Rulership Table
Governing and Describing
the Experience of Advanced Humanity and Disciples
up to the Gate of the Third Initiation36
Sign

Ruler

Aries

Mercury

Taurus

Vulcan

Gemini

Venus

Cancer

Neptune

Leo

Sun

Virgo

Moon

Libra

Uranus

Scorpio

Mars

Sagittarius

Earth

Capricorn

Saturn

Aquarius

Jupiter

Pisces

Pluto

Examination of this list reveals the salient fact
that the pairings are dramatically different
from the ancient or Chaldean listing. Not only
are the planets paired with the signs in a vastly
changed scheme, but it also uses celestial bodies not even mentioned in the Chaldean Order,
such as Vulcan, Earth, Uranus, Neptune, and
Pluto.37 The implications of this startlingly
divergent method of pairing the signs and
planets are many, all generally indicative of
the dramatic alterations in personal point of
view that come about as the shift from personality focus to soul focus supervenes. For those
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who are in process of making that shift or who
have accomplished that shift, the above listing
of esoteric rulers is the most descriptive, according to the esoteric astrological doctrine.
For the third and final group of individuals, yet
a third set of rulers is required, again according
to the esoteric astrological doctrine. This third
group of rulers pertains to those who have arrived at or gone beyond the Third Initiation,38
at which initiation the monad first becomes a
real influence.39 These rulers therefore describe the nature of experience under the inCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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fluence of any given sign as undergone by
those who are to some degree monadically
aware.
Further, this third and final group of rulers was
said by the Tibetan to be related to the Twelve
Creative Hierarchies,40 energy streams which
originate in sources far beyond our solar system. The influences of the Twelve Creative
Hierarchies were said by the Tibetan to sweep
into the consciousness of the advanced initiate,
promoting awareness of life within the totality
of our solar system by awakening what he
termed “major group responses.41 This third

and final group of planetary rulers has thus
been termed “the hierarchical rulers.” They
pertain, as stated, to those who have passed at
least the Third Initiation and who have as a
result reached some degree of monadic contact. Some students might raise the objection
that there are too few such persons with whom
to even be concerned, but this was not the position taken by the Tibetan, who stated boldly
that the ranks of such advanced initiates are
certain to grow as the Age of Aquarius unfolds.42 Here is a tabulation of the rulers relevant for the third and final group.

Hierarchical Rulership Table
Governing and Describing the Experience
Of Initiates at and Beyond the Third Initiation43
Aries

Uranus

Taurus

Vulcan

Gemini

Earth

Cancer

Neptune

Leo

Sun

Virgo

Jupiter

Libra

Saturn

Scorpio

Mercury

Sagittarius

Mars

Capricorn

Venus

Aquarius

Moon

Pisces

Pluto

Examination of this list immediately reveals
again a great departure from the mainstream,
orthodox, or Chaldean system of pairing the
signs and celestial bodies. Further, as in the list
of esoteric rulers above, Vulcan, Earth, Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto are included. Here
again, it is a matter of symbolizing and characterizing the vastly changed energy dynamics as
the human unit moves its locus of control from
personality, to soul, to monad, this final list
describing the nature of experience undergone
by the monadically aligned unit under the influence of the constellational-sign units. Ex-
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actly what this statement implies will be taken
up in a following section.
At this point, however, it is essential to note
that the three levels of rulership correlate precisely to important triplicities well familiar to
the diligent student of the esoteric occult doctrine.
First and most obviously, the three-tiered rulership system outlined by the Tibetan addresses the esoteric constitution of the human being—personality, soul, and monad—a basic
triad containing within its structure and dy-
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namics the equivalent of the powers said to
have driven the Universe into manifestation,
which is to say the Three Divine or Logoic
Aspects. The hierarchical rulers correlate to
the First Aspect, the esoteric rulers to the Second Aspect, and the exoteric rulers to the
Third Aspect.
Accordingly, a correspondence can be drawn
between the Three Divine Aspects as they
manifest on our planet and the three levels of
rulership, with Shamballa as the head center
emanating purpose and significance through
the hierarchical rulers, Hierarchy emanating
meaning and Plan through the esoteric rulers,
and Humanity expressing as appearance and
activity via the exoteric rulers.
Furthermore, the three-tiered rulership system
implies the three planes of human endeavor
through which higher energies must descend
on their way to physical manifestation, with
the hierarchical rulers corresponding to the
mental plane, the esoteric rulers to the astral
plane, and the exoteric rulers corresponding to
the physical plane.44 This correspondence was
singled out by the Tibetan as an important
concept shedding light on the nature and functioning of the multiple or triple rulership system. It suggests that ideas and energies descend from the hierarchical, to the esoteric, to
the exoteric rulers, just as they do from the
mental, to the astral, and finally the physical
plane. Hence, the sequence of rulers might be
said to begin with the hierarchical, from which
levels spiritual impulse originates, and then

work down and out into manifestation through
the lower level rulers.
In a general way, the Tibetan put all this into
context when he stated that the “lords or ruling
powers” of the twelve constellations step down
or channel into our region of existence the potencies of the three major constellations.45
These three being the Great Bear, Sirius (and
its group of stars, possibly the entirety of Canis
Major), and the Pleiades. This is another way
of saying that the “lords or ruling powers” of
the twelve constellations step down or usher
into our region of existence the potencies of
the First, Second, and Third Aspects, of which
the respective constellations are the expressions.
In simplest terms, then, this means that the Tibetan saw the celestial bodies associated with
the zodiacal signs at any level of rulership as
intermediaries in the distribution of the three
fundamental energies of creation as these are
conducted into the region of our solar system,
our planetary life, and human experience. This
is but one of several ways that the triple rulership system restates essential esoteric principles.
Thus, as has been shown, the triple rulership
system contains within it many concepts foundational to the esoteric occult doctrine. It is
therefore as good a representative as any for
the entire system, even though its implications
may not be properly understood by those unschooled in the esoteric philosophy.

Table Summarizing Correspondences
to the Triple Rulership System
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Exoteric Rulers

Esoteric Rulers

Hierarchical Rulers

Third Aspect

Second Aspect

First Aspect

Activity

Wisdom

Will

Appearance

Meaning

Significance

Humanity

Hierarchy

Shamballa

Expression

Plan

Purpose

Physical plane

Astral plane

Mental plane

Personality

Soul

Monad
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From all this, it might be generally concluded
that:
1) the exoteric ruler of a sign shows the lesson
to be learned, issue to be recognized, or perhaps proper life path to be followed for those
functioning at the personality level;
2) the esoteric ruler shows the lesson to be
learned, issue to be recognized, or perhaps
proper life path to be followed for those functioning at the soul level;
3) and the hierarchical ruler shows the lesson
to be learned, issue to be recognized, or perhaps proper life path to be followed for those
functioning at the monadic level.
To state this very same principle the other way
around, it would be this:
1) individuals living at the personality level
are in the process of mastering the lessons and
issues of the exoteric rulers;
2) individuals living at the soul level are in
process of mastering the lessons and issues of
the esoteric ruler;
3) and individuals living at the monadic levels
are in the process of mastering the lessons and
issues of the hierarchical ruler.
Or to state the matter in yet another way, the
exoteric ruler reveals the outer and physical
plane method, the esoteric ruler the inner and
subjective or soul motive, and the hierarchical
ruler the monadic objective.
Hence, the influence of each zodiacal sign can
be examined with these general patterns in
mind, whether the zodiacal sign be that of an
individual’s Sun, Ascendant, Moon, a prominent group of planets, or any other factor
thought to be of significance in the set of influences affecting an individual, group, organization, or national grouping. The characters of
the relevant celestial bodies (as described in
the esoteric astrological doctrine) will be indicative in this regard, as will the rays distributed by the relevant ruling celestial bodies.
As has just been demonstrated, the function of
rulership in the astrological doctrine espoused
by the Tibetan Master leads to territory far
afield from the concept of rulership in conventional or mainstream astrology, for convenCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

tional astrology does not of necessity concern
itself with the esoteric constitution of the human or the processes of discipleship and initiation which accompany progress from personality, to soul, to monad. This stepwise evolution
underlies all that the esoteric astrological system has to offer in terms of techniques or
methods of interpretation.
The idea of a stepwise progression is written
into the Tibetan’s rulership system in yet another way, a feature of the multiple rulership
system also not found in conventional or mainstream astrology. This feature of the esoteric
astrological system points out underlying or
possibly hitherto unsuspected linkages between signs sharing rulers at any level of rulership. So important is this notion that the Tibetan has stated, “…the nature of…impacting
energies
can
only
be
grasped
as
we…investigate these signs in the relation
which they assume…in connection with other
signs, claiming the same planetary rulers.”46
In other words, the nature of zodiacal forces
impacting individuals and groups can only be
properly comprehended by exploring the interrelations of signs created by instances of
shared rulers. A specific example of this notion might be seen in the regard to the three
signs Aries, Libra, and Aquarius, all of which
claim the planet Uranus at some level of rulership—Aries at the hierarchical level, Libra at
the esoteric level, and Aquarius at the exoteric
level.
The implications are many and varied, but suffice it to say just now that the sign sequences
created by shared rulers suggest at least two
distinct possibilities: a) phases of growth and
progress that follow one another, and b) inherent connections within the zodiac of signs
which are not apparent to the exoterically focused point of view. The important point to be
grasped here and in the context of this introduction to the general theory of the Tibetan’s
multiple rulership system is simply that his
system allows for the identification of relationships amongst the signs that are not accounted
for in exoteric astrology.
Perhaps a question that might form in the mind
of the inquiring student is as follows: Exactly
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how and on what basis have the esoteric and
hierarchical rulers been allotted to the signs?
Anticipating this question in a general way, the
Tibetan Master had this to say. “The energies
of the various signs are attracted by the different planets according to their stage of development and by what is esoterically called ‘ancient relationship’ between the informing entities of the planets and of the constellations.
This relation exists between beings and is
founded on a Law of Affinity. It is this law of
affinity which produces the magnetic pull and
the dynamic response between constellations
and planets with the solar system…”47 In other
words, there is some type of pre-existing relationship, driven by karmic ties established
deep in the past, to be found in play between
the various solar logoi constituting a constellation and the indwelling entities of the individual celestial bodies linked with them through the
rulership system.48
Since the Tibetan has used the word “affinity”
to describe this deep pre-existing relationship,
it can be assumed that the underlying mechanism of the esoteric and hierarchical ruler assignments is in some regard similar to that of
the exoteric rulership arrangement—in other
words, it is based on some type of energy quality common to the individual constellations
and the celestial bodies with which they are
paired. Since the signs represent the constellations, the same can be said directly of the
signs. This stated, there still remains a significant degree of mystery as to the exact nature of
the karmic link bonding the constellations with
the hierarchical and esoteric rulers, which
leaves some degree of uncertainty in regard to
the precise reason why certain constellationalsign units and celestial bodies are linked.
Further, there is some considerable hint that
the hierarchical and esoteric rulers may be
found to shift and change over long periods of
time. The hint that this is so is subtly stated,
the argument for it embedded in a passage that
refers to “the inter-relations existing in this
particular zodiacal cycle between the twelve
signs of the zodiac and the twelve planets...”49
This statement would seem to suggest that the
particular arrangement of the celestial bodies
in the multiple rulership system is relevant on66

ly for “a zodiacal cycle,” though which cycle is
not specifically revealed. All the same, the idea
appears to be that the assignment of the esoteric and hierarchical rulers to the signs (representing constellations) undergoes revision at
cyclic intervals. It is likely that the cyclic revision of the rulership system occurs with the
dawn of each new astrological age, or once
about every 2100 years.
Given that the Tibetan’s dispensation of the
Ageless Wisdom teaching through Alice Bailey is intended to help inaugurate the Age of
Aquarius, it would be in keeping that the rulership scheme for this new and emerging age
should be issued in this way. Therefore, it may
be assumed with very reasonable confidence
that the esoteric and hierarchical rulers given
in Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology are intended by
Hierarchy to be used from the mid-1900s CE
(with the dawn of nuclear power as the predicted sign that the Age of Aquarius has begun)50 for approximately 2100 years forward,
or until shortly after 3000 A.D. Thus, students
of the esoteric astrological doctrine may be
assured that even though the basis upon which
the rulerships are drawn may be somewhat
veiled and the pairings even subject to change,
the system as it stands is worthy of contemplation for what is commonly called “the foreseeable future.”
The time-sensitive nature of the multiple rulership scheme was alluded to by the Tibetan in
a subtle manner in a passage in which he used
its indications as a basis for prediction. This
passage concerns the relationship of the constellational-sign units Capricorn, Libra, Aquarius, and the planet Saturn, which rules in Capricorn at both the exoteric and esoteric levels,
and in Libra at the hierarchical. Saturn is also
the ancient or Chaldean ruler of Aquarius, and
a ruler of one of its decans, as is pointed out.51
Much is proven by this repeating and critical
role for Saturn, the effects of which planet the
Tibetan equated to the tests preceding initiation.52 He stated that the presence of Saturn at
all three levels of rulership in this sign grouping indicates that initiatory opportunity for all
life on our planet is imminent. In his words,
the strong representation of Saturn in the present arrangement of the triple rulership system
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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“…makes factual and clear that at this time,
the signs of balance and initiation can be intelligently used to produce effects on our Earth
and this they will immutably do.”53 The signs
of balance and initiation are Libra and Capricorn respectively, and it is to these that he referred. An argument could be made that the
sign Aquarius represents both the intelligent
application of evolutionary energies to the entire spectrum of life on our planet, plus the
timeliness of all these indications for the Age
of Aquarius.
It can be deduced, therefore, that the Capricorn-Libra-Aquarius grouping is an occult
formula that can be read as indicated, but only
with the key knowledge that Saturn is the element that binds the three together. If Saturn,
the planet of initiatory tests, were not assigned
to each of these signs in just the way that it is,
the same conclusion could not be drawn. But,
reliable evidence, according to the Tibetan, is
in the sky, so to speak, proving that certain
outcomes are inevitable.
Hence, it would appear that predictions can be
made on the basis of the rulership system;
which fact must imply that the multiple rulership system is built on principles designed to
reflect the underlying and actual (or occult)
energy configuration in effect during a particular time. This feature both distinguishes the
multiple rulership system from and relates it to
the exoteric rulership concept, which too is
used by conventional astrology as a predictive
tool, in the sense that things of the nature of a
sign’s ruling planet are said by mainstream
astrology likely to occur under the influence of
that sign, whether that be during an astrological age or any other interval of time permeated
with the influence of an astrological sign.
However, since conventional astrology uses
only one level of rulership, it can’t generate
predictions based on the same type of interlocking rulership patterns as can the esoteric
astrological approach. This predictive capability is an interesting and often overlooked feature of the esoteric astrological system delineated by the Tibetan, and one that again underscores the fact that the rulership assignments of
the multiple rulership system are intended for
use now, in the Age of Aquarius, but not for all
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

time and eternity. They speak about things
timely, and even those things intended and
destined by the Plan in the current astrological
age.
It might legitimately be said, therefore, that the
multiple rulership system is unique in its ability to reveal and elucidate matters pertaining to
the overall evolution of Humanity. That this is
so may be concluded from a passage in which
the Tibetan discussed the function of the planet
Venus at two levels of rulership across three
signs and then made the following summation
remark. “Thus can the golden thread of evolutionary progress be traced throughout the zodiacal path from sign to sign, and thus the history of humanity can be seen and its goal visioned.”54 In other words, the trail established
through the signs by any given celestial body
as ruler at the various levels tells a particular
story related to the issues encountered in the
collective spiritual progress of the Human
Kingdom. Another exposition of this principle
appeared in the Tibetan’s discussion of the
esoteric and hierarchical rulers of Gemini, the
tension between which he said generates a process which “intensifies all that goes on and
leads to the unfoldment upon our planet of the
consciousness of universality—to which the
word ‘Hierarchy” is the key.”55 Here again is
an instance in which the multiple rulership system functions to reveal all-encompassing evolutionary movements affecting the entirety of
the Human Kingdom.
This method of utilizing and interpreting the
rulership system is unlike anything found within the sign rulership system used by conventional astrology, though it is true that many
mainstream astrological writers give considerable attention to the fact that persons exist at a
range of evolutionary levels and so express the
sign characteristics in varying ways. Still, the
business of following the rulers through a sequence of signs and thus reading the history
and future of Humanity in general is unique to
the esoteric astrological system, and will be
explored in detail shortly
The connection of the multiple rulership system with the history and future of human spiritual evolution is but one relatively obscure
proposition associated with this feature of the
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esoteric astrological system. Yet another concerns the Creative Hierarchies associated with
the signs, as given in a chart found in the early
pages of Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology.56 According to the Tibetan, study of the Creative
Hierarchies associated with the signs and
kingdoms is one of the ways to grasp the nature and purpose of the three-level rulership
system,57 though in exactly what way, he did
not specify. Further, enough information to
even get started in this direction has been given for only seven of the twelve astrological
signs, the highest five lacking association with
specific kingdoms. Thus, this particular method of scrying into the nature of the multiple
rulership system is not entirely accessible at
present. However, it should be borne in mind
that the triple rulership system is in some way
related to the Creative Hierarchies. It is hoped
that the exact manner in which this is so will
be revealed in the installment of the Ageless
Wisdom anticipated to be disclosed in the early
portion of the twenty-first century.
At any rate, many features of the multiple rulership system are in no dispute whatsoever,
constituting rock solid concepts upon which
the student can depend. The first and most
evident of these is the way in which this system reproduces the essential triple structure
attributed by the esoteric occult doctrine to the
entirety of manifested existence. Another is the
fact that the multiple rulership accounts for a
basic premise of esoteric astrology—that zodiacal energies are integrated differentially by
persons of varying grades of evolutionary status. Yet a third is the notion that hidden relationships existing between the signs are revealed by following the trail of rulers at varying levels of rulership.
Another feature of the multiple rulership system which is undisputed is the fact that it indicates, in both a symbolic and literal fashion,
the complexity of energies faced by the individual who is progressing upon the rigorous
and demanding path of discipleship and initiation, which path is filled with all sorts of tests,
necessary discernments, and subtle issues to be
grasped and mastered. These matters, which so
try the soul of the seeker, can be seen reflected
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in the welter of different rulers and the tensions between them.
That tension can be understood as the conflict
between the different rays they distribute, for
the rays distributed by the esoteric rulers, are
by and large, not the same as those distributed
by the exoteric rulers and the related signs. As
a consequence, there is brought to bear a variety of ray energies upon the individual who by
virtue of spiritual evolution comes within
range of influence emanating from the esoteric
rulers; for he or she is responsive to both the
exoteric and esoteric rulers for a considerable
time,58 which is to say, many and diverse ray
influences.
About this the Tibetan has stated that it is via
the combined forces of the exoteric and esoteric rulers that the seeker on the discipleship
path “…finds himself responsive to a very
wide number of energies…hence the difficulties of the man upon the Path of Discipleship.”59 This statement might be interpreted to
say that the difficulties encountered on the path
are directly related to the multiplicity of energies coming through the relevant rulers, each
representing pulls, incentives, or particular
values vying for the disciple’s attention.
In this sense, it might be said that the differences in character and ray natures between the
relevant rulers represent the various sets of
dualities and conflicting values, choices, or
possible adaptations encountered and entertained by the seeker. Much time is required in
the process of sifting through these matters; in
essence, deciding which of the rulers (exoteric,
esoteric, or perhaps even hierarchical) and
which of the related rays shall dominate and
constitute the way out of dilemma. The choices are many and persistent all along the path,
for as the Tibetan has stated, the range of vibrations to which even the initiate is subjected
is manifold.60 This situation is technically reflected by the fact that in the later stages of the
discipleship path, the hierarchical rulers exert
influence along with and on top of the residual
effects from the exoteric and esoteric rulers. In
this way is the individual trained in universality, flexibility, and adaptability, even at the
same time he or she is subject to necessary
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choices and decisions. All this is coded into
the multiple rulership system, constituting as it
does a hieroglyphics of energy impacts greeting the striving seeker who progresses from
emphasis upon the things of the personality to
those of the soul and monad.
The dedicated student of the Ageless Wisdom
might find it of interest to note that the early
twentieth century Theosophical astrologer
Alan Leo may well have anticipated the multiple rulership system ultimately articulated by
the Tibetan, in which three rulers are attributed
to each sign. Leo also held that every zodiacal
sign is inherently triple, with one part reflective of the self, one the not-self, and the third
the relation between,61 a wording used by the
Tibetan himself to describe the interaction of
the Three Divine Aspects, of which the triple
rulership system is assuredly a reflection.
Here the self might be understood as the monad, the not-self the personality, with the relation between being the soul. At any rate, the
similarity in thinking and expression between
the notions and even the language of Leo and
the Tibetan hints that Leo may well have been
tuned into the thoughtform of the coming triple
rulership system long before it formally appeared in print. Further evidence that this may
have been the case comes from Leo himself,
who made what would appear to have been a
prescient remark when he wrote that the shift
from personality emphasis to spiritual emphasis “changes the rulers….”62 And that little
notion is, in essence, what the multiple rulership system of Alice Bailey and the Tibetan
is all about.

evolved continuously from classical times up
to the present. To this background of a wellestablished historicity, the Tibetan Master has
added a unique three-tiered rulership system
that appeals to the esoteric mind for several
reasons. First, the triple rulership system carries weight for the esoteric student because it
reproduces the triple structure espoused
throughout Bailey’s esoteric occult doctrine.
Second, the three-tiered rulership system accounts for the nature of experience under the
influences of the signs at the personality, soul,
and monadic levels. Third, the triple rulership
system speaks uniquely to the esoteric mind
because it suggests and reveals hitherto unsuspected relationships between the signs, relationships that evoke the history of not only the
individual soul but also of the entire collective
of the Human Kingdom. In this privileged
view of sign rulership proposed by the Tibetan
Master during the twentieth century, much has
been given which invites further contemplation, research, and explication by coming generations of esotericists.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

Conclusion

A

s this study has demonstrated, the threefold rulership system proposed and advocated by the Tibetan Master emerges as a key
concept within the esoteric astrological system
of Alice Bailey. Students of Bailey’s esotericism interested in this facet of the teaching
may be aided in their contemplations by considering the main points presented here, which
are these. First, the general notion of astrological rulership has its roots in ancient ideas dating from at least 2000 B.C.E. Further, the
general idea of associating signs and planets
fits into the history of rulership theory that has
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly
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The information in this table has been drawn
from page 66 of Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology.
The tabulation there is titled “The Orthodox
Astrological Relationship: Constellations and
Planetary Rulers.” Note this tabulation is given for constellations rather than for signs, but
since the constellations express themselves
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with the signs.
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titled “The Unorthodox Astrological Relationship: Constellations and Planetary Rulers.”
Note that the original tabulation title refers to
constellations and not signs, but since the constellations express themselves through the
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signs of the same names, it is again accurate to
simply relate these rulers to the relevant signs.
The Tibetan implied that the still invisible
Vulcan plus Uranus, Neptune, and Pluto—the
planets discovered in modern times—all
should indeed be assigned to placement as
sign rulers, even though certain astrologers of
the mid twentieth century disagreed. See Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology, 114.
This is implied at Bailey, Esoteric Astrology,
63.
Alice A. Bailey, Discipleship in the New Age I
(New York: Lucis Publishing, 1944), 271;
Discipleship in the New Age II (New York:
Lucis Publishing, 1955), 768.
Bailey, Esoteric Astrology, 65.
Ibid., 65, 268.
Ibid., 268.
This table has been drawn from information
given on 68 of Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology,
which associates the rulers with the constellations. However, as is the case with the two
preceding tables, since the constellations express themselves through the zodiacal signs of
the same names, it is accurate to simply associate the relevant planetary ruler with the indicated sign. Note also that the original table
does not include reference to initiates of any
degree. That information comes from page
163 of Bailey’s Esoteric Astrology in a discussion of the triple rulers of Capricorn. There
it is stated that the hierarchical ruler (Venus)
supercedes the esoteric ruler (Saturn) at the
Third Initiation. From this passage it can
therefore be inferred and extrapolated that in
general, hierarchical rulers come into effect at
the Third Initiation.
Bailey, Esoteric Astrology, 216.
Ibid., 85, 595.
Ibid., 321.
Ibid., 266 – 267.
This may be the underlying reason why the
Moon is said to veil other planets, for the
Moon no longer has an indwelling entity, and
can therefore no longer lay claim to a preexisting karmic tie with other logoic life.
Bailey, Esoteric Astrology, 51.
The date for the beginning of the Age of
Aquarius is indeed a matter of contention and
debate amongst astrologers and esotericists.
However, there are two statements made by
the Tibetan that allow us to situate the probable onset of the Age of Aquarius in the first
half of the twentieth century. In Problems of
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Humanity, 81, the Tibetan stated unequivocally, “The release of the energy of the atom is
definitely the inauguration of the New Age.”
In The Reappearance of the Christ, 82 – 83,
the Tibetan all but stated flatly that the Age of
Aquarius began in June 1945 with the assumption by the Christ of his Aquarian role. Thus,
let us look briefly at the history of nuclear
power and the significance of the year 1945 in
particular. In the late 1920s and early 1930s,
the structure of the atom was discovered progressively by a number of researchers
throughout the world scientific community.
Yet, it was not until 1938 that the German
physicist Otto Hahn first split the atom.
Hahn’s achievement demonstrated the possibility of sustained nuclear reaction, which ultimately was first achieved in the United
States at the University of Chicago on December 2, 1942. The world’s first operational nuclear reactor was activated at Oak Ridge, TN,
USA, in 1943. Finally, the first experimental
atomic bomb was exploded at Alamogordo,
NM, USA, on July 16, 1945. Barely three
weeks later, the first nuclear weapons were
detonated over Japan on August 6 and 9, 1945.
Thus, key developments in the unleashing of
the power of the atom occurred in 1938, 1942,
1943, and 1945. The last of these coincides
dramatically with the Tibetan’s specific identification of June 1945 as the beginning of the
Age of Aquarius. Thus, the Christ assumed
what D.K. referred to as his “Aquarian role” in
June 1945, and about one month later, the first
massive release of nuclear power occurred, to
be followed by even more titanic releases
about two months after the Christ’s accession.
Bearing all this in mind, together with the
facts that the Tibetan has stated that the onset
of the Age of Aquarius was to be signified by
the release of the energy of the atom and by
the accession of the Christ to his current status, it is well nigh impossible to conclude anything other than that the Age of Aquarius is
now under way and has been so for a good
half century. To all this might be added the
fact that the currently used form of the Great
Invocation was given in 1945. In Esoteric
Psychology II, 145, the Tibetan called the Invocation an “inaugurating mantram” of the
Seventh Ray, which is of course one of the
rays associated with the Age of Aquarius. The
planet Uranus, exoteric ruler of Aquarius, distributes the Seventh Ray and is the source of
the strong Ray Seven energies expected and
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predicted to come forth during the Age of
Aquarius. Thus, the Tibetan has as much as
stated that the Great Invocation is designed to
jumpstart the Aquarian Age.
It is of consequence to note also that the Tibetan predicted in Esoteric Psychology I, 415,
that the incoming Ray Seven energies would
cause great destruction of present animal
forms, and this we are given to understand,
not for some arbitrary reason, but because the
present forms are attuned to the departing Age
of Pisces, and hence must give way to new
configurations. In this vein, consider that fact
that the number of persons deceased in World
War II, leading up to and overlapping the likely onset of strong Ray Seven influence, was
45 million. If the human form can be considered a heritage from its animal past, then the
end of World War II and the putative onset of
the Aquarian Age contain demonstrated world
events that reflect the Tibetan’s characterization of Ray Seven influence. Here indeed is a
gripping argument for the validity of the Tibetan’s claims and likewise for the fact that
the Seventh Ray Age of Aquarius has already
begun. This contention is further supported
by the fact that destruction of animal forms
continued almost unabated throughout the
twentieth and early twenty-first century, with
extinction of animal species progressing at
what is to many an alarming rate. Though no
esotericist can justify environmental degradation for the purposes of corporate selfishness,
we can however adjust the sadness consequent
upon loss of animal species with the insight at
hand regarding the inherent effect of the Seventh Ray. Further, we can advisedly know
that this destruction of form will eventually
make way for a liberation of the animal kingdom into higher grades of evolution.
As has been shown in regard to the advent of
nuclear power, the work of the Christ, and the
expected effect of the Seventh Ray upon animal form, there exists compelling evidence
that the Age of Aquarius began right before
the middle of the twentieth century.
Bailey, Esoteric Astrology, 550.
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The Epistle to the Hebrews: Steps of Building the
Antahkarana
Zachary F. Lansdowne

Abstract

T

he Epistle to the Hebrews, which is part of
the New Testament, is traditionally attributed to Paul the Apostle, but modern biblical scholarship considers its authorship to be
unknown. Nevertheless, Alice Bailey, a writer
in the theosophical tradition, asserts, “Paul the
Apostle … wrote that epistle about which so
much controversy has raged—The Epistle to
the Hebrews,” and gives the following directive: “Read that epistle … and note how a
great initiate endeavoured to reveal some facts,
inherent in the will or power aspect.” This article carries out Bailey’s directive and shows
that the Epistle to the Hebrews illustrates her
steps of building the antahkarana, which is an
inner, or psychological, bridge that one builds
between lower and higher aspects of oneself.

The Epistle to the Hebrews

T

his article uses the New American Standard Bible for biblical quotations, because
it is regarded by many scholars as the most
literally translated of the available modern
English translations. For example, Lee Brown
states: “One of the highest examples of ‘word
for word’ translation is that of the New American Standard Bible (NASB). While this version is the most accurate you can get to the
original language, it is also choppy here and
there and can be harder to read.”1
Luke Johnson, a New Testament scholar and
historian of early Christianity, describes the
difficulty of present-day readers to understand
the Epistle to the Hebrews:
For present-day readers, Hebrews is also
one of the most difficult and challenging
compositions in the New Testament canon.
It is difficult because we are unable satisfactorily to place this magnificent display
of early Christian rhetoric and theology in
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

its historical setting. Its author, first readers,
location, and date—these are all matters of
debate among scholars, which is another
way of confessing ignorance.2
Let us consider the most important question
about the epistle’s composition: Who wrote it?
Many names have been proposed for its authorship, but no suggested name seems to have
a convincing justification. Mark Powell, author
of several widely used college textbooks on the
Bible, notes:
The King James Version of the Bible titles
this work “The Epistle of Paul the Apostle
to the Hebrews,” but the attribution to Paul
was a guess, and probably not a very good
one. The letter itself is anonymous, and its
distinctive style and theology set it apart
from Paul’s writings.3
As these quotations of Johnson and Powell
show, modern scholars generally doubt that
Paul was the author of Hebrews, but some ancient scholars shared a similar doubt. For example, Origen, an early Christian theologian, wrote in the third century, “Men of old
have handed it down as Paul’s, but who wrote
the Epistle God only knows.”4
Johnson also writes, “The self-evident and
transparent truthfulness of Hebrews—its capacity to illuminate Christian convictions and
practices and the very meaning of Christian
_____________________________________
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existence—is no longer accessible to readers,
even Christians, in the early twenty-first century.”5 Why do present-day readers find this
epistle to be inaccessible? Bradley Hanson, in
Introduction to Christian Theology, makes this
observation:
The most involved use of sacrificial imagery in the New Testament occurs in the Epistle to the Hebrews, which probably was
written to a group of Hebrew Christians
who were very familiar with the sacrificial
practices of the Temple. But for later generations of Christians the Epistle to the Hebrews has been comprehensible only if they
studied about Hebrew sacrifices.6
In addition, Bob Utley, in The Superiority of
the New Covenant: Hebrews, notes,
This book uses OT [Old Testament] texts
interpreted by rabbinical hermeneutics to
communicate its message. In order to understand the original author’s intent, this
book must be interpreted in light of first
century rabbinical Judaism, not modern
western thought.7
Finally, Johnson says,
Hebrews challenges present-day sensibilities most of all by seeing suffering as the
very heart of discipleship. Suffering … is
the inevitable concomitant of obedient faith
itself. It is the sound of the human spirit
opening itself to the presence and power of
God. It is the very path by which humans
become transformed, as was Jesus, into fully mature children of God.8
Thus, modern scholars generally agree on two
points about the Epistle to the Hebrews: its
author is unknown; and present-day readers
have more difficulty in understanding it than
the people at the time of its writing.

Paul the Apostle

S

aint Paul (c. 5 – c. 67), known also as Paul
the Apostle, taught the gospel of Christ to
the first-century world. He is generally considered to be one of the most important figures in
the growth of early Christianity: he founded
several churches in Asia Minor and Europe,
fourteen of the twenty-seven books in the New
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Testament have traditionally been attributed to
him, and approximately half of the Acts of the
Apostles treats his life and works.
Paul is highly regarded by writers in the theosophical tradition:
Helena Blavatsky (1831– 1891), founder of
the Theosophical Society, writes, “There
was but one apostle of Jesus worthy of that
name, and that was Paul,”9 “Paul was the
only one of the apostles who had understood the secret ideas underlying the teachings of Jesus, although he had never met
him,”10 “the cautious hints of Paul have all
the true esoteric meaning,”11 and “Paul was
undeniably an Initiate.”12
Alice Bailey (1880 – 1949), a member of
the Theosophical Society before leaving it
to pursue her own activities, refers to “the
great initiate, St. Paul,”13 and says, “I would
suggest that there has never been a better
description of the nature of love than that
given by the initiate Paul, even though the
translation of his words is faulty at times.
Study those passages in the New Testament
in which he defines love.”14
Here, the term initiate is used in the sense of
one possessed of divine wisdom.15 Bailey, after
describing how Moses and Jesus had penetrated through two veils of ignorance, writes:
Another rending of the veil … took place
when Saul of Tarsus saw the glory of the
Lord and was changed into Paul the Apostle. His forward moving and potent directness and sincerity, pushing along “the road
to Damascus,” forced him to penetrate
through one of the separating veils. The
Kingdom of Heaven suffereth violence and
the violent take it by force. This force,
working in Saul, drove him through the veil
which prevented vision, and the rent thereby made brought him a new revelation. He
was, we are told, completely blinded for
three days, and this the esoteric records corroborate.16
The above quotation corroborates the account
of Paul’s conversion along “the road to Damascus” given in Acts 9 and 22. In the phrase
“The Kingdom of Heaven suffereth violence
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and the violent take it by force,” which is taken
from Matthew 11:12, “force” signifies the will
or power aspect, which is the first and highest
divine quality.17 Bailey continues her description of Paul’s experience:
He realised the nature of the Law, as his
later epistles demonstrate; he was brought
to the feet of the Initiator through the effect
of love, and thus he availed himself of the
two earlier rents in the veil. Whilst thus
reaching out to the light, he wrote that epistle about which so much controversy has
raged—The Epistle to the Hebrews. In it
the results of the rending of the third veil
provide the keynote and express the first
and highest aspect, as the two earlier rents
lead to the revelation of the third and second divine qualities. This first aspect is
seen as synthesis, as the Communion of
Saints, and as related to the Lord of the
World, Melchizedek. Read that epistle in
the light of these remarks, and note how a
great initiate endeavoured to reveal some
facts, inherent in the will or power aspect.18
The above quotation claims that Paul wrote the
Epistle to the Hebrews and gives the following
directive: “Read that epistle … and note how a
great initiate endeavoured to reveal some facts,
inherent in the will or power aspect.” Bailey
provides more information about these facts:
These [facts] were, however, far beyond the
ken of the disciples and aspirants of the
time, but can today form a true part of the
realisation of humanity. Law, Love, Union
or Synthesis—all these great energies have
seeped into the human consciousness and
now provide the platform upon which the
new civilisation can be founded, the new
approach to God be taken, and new human
relations be implemented.19
According to the above quotation, the incorporated facts were “far beyond the ken of the disciples and aspirants of the time” that the epistle
was written, “but can today form a true part of
the realisation of humanity.” Moreover, the
incorporated facts “now provide the platform
upon which the new civilisation can be founded,” which characterizes them as propitious
and transformative.
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Thus, Bailey contradicts both previouslymentioned points on which modern scholars
generally agree, because she says that Paul
wrote the epistle and that present-day readers
can understand certain facts in it better than the
people at the time of its writing. Before attempting to identify these propitious and transformative facts, let us introduce the concepts
of the causal body and antahkarana.

The Causal Body

A

uthur Powell, a theosophical writer who
studied the esoteric works of Helena Blavatsky, Charles Webster Leadbeater and Annie
Besant, says:
The causal body owes its name to the fact
that in it reside the causes which manifest
themselves as effects in the lower planes.
For it is the experiences of past lives, stored
in the causal body, which are the cause of
the general attitude taken up towards life,
and the actions undertaken.20
The notion of the causal body can be found in
yoga philosophy, where its Sanskrit name is
Karana Sarira; Karana means “cause” and
Sarira means “body.”21 For example, Paramahansa Yogananda, in Autobiography of a Yogi,
speaks of “the idea, or causal, body,”22 and Sri
Aurobindo, in The Synthesis of Yoga, speaks of
“our causal body or envelope of gnosis.”23
To understand the role of the causal body, it is
helpful to introduce some additional terminology. According to Theosophy, the planetary
life consists of seven worlds that are often
called “planes” and have the following names:
1) logoic; 2) monadic; 3) spiritual; 4) intuitional; 5) mental; 6) emotional; and 7) physical.24
These planes are regarded as being arranged
metaphorically in a higher and lower manner.
For example, the mental, emotional, and physical planes, which are spoken of as composing
“the world of phenomena,”25 are the three lowest planes.
Theosophy divides the mental plane into seven
levels, or subplanes: four concrete, or lower,
levels; and three abstract, or higher, levels.26
The mental body is said to reside on the concrete levels of the mental plane, and the causal
body on the abstract levels of the mental
75
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plane.27 I. K. Taimni, another theosophical
writer, refers to the mental body as “the vehicle of concrete thoughts,” and says, “The first
function of the Causal body is that it serves as
the organ of abstract thought.”28
The notion of the causal body seems to be incorporated into Paul’s writings, as shown by
the following examples:
Bailey states, “The content of the causal
body is the accumulation by slow and gradual process of the good in each life.”29 Paul,
in 1 Timothy 6:18-19, states: “Instruct them
to do good, to be rich in good works, to be
generous and ready to share, storing up for
themselves the treasure of a good foundation for the future, so that they may take
hold of that which is life indeed.” If Paul’s
phrase “the treasure of a good foundation”
referred to the content of the causal body,
then his statement would be like Bailey’s.
Bailey states, “When the Thinker on his
own plane withdraws his attention from his
little system within the three worlds and
gathers within himself all his forces, then
physical plane existence comes to an end
and all returns within the causal consciousness.”30 Paul, in 2 Corinthians 5:1, states:
“For we know that if the earthly tent which
is our house is torn down, we have a building from God, a house not made with
hands, eternal in the heavens.” If Paul’s
phrase “the earthly tent” referred to the
physical body, and if his phrase “a building
from God” referred to the causal body, then
his statement would be like Bailey’s.
The differentiation between the mental body
and causal body enables there to be a differentiation between two related kinds of alignment.
Bailey describes the threefold alignment of the
mental, emotional, and physical bodies:
The great thinkers of the race, the true exponents of lower mind, are fundamentally
those whose three lower bodies are aligned;
that is to say those whose mental body
holds the other two in circumspect alignment. The mental body, then, is in direct
communication, unobstructed and free from
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interference, straight through to the physical brain.31
She also describes the fourfold alignment of
the causal, mental, emotional, and physical
bodies:
When the alignment is fourfold and when
the three above-mentioned bodies are
aligned with the body of the Higher Self,
the causal or egoic body, and held steady
within its circumference, then the great
leaders of the race,—those who emotionally
and intellectually sway mankind,—can be
seen working; then the inspirational writers
and dreamers can bring down their inspirations and dreams; and then the synthetic
and abstract thinkers can transfer their conceptions to the world of form.32
In this quotation, the phrase “the causal or egoic body” shows that causal body and egoic
body are synonyms.

B

The Antahkarana
lavatsky provides this explanation in her
glossary:

Antahkarana (Sanskrit), or Antaskarana.
The term has various meanings, which differ with every school of philosophy and
sect. Thus Sankaracharya renders the word
as “understanding”; others, as “the internal
instrument, the Soul, formed by the thinking principle and egoism”; whereas Occultists explain it as the path or bridge between
the Higher and the Lower Manas.33
In the above quotation, Manas is a Sanskrit
term that literally means “mind.”34 Although
the Sanskrit term antahkarana has various
meanings, this article consistently uses the
term in accordance with Bailey’s definition:
“The technical antahkarana, bridging between
the threefold personality and the Spiritual Triad.”35 Here, the personality consists of the
mental body, emotional body, and physical
body;36 and the Spiritual Triad consists of the
spiritual will, spiritual love, and higher mind.37
Thus, Bailey’s definition of the antahkarana is
compatible with how, in Blavatsky’s words,
“Occultists explain it.”
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Bailey describes the following sequence of
alignments:
the mental body becomes the centre of consciousness and then later—through practice—it becomes the point of departure for
the transference of the polarisation into a
higher body, first the causal and later into
the Triad.38
Here, the threefold alignment corresponds to
when “the mental body becomes the centre of
consciousness,” the fourfold alignment corresponds to when there is “the transference of
the polarisation into … the causal,” and the
completed antahkarana corresponds to when
there is “the transference of the polarisation
into … the Triad.” Therefore, accordingly to
Bailey’s sequence, the threefold alignment and
then the fourfold alignment are two prerequisites for building the antahkarana.
Bailey mentions “the attainment of that measure of mental control that will permit the wisdom of the Triad to pour down into the physical brain, via the causal,”39 which indicates
that the causal body can be the link between
the Spiritual Triad and personality. This intermediate role of the causal body is another prerequisite for building the antahkarana, because
Bailey also writes, “the antahkarana … eventually supersedes the causal body as a means
of communication between the higher and the
lower,”40 which presupposes the prior use of
the causal body as such a means of communication. Here, “the higher” denotes what Bailey
calls the “higher self,” which is the Spiritual
Triad, and “the lower” denotes what she calls
the “lower self,” which is the personality.41
Regarding the above quotation, what “measure
of mental control” must be attained before “the
wisdom of the Triad” can pour down via the
causal body? Bailey says, “endeavour to throw
the attention … toward the Spiritual Triad.”42
Therefore, a third prerequisite for building the
antahkarana could be called “right orientation
towards the Spiritual Triad”: first attain the
fourfold alignment, and then throw the attention towards the Spiritual Triad.
Bailey explains why these three prerequisites
are needed:
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But to build the antahkarana … involves intense mental activity; it necessitates the
power to imagine and to visualise, plus a
dramatic attempt to build the Lighted Way
in mental substance. This mental substance
is—as we have seen—of three qualities or
natures, and the bridge of living light is a
composite creation, having in it:
1. Force, focussed and projected from the
fused and blended forces of the personality.
2. Energy, drawn from the [causal or] egoic
body by a conscious effort.
3. Energy, abstracted from the Spiritual
Triad.43
Each listed force or energy is generated by one
of the three prerequisites described earlier: the
threefold alignment, fourfold alignment, or
right orientation towards the Spiritual Triad.
Bailey says, “The understanding of the method
of building the antahkarana is essential if humanity is to move forward as planned,”44 but
what is that method? Bailey lists “The six steps
or methods of building the Antahkarana” as 1)
Intention, 2) Visualization, 3) Projection, 4)
Invocation and Evocation, 5) Stabilization, and
6) Resurrection and Ascension.45 Although she
provides an extensive commentary on each of
these steps, let us summarize each one by including only a brief extract:
1. Intention. “a. The achieving of right orientation … towards the Spiritual Triad. b.
A mental understanding of the work to be
done is necessary. c. A ring-pass-not of
consciously gathered energies must be created and held in a state of tension. d. A period of clear thinking anent this process of
Intention must be attempted. e. Then follows the preservation of a point of tension.”46
2. Visualisation. “He [the disciple] therefore proceeds at this point to construct the
blue print of the work to be done, by drawing upon the imagination and its faculties as
they are to be found upon the highest level
of his astral or sensitive vehicle.”47
3. Projection. “The task—and it is a real
one—of building the antahkarana and creat77
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ing that which will bridge the gap is in truth
Hebrews 6:1-3 conveys the intention of its authe planned and conscious effort to project
thor:
1
the focussed thought of the spiritual man
Therefore leaving the elementary teaching
from the lower mental plane into areas of
about the Christ, let us press on to maturity,
awareness which have been sensed but not
not laying again a foundation of repentance
contacted; it entails using the totality of the
from dead works and of faith toward God,2
awareness already developed … and (with
of instruction about washings and laying on
deliberation) making it increasingly sensiof hands, and the resurtive to the focussed acrection of the dead and
tivity of the world of
Helena Blavatsky ... founder eternal judgment.3 And
the higher spiritual reof the Theosophical Society, this we will do, if God
alities.”48
permits.

writes, “There was but one

4. Invocation and Evostarting in
aspostle of Jesus worthy of Accordingly,
cation. “The task of
Chapter 6, the Epistle to
Invocation, based on
that name and that was the Hebrews presents an
Intention, Visualisation
Paul,” “Paul was the only advanced teaching conand Projection, has
Christ. The rest
one of the apostles who cerning
been carefully underof this article interprets
taken by the disciple
understood the secret ideas that advanced teaching
and he has at least
underlying the teachings of as testifying to the foresome measure of clear
going prerequisites and
Jesus, although, he had six steps of building the
perception as to the
work he has done by
never meet him,” “the antahkarana.
the dual means of spircautious hints of Paul have Hebrews 6:9-20
itual living and scienall
the
true
esoteric 9 But, beloved, we are
tific, technical, occult
work. He is therefore
meaning,” and “Paul was convinced of better
himself
invocative.
things concerning you,
undeniably an Initiate.”
His life effect is regisand things that accomtered upon the higher
pany salvation, though we are speaking in
levels of consciousness and he is recogthis way. 10 For God is not unjust so as to
nised as ‘a point of invocative tension’ …
forget your work and the love which you
The result is that his developed potency and
have shown toward His name, in having
its radius of influence are now sufficiently
ministered and in still ministering to the
strong to call out a response from the Spirsaints. 11 And we desire that each one of
itual Triad.”49
you show the same diligence so as to real5. Stabilisation. “First comes the clashing
of the old with the new rhythm. This is followed by a period of gradual dominance of
the new, elimination of the old, and the stabilisation of the new vibration.”50
6. Resurrection and Ascension. “This Way
[into new fields of spiritual experience] is
revealed only when the antahkarana is built
and completed and the man becomes focussed in the Triad as consciously as he is
now focussed in the threefold lower nature.”51
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ize the full assurance of hope until the end,
12
so that you will not be sluggish, but imitators of those who through faith and patience inherit the promises.
13

For when God made the promise to
Abraham, since He could swear by no one
greater, He swore by Himself, 14 saying, “I
WILL SURELY BLESS YOU AND I WILL
15
SURELY MULTIPLY YOU.” And so, having
patiently waited, he obtained the promise. 16
For men swear by one greater than themselves, and with them an oath given as
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confirmation is an end of every dispute. 17
In the same way God, desiring even more
to show to the heirs of the promise the
un-changeableness of His purpose, interposed with an oath, 18 so that by two unchangeable things in which it is impossible
for God to lie, we who have taken refuge
would have strong encouragement to take
hold of the hope set before us. 19 This hope
we have as an anchor of the soul, a hope
both sure and steadfast and one which enters within the veil, 20 where Jesus has entered as a forerunner for us, having become
a high priest forever according to the order
of Melchizedek.
Prerequisites
As mentioned earlier, modern scholars generally profess ignorance about the identity of the
epistle’s first readers and their location. We
can say, however, that verses 9 through 20 are
written as though they are directed towards a
specific group of readers whom we call “students.” Verses 9 and 10 portray the achievements of the students before they are given any
instruction, and then verses 11 through 20 give
them instructions. As shown next, verses 9 and
10 depict the prerequisites that one needs to
achieve before undertaking the first step of
building the antahkarana, and then verses 11
through 20 give instructions on how to carry
out that first step.
Bailey mentions “a lop-sided causal body …
full of great gulfs and gaps where virtues
should be,”52 which implies that virtues are put
into the causal body. Virtues are abstract concepts, so putting them into the causal body is
consistent with the earlier notion that this body
is the organ of abstract thought. Bailey describes the goal of each successive alignment:
“The vehicle which seems of paramount importance can become and should become of
secondary importance as it becomes simply the
instrument of that which is higher than itself.”53 Thus, the causal body can consistently
direct the threefold personality to practice virtues if and only if the fourfold alignment is
maintained. Verse 10 indicates that the students are consistently practicing virtues, because they are involved “in having ministered
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and in still ministering to the saints.” Therefore, they must be maintaining the fourfold
alignment, which is a prerequisite for building
the antahkarana, as discussed previously.
Verse 10 also mentions “the love which you
have shown toward His name.” Regarding this
verse, Johnson notes, “the expression of human love toward God is relatively rare in the
New Testament. More often the New Testament speaks of God’s or Christ’s love toward
humans.”54 Let us unpack the meaning of this
unusual expression of love.
What does the name of God signify? John
McKenzie writes, “It is a widespread cultural
phenomenon that the name is considered to be
more than an artificial tag which distinguishes
one person from another … but it is thought to
tell something of the kind of person he is.”55
For example, 1 Samuel 25:25 says: “for as his
name is, so is he.” Tim LaHaye observes, “In
the Bible, a name reveals the nature of the person.”56 For example, the Bible uses a change in
the personal name to indicate a change in the
person’s nature, such as the change from Jacob
to Israel (Genesis 32:28). Consistent with such
usage, let us suppose that “His name” in verse
10 signifies God’s nature, so the verse indicates that the students have shown love toward
God’s nature. What is God’s nature? Bailey
speaks of “God in manifestation, Whose nature
is Light.”57 She also equates the “light of the
divine Presence” with the “light of the Spiritual Triad,”58 so verse 10 indicates that the students have shown love toward the light of the
Spiritual Triad.
M. Scott Peck, in The Road Less Travelled,
notes, “The principal form that the work of
love takes is attention. When we love another
we give him or her our attention.”59 Accordingly, verse 10 indicates that the students have
given their attention to the light of the Spiritual
Triad. As discussed earlier, another prerequisite for building the antahkarana is what is
called “right orientation towards the Spiritual
Triad”: first attaining the fourfold alignment,
and then giving attention to the Spiritual Triad.
Consequently, verse 10 indicates that the students have achieved this prerequisite.
1. Intention
79
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Intention, which is the first step of building the
antahkarana, was characterized earlier as having five substeps: “a. The achieving of right
orientation … towards the Spiritual Triad. b. A
mental understanding of the work to be done is
necessary. c. A ring-pass-not of consciously
gathered energies must be created and held in a
state of tension. d. A period of clear thinking
anent this process of Intention must be attempted. e. Then follows the preservation of a
point of tension.”
Let us consider each substep in the given order, starting with: “a. The achieving of right
orientation … towards the Spiritual Triad.” As
just discussed, verse 10 indicates that the students have already achieved right orientation
towards the Spiritual Triad. The initial phrase
of verse 11, “And we desire that each one of
you show the same diligence,” refers to the
diligence just indicated in verse 10. Consequently, the initial phrase of verse 11 tells the
students to re-establish their right orientation,
so it illustrates the first substep.
The second substep is: “b. A mental understanding of the work to be done is necessary.”
As discussed earlier, right orientation permits
the wisdom of the Triad to pour down through
the causal body and into the mental body. The
second substep converts this wisdom into a
mental understanding of the work to be done.
The final phrase of verse 11 says, “so as to
realize the full assurance of hope until the
end.” Here, to realize means “to grasp or understand clearly.”60 Therefore, the final phrase
illustrates the second substep in two ways: by
calling for a mental understanding of the work
to be done, and by indicating that this understanding is based upon the right orientation
achieved in the first substep.
The third substep is: “c. A ring-pass-not of
consciously gathered energies must be created
and held in a state of tension.” Bailey says, “If
there is right understanding, there will necessarily be right action.”61 The second substep
yields right understanding of the work to be
done, and then the third substep provides instruction on the corresponding right action.
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Ring-pass-not is a theosophical term for which
Bailey provides this definition: “The limit of
the field of activity of the central life force.”62
What is the meaning of this term in the context
of the third substep? Philip Cohen and Hector
Levesque state, “Intentions provide a ‘screen
of admissibility’ for adopting other intentions,”
and give this explanation:
Whereas desires can be inconsistent, agents
do not normally adopt intentions that they
believe conflict with their present-and future-directed intentions. For example, if an
agent intends to hardboil an egg, and knows
he has only one egg (and cannot get any
more in time), he should not simultaneously
intend to make an omelette.63
In the context of the third substep, the “ringpass-not” is the limit of the screen of admissibility for adopting a new intention, and the
“central life force” is the power to adopt a new
intention. With this meaning, the third substep
explicitly portrays the strengthening of an
adopted intention to make it a fixed intention,
so this substep implicitly assumes the prior
adoption of an intention. Thus, the third substep could be described in a more complete
way: adopt an intention based on your understanding of the work to be done, and then
make it a fixed intention through creating and
holding a ring-pass-not that prevents the adoption of subsequent intentions that are inconsistent with the adopted one. The third substep
could also be described in a simpler way:
adopt a fixed intention based on your understanding of the work to be done.
Eugene Peterson renders verse 12 in contemporary language: “Don’t drag your feet. Be
like those who stay the course with committed
faith and then get everything promised to
them.”64 As indicated by verses 13 through 15,
the models of intentional activity, “who stay
the course with committed faith,” include
Abraham, the father of the Jewish nation. If the
students were to “be like those who stay the
course with committed faith,” they would
adopt a fixed intention. Verse 12 tells the students to be like such models, so this directive
tells them to implement the third substep.
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The fourth substep is: “d. A period of clear
thinking anent this process of Intention must
be attempted.” Why must this substep be attempted? Patrick Haggard and Baruch Eitam
note:
It is well known that people do not necessarily act in accordance with their expressed intentions. The observation that intentions are not always carried out has a
long history. It is captured in such adages
as “it’s easier said than done” or “the road
to hell is paved with good intentions,” and
it was documented very early in empirical
research on the attitude-behavior relation.65
The third substep yields the adoption of a fixed
intention, but people do not necessarily adhere
to their adopted intentions, as the above quotation acknowledges. With respect to medical
patients adhering to their prescribed medical
treatments, Ashish Atreja and others report,
“Research has consistently demonstrated that
patients’ understanding of their conditions and
treatments is positively related to adherence.”66
In an analogous manner, with respect to people
adhering to their adopted intentions, their understanding of the process of intention must
also be positively related to their adherence.
Therefore, the fourth substep could be described in a more complete way: think clearly
about this process of intention to increase your
understanding about it, thereby increasing your
adherence to your intention.
Verses 16 through 20 illustrate the fourth substep by displaying clear thought about two notions built into verses 11 and 12. The first notion is “the full assurance of hope until the
end.” Harold Attridge, Dean of Yale University Divinity School, explains how verses 16
through 18 treat this notion:
The use of an oath by God ensures that
there are “two immutable things” on which
believers can rest assured. These two things
are no doubt God’s word and the oath that
confirms it. Hebrews does not specify more
precisely on what word and oath the addressees may rely. Our author may have in
mind the two verses from the Psalms mentioned in [Hebrews] 5:5 and 6, namely,
Psalm 2:7 and Psalm 110:4, although it is
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

more likely that he refers simply to the
word of Psalm 110:4 which proclaims
Christ the High Priest and the oath in the
same context which confirms that appointment. In either case, the word constitutes a
“promise” for Christians because of the status it accords Christ as heavenly intercessor
and “forerunner.”67
The second notion is the opportunity to “inherit the promises.” Attridge explains how verses
19 and 20 treat this notion:
In fact, the oath in question, Psalm 110:4,
does not directly confirm any particular
promise. What it does is confirm the foundation of Christian hope, the exalted status
of Christ the High Priest, to which verses
19–20 refer. Christ, as the “forerunner,” has
attained the intimate access to God that is
the goal of humankind and the true content
of the divine promises. Because he has attained that access, he has also made it possible for those who follow him in faith to
do so as well. As High-Priestly precursor,
he also stands ready to aid them in that pursuit.68
Verse 20 describes Jesus as “having become a
high priest forever according to the order of
Melchizedek.” Genesis 14:18 refers to Melchizedek as the “king of Salem” and “a priest
of God Most High.” Bailey considers Melchizedek to be the “Lord of the World,”69 and the
hierophant for certain major initiations.70 In
verse 20, the phrase “having become” indicates
an achievement occurring in the past, so this
verse can be understood as saying that Jesus
attained a major initiation during a ceremony
officiated by Melchizedek.
The fifth and final substep is: “e. Then follows
the preservation of a point of tension.” Elsewhere Bailey explains the meaning of the fifth
substep by saying, “It is the preservation of the
rightly focussed and rightly oriented consciousness which we seek to guard,”71 so this
substep brings about a strict adherence to the
fixed intention that was adopted previously.
The word “Then,” in the preceding statement
of the fifth substep, indicates that the fourth
substep causes the fifth substep to happen,
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which corroborates the earlier notion that understanding is positively related to adherence.
Bailey writes, “Patience is a quality of will; it
is of the nature of a strict adherence to a fixed
intention.”72 Verse 12 tells the students to inherit the promises through “patience,” so the
use of this word corresponds to the fifth substep.
In conclusion, the five substeps of Intention
could be clarified in this way: a. Achieve right
orientation towards the Spiritual Triad; b.
Convert the wisdom of the Spiritual Triad into
a mental understanding of the work to be done;
c. Adopt a fixed intention based on your understanding of the work to be done; d. Think
clearly about this process of intention to increase your understanding about it; e. Then
strictly adhere to the fixed intention that you
adopted previously. Moreover, verses 11
through 20 illustrate the overall step of Intention, because they provide instruction corresponding to all five substeps that characterize
that step.

Hebrews 11:8-10, 13-16
8

By faith Abraham, when he was called,
obeyed by going out to a place which he
was to receive for an inheritance; and he
went out, not knowing where he was going.
9
By faith he lived as an alien in the land of
promise, as in a foreign land, dwelling in
tents with Isaac and Jacob, fellow heirs of
the same promise; 10 for he was looking for
the city which has foundations, whose architect and builder is God.
13

All these died in faith, without receiving
the promises, but having seen them and
having welcomed them from a distance,
and having confessed that they were
strangers and exiles on the earth. 14 For
those who say such things make it clear that
they are seeking a country of their own. 15
And indeed if they had been thinking of
that country from which they went out, they
would have had opportunity to return. 16 But
as it is, they desire a better country, that is,
a heavenly one. Therefore God is not
ashamed to be called their God; for He has
prepared a city for them.
82

2. Visualization
Visualization, which is the second step of
building the antahkarana, was characterized
earlier in this way: “He [the disciple] therefore
proceeds at this point to construct the blue
print of the work to be done, by drawing upon
the imagination and its faculties as they are to
be found upon the highest level of his astral or
sensitive vehicle.” Here, the “astral or sensitive
vehicle” is the emotional body.73
As discussed earlier, the purpose of your building the antahkarana is to move the polarization
of your consciousness into the Spiritual Triad.
After this movement has occurred, the Spiritual Triad could be regarded as your new homeland, because that is where you are polarized.
This new homeland could be characterized as
heavenly, because of its sublime values. In
contrast, the antahkarana’s place of origin, the
personality, could be characterized as earthly,
because of its mundane values. With this terminology, the second step could be rendered as
follows: visualize the movement of your polarization from your earthly place of origin into a
new heavenly homeland.
Verse 13 states in part: “All these died in faith,
without receiving the promises, but having
seen them and having welcomed them from a
distance.” As the earlier verses 8 through 10
make clear, “All these” denote the patriarchs
of the Old Testament, namely, Abraham, Isaac,
and Jacob. David Garland notes, “the seeing
here is ‘from a distance’ and relates to the eye
of faith, not to present experience.”74 Ralph
Degn also notes, “Today we call eye of faith
our mind’s eye or imagination, and we call
seeing with an eye of faith visualization or
mental rehearsal.”75 Accordingly, the book
Heroic Faith rephrases verse 13 in terms of
visualization:
Those listed in Hebrews 11 actually acted
as if the future were here even though they
were only able to visualize ultimate exoneration, eventual rewards, guaranteed victory,
and complete salvation in their heads.76
Verse 13 also states in part: “and having confessed that they were strangers and exiles on
the earth.” In other words, the patriarchs
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viewed themselves as alien residents who had
no rights as citizens. Moreover, they viewed
themselves as alien residents not merely in
their own land, but “on the earth” in general.
Paul, in Philippians 3:20, conveys the same
notion: “For our citizenship is in heaven, from
which also we eagerly wait for a Savior, the
Lord Jesus Christ.”
As rendered in the NASB, verse 14 states, “For
those who say such things make it clear that
they are seeking a country of their own.” This
destination, however, is rendered more simply
as “homeland” in other modern translations,
such as the New Revised Standard and English
Standard Version. As Attridge explains, verses
14 through 16 argue that the visualized homeland is heavenly rather than earthly:
Although God’s promises to Abraham had
been partially fulfilled in the wondrous
birth of Isaac, the promise of a homeland
was not. This promise the patriarchs could
only glimpse from afar, while recognizing
their condition (verse 13), thus indicating
the true object of their quest (verse 14). A
characteristic contra factual argument suggests that the homeland that they sought
could not be their earthly place of origin
(verse 15). Rather, the goal of their wandering was and is heavenly (verse 16).77
Just as verse 13 describes the patriarchs as
confessing “that they were strangers and exiles
on the earth,” you need to acknowledge the
limitations of remaining polarized in your
earthly place of origin, which is the personality. Just as verses 13 through 16 describe the
patriarchs as visualizing their movement from
their earthly place of origin into a new heavenly homeland, the second step instructs you to
visualize the movement of your polarization
from your earthly place of origin into a new
heavenly homeland, which is the Spiritual Triad. Just as verse 13 states that “All these died
in faith, without receiving the promises,” the
second step ends with you having the faith, or
assurance, that the antahkarana can be built,
but without receiving the promised shift in polarization. Consequently, these verses illustrate
the second step of Visualization.

14

Pursue peace with all men, and the sanctification without which no one will see the
Lord. 15 See to it that no one comes short of
the grace of God; that no root of bitterness
springing up causes trouble, and by it many
be defiled; 16 that there be no immoral or
godless person like Esau, who sold his own
birthright for a single meal. 17 For you know
that even afterwards, when he desired to inherit the blessing, he was rejected, for he
found no place for repentance, though he
sought for it with tears.
3. Projection
Projection, which is the third step of building
the antahkarana, was characterized earlier in
this way: “The task—and it is a real one—of
building the antahkarana and creating that
which will bridge the gap is in truth the
planned and conscious effort to project the focussed thought of the spiritual man from the
lower mental plane into areas of awareness
which have been sensed but not contacted; it
entails using the totality of the awareness already developed … and (with deliberation)
making it increasingly sensitive to the focussed
activity of the world of the higher spiritual realities.”
Bailey gives a shorter description of the third
step: “This involves a consequent moving of
the point of individual focus out of the world
of phenomena into the world of reality.”78 The
world of phenomena consists of the three lowest planes, and the world of reality consists of
higher planes, so the step of Projection could
be described in this way: detach your point of
individual focus from mental, emotional, or
physical things, and move it into the higher
world of reality. Paul, in Colossians 3:2, seems
to describe the same effort: “Set your mind on
the things above, not on the things that are on
earth.” Bailey also speaks of “your intuitional
grasp of reality,”79 so the third step uses intuitive perception, rather than the physical eyes of
the body, to perceive the world of reality.
If one were to perceive the world of reality,
what would one behold? Bailey gives this answer:

Hebrews 12:14-17
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But those who are awakening to the world
of reality are constantly made aware of the
divinity in man, through his unselfish acts,
his kindness, his spirit of enquiry, his lightheartedness in difficulty, and his basic essential goodness.80
As indicated by the above quotation, the third
step makes one “aware of the divinity in man.”
Psalm 82:6 supports this indication by saying
that a human being is essentially divine: “You
are gods, And all of you are sons of the Most
High.”
Let us consider verse 14. Its first phrase, “Pursue peace with all men,” entails giving up partisanship, antagonisms, bias, greed, and envy.
Doug Keller explains, “Peace comes with focus and intention, and with the attitude or quality of the mind that is classically called dispassion or (in Sanskrit) vairagya.”81 Bailey describes a person making this effort: “Through
learning the lesson of dispassion he becomes
immune to the suffering of the lower nature as
he detaches his interest from secondary things
and the non-essentials.”82 Thus, verse 14’s first
phrase leads to detaching the point of individual focus “from secondary things and the nonessentials,” which are mental, emotional, or
physical things.
Verse 14’s second phrase is: “and the sanctification without which no one will see the
Lord.” Johnson explains, “Sanctification as
something that can be pursued is the human
search for full entry into the presence of the
one who, through Christ’s spirit, is already
present to them.”83 Johnson also explains,
“‘seeing God’ is not physical sight (as in the
vision of Moses and the elders of the people in
Exodus 24:10), but rather full participation in
God’s life, or, as the author stated in Hebrews
12:10, ‘to share in his holiness.’”84 Thus, verse
14’s second phrase leads to moving the point
of individual focus into the higher world of
reality.
Consequently, verse 14’s two phrases illustrate
the third step of Projection: detaching the point
of individual focus from mental, emotional, or
physical things, and moving it into the higher
world of reality. Bailey, however, acknowledges that the third step is difficult to achieve:
84

Many aspirants reach this particular stage
and—having developed a real capacity to
visualise, and having therefore constructed
by its means the desired form, and organised the substance which is to be employed
in this later phase of the building process—
find themselves unable to proceed any further. What then is the matter? Primarily, an
inability to use the Will in the process of
projection. This process is a combination
of will, further and continued visualization.85
To ameliorate this difficulty, Bailey recommends the formation of groups consisting of
only those who are building the antahkarana:
I would remind you that one of the new
things which the coming era of spiritual expansion will see is the inauguration of
something entirely new: Group Initiation
… The groups being prepared for initiation
should consist only of those who are in process of building the antahkarana, the bridge
between the Triad and the personality.86
In addition, she describes the power of such a
group to lift each member:
I would like here to emphasise one point as
we consider the individual in the group and
his group relations. Watch with care your
thoughts anent each other, and kill out at
once all suspicion, all criticism and seek to
hold each other unwaveringly in the light of
love. You have no idea of the potency of
such an effort or of its power to release
each other’s bonds and to lift the group to
an exceedingly high place.87
Verses 15 through 17 also describe how the
third step can be facilitated through group interaction:
15

See to it that no one comes short of the
grace of God; that no root of bitterness
springing up causes trouble, and by it many
be defiled; 16 that there be no immoral or
godless person like Esau, who sold his own
birthright for a single meal. 17 For you know
that even afterwards, when he desired to inherit the blessing, he was rejected, for he
found no place for repentance, though he
sought for it with tears.
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Here, “See to it that no one comes short of the
grace of God” is like Bailey’s earlier instruction “to release each other’s bonds and to lift
the group to an exceedingly high place”; “that
no root of bitterness springing up causes trouble” is like Bailey’s earlier instruction, “Watch
with care your thoughts anent each other, and
kill out at once all suspicion, all criticism”; and
“that there be no immoral or godless person
like Esau” is like Bailey’s earlier instruction,
“The groups being prepared for initiation
should consist only of those who are in process
of building the antahkarana.”

Hebrews 12:22-24
22

But you have come to Mount Zion and to
the city of the living God, the heavenly Jerusalem, and to myriads of angels, 23 to the
general assembly and church of the
firstborn who are enrolled in heaven, and to
God, the Judge of all, and to the spirits of
the righteous made perfect, 24 and to Jesus,
the mediator of a new covenant, and to the
sprinkled blood, which speaks better than
the blood of Abel.
4. Invocation and Evocation
Invocation and Evocation, which is the fourth
step of building the antahkarana, was characterized earlier in this way: “The task of Invocation, based on Intention, Visualisation and Projection, has been carefully undertaken by the
disciple and he has at least some measure of
clear perception as to the work he has done by
the dual means of spiritual living and scientific, technical, occult work. He is therefore
himself invocative. His life effect is registered
upon the higher levels of consciousness and he
is recognised as ‘a point of invocative tension’
… The result is that his developed potency and
its radius of influence are now sufficiently
strong to call out a response from the Spiritual
Triad.”
Verse 22 states, “But you have come to Mount
Zion and to the city of the living God, the
heavenly Jerusalem, and to myriads of angels.”
As defined earlier, the Spiritual Triad consists
of three aspects: spiritual will, spiritual love,
and higher mind. As shown next, verse 22 illustrates the entrance into the fourth step, beCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly

cause it symbolizes a response from each of
these three aspects in the given order.
But you have come to Mount Zion. Gert Jordaan and Pieter Nel observe, “the author of
Hebrews not only took the central verses for
his sermon from Psalm 110, but also used the
thought-structure of the Psalm as blueprint for
the broad structure of his sermon.”88 Other
scholars make similar observations.89,90,91 As
examples of this psalm’s pervasive influence,
Psalm 110:4 plays a key role in the earlier
commentary on the initial step of Intention,
and Psalm 110:2 is relevant for the current step
by mentioning Zion:
The Lord will stretch forth Your strong
scepter from Zion, saying,
“Rule in the midst of Your enemies.”
Let us note that verse 22 and Psalm 110:2 have
a similar context: verse 22 says, “But you have
come to Mount Zion”; and Psalm 110:2 uses
the possessive form of you to portray what
happens by coming to Zion. Thus, to understand the meaning of verse 22, it seems necessary to understand the meaning of Psalm
110:2.
Bailey’s earlier directive is to “note how a
great initiate endeavoured to reveal some facts,
inherent in the will or power aspect,” so let us
regard Psalm 110.2 as portraying a stage in the
unfoldment of the will or power aspect. Bailey
describes the overall process:
You will therefore have in this unfoldment
of the will aspect of mankind the following
stages, which are of psychological importance. 1. Instinct. 2. Emotional aspiration. 3. Intellect. 4. Mental one-pointedness.
5. Egoic purpose. 6. Spiritual will. 7. Divine intent.92
A scepter is “a staff held by a sovereign as an
emblem of authority,”93 so it seems to denote
the will aspect. Given this denotation, “strong
scepter” in Psalm 110:2 signifies an advanced
stage of the will aspect, because strong means
“having or showing ability or achievement in a
specified field,”94 so to “stretch forth Your
strong scepter” means to unfold a stage that is
even more advanced. In Theosophy, the ego
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denotes the Spiritual Triad,95 so the egoic purgests that “city of the living God” and “heavpose denotes what is called “the wisdom of the
enly Jerusalem” are different names for the
Triad” acting through the fourfold alignment.
same thing. This suggestion is corroborated by
As mentioned previously, this wisdom is
Revelation 21:2, because it mentions, “the holy
gained through right orientation to the Spiritual
city, new Jerusalem, coming down out of
Triad, which is a prerequisite for building the
heaven from God.” Through the earlier step of
antahkarana. Given that Psalm 110.2 portrays a
Projection, one can recognize that any human
stage in the unfoldment
being is a temple of
of the will aspect and
Bailey asserts, “Paul the God, which is consistent
that this stage occurs
Paul’s words in 1
Apostle ... wrote the epistle with
during the building of
Corinthians 3:16, “Do
about which so much you not know that you
the antahkarana, Bailey’s
preceding quotation imcontroversy has raged—The are a temple of God and
plies that Psalm 110.2
that the Spirit of God
Epistle to the Hebrews,” and dwells in you?” Bailey
portrays the transition
gives the following directive: defines “spiritual love”
from the egoic purpose
to the spiritual will.
“Read that epistle ... and note as “the quality of group
consciousness, of incluBailey provides this defhow
a
great
initiate siveness, of mediainition: “the spiritual
and
endeavoured to reveal some torship, of attraction
will—that quota of the
97
of
unification.”
Put
universal will which any
facts, inherent in the will or differently,
spiritual
one soul can express,
power aspect.” By carrying love enables one, in
and which is adequate
out Bailey’s directive, this Bailey’s words, “to see
for the purpose of enapicture whole, to
bling the spiritual man to
article demonstrates that the the
think
in the larger
co-operate in the plan
epistle
illustrates
her
six
steps
terms,
to
emerge out of
and purpose of the great
the
normal
separative
of building the antahkarana.
life in which he has his
96
consciousness
into the
being.”
Given that
broad
state
of
awareness
that
‘sees
no
differPsalm 110.2 portrays the unfoldment of the
98
ence.’”
spiritual will, let us clarify that verse by using
the preceding definition of the spiritual will:
“the LORD” symbolizes the universal will, to
“stretch forth Your strong scepter” means to
unfold your egoic purpose into your spiritual
will, “Zion” is the place of spiritual power
where this unfoldment occurs, to “Rule” means
to cooperate with the divine plan, and “Your
enemies” symbolize your lower nature. With
this clarification, Psalm 110:2 becomes essentially Bailey’s definition of the spiritual will.
Based on the clarified Psalm 110:2, “you have
come to Mount Zion” in verse 22 signifies that
you receive this empowerment: the universal
will unfolds your egoic purpose into your spiritual will and thereby enables you to cooperate
with the divine plan in the midst of your lower
nature.
And to the city of the living God, the heavenly
Jerusalem. The grammatical construction sug86

What larger recognition would emerge from
combining the recognition of Projection—that
any human being is a temple of God—with
spiritual love? Humanity is sometimes referred
to as the “city of man,”99 which indicates that
all humanity can be viewed as a single whole
called a “city.” Consequently, “city of the living God” in verse 22 is taken as depicting this
larger recognition: humanity constitutes a single body of the living God, which is consistent
with Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians 12:27,
“Now you [collectively] are Christ’s body, and
individually members of it.” Bailey describes
the same recognition: “recognition of the true
brotherhood of man, based on the one divine
life, working through the one soul and expressing itself through the one humanity.”100 Accordingly, coming to the larger recognition
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depicted in verse 22 indicates the activity of
spiritual love.
And to myriads of angels. Bailey mentions “the
unfoldment of the higher mind and, later, its
use as the transmitter of the intuition and of the
higher revelation.”101 Paul, in Ephesians 1:17,
seems to refer to this transmission by saying
“that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give to you a spirit of wisdom and of revelation in the knowledge of
Him.” Angel is a translation of the Greek word
(aggelos) that means “a messenger.”102 The
intuitions and revelations that are transmitted
from the higher mind could be regarded as being angels, because they are messengers from
the higher mind. Let us assume that the “myriads of angels” in verse 22 denote such messengers, so encountering them indicates the
unfoldment and activity of the higher mind.
In conclusion, verse 22 illustrates the entrance
into the fourth step of Invocation and Evocation, because its three phrases symbolize responses from all three aspects of the Spiritual
Triad—spiritual will, spiritual love, and higher
mind—thereby indicating that the antahkarana
has reached the Spiritual Triad. Verses 22
through 24 constitute a single sentence, which
suggests that these three verses are related in
some way. As shown next, verses 23 and 24
illustrate the disciple’s experiences after his or
her antahkarana has reached the Spiritual Triad.
To the general assembly and church of the
firstborn who are enrolled in heaven. Chad
Chambers reports, “The Bible points to a few
figures as firstborn not by their sequence of
origin, but by their superiority of rank.”103 For
example, even though David was the youngest
of eight brothers (1 Samuel 16:10–11), Psalm
89:27 calls him “firstborn, The highest of the
kings of the earth.” Verses 16 and 17, which
are part of the immediately preceding passage,
allude to the account of primogeniture—
inheritance by the firstborn—given in Genesis
25-27, which suggests that being “firstborn” in
verse 23 signifies having the rank, or status,
needed to receive inheritance. Verse 22 portrays penetration to the Spiritual Triad, which
suggests that being “enrolled in heaven” in
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verse 23 signifies such penetration. Accordingly, the “church of the firstborn who are enrolled in heaven” consists of the people who
receive their spiritual inheritance by penetrating to the Spiritual Triad. Bailey provides the
following account of such people:
Presumably, you have all been working at
the task of building the antahkarana, the
channel of communication between the
brain and the spiritual will … If you have
been successful, it will be beginning to
dawn upon you that there is a great distinction between goodwill which the masses
can and often do grasp, and the will-togood which is the goal of the disciple.
Goodwill is relatively simple of expression
… for it is a human attribute lying very
near the surface of expression in all men.
But the will-to-good is far more difficult to
express, for it involves the ability not only
to use the spiritual will, but to know somewhat the nature of the “good.”104
The phrase “general assembly” in verse 23 is
the translation of the Greek word (paneguris) that can also be rendered as “a massmeeting,”105 so it is taken as signifying what
Bailey’s preceding quotation calls “the masses.” Bailey explains the relationship between
these two groups of people: “It is absolutely
essential that the will-to-good be unfolded by
the disciples of the world so that goodwill can
be expressed by the rank and file of mankind”;106 “The function of the New Group of
World Servers is dynamically to ‘force’ the
energy of the will-to-good into the world; the
average man and woman, responding unconsciously, will express goodwill.”107 Accordingly, the New Group of World Servers is Bailey’s
term for the “church of the firstborn who are
enrolled in heaven.”
Consequently, the initial phrase in verse 23,
“to the general assembly and church of the
firstborn who are enrolled in heaven,” has this
meaning: when disciples are successful in
building the antahkarana, they have immediate
responsibilities to two groups of people: by
becoming members of the New Group of
World Servers, they express the will-to-good,
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so that the masses of humanity can express
goodwill.
And to God, the Judge of all. In Theosophy,
the Monad is said to be on a higher level, or
plane, than the Spiritual Triad.108 Bailey says,
“The monad expresses the same purpose as it
exists, unified in the Mind of God Himself,”109
so the monadic will is an expression of God’s
purpose. Bailey describes how the antahkarana
transmits the monadic will:
Upon the Path of Initiation, the monadic
will (of which the egoic will is the reflection and the individual self-will is the distortion) is gradually transmitted, via the
antahkarana, direct to the man upon the
physical plane. This produces the higher
correspondence of those qualities so glibly
spoken of by the well-trained but dense
esotericist—transmutation and transformation. The result is the assimilation of the
individual will and the egoic will into the
purpose of the Monad which is the purpose—undeviating and unalterable—of the
One in Whom we live and move and have
our being.110
Here, the “egoic will” is the same as the “egoic
purpose” defined earlier. The above quotation
says, “The result is the assimilation of the individual will and the egoic will into the purpose of the … One in Whom we live and move
and have our being.” Bailey writes, “The Being Who is the life of our planet, the One in
Whom we live and move and have our being
… is sometimes called … God,”111 so building
the antahkarana leads to a realization of divinity: namely, to what verse 23 calls “God, the
Judge of all,” which means God being the
judge of all lower expressions of the will aspect.
And to the spirits of the righteous made perfect. Hebrews 5:9 characterizes Jesus as “having been made perfect,” so it appears that Jesus
is one of “the spirits of the righteous made perfect.” Theosophy promulgates the concept of
enlightened beings called “Masters,” who are
also known as Mahatmas or Elder Brothers of
Humanity.112 Bailey says, “These are the Masters of Life, the perfected adepts,”113 which
suggests that they are “the spirits of the right88

eous made perfect,” and mentions “the Master
Jesus,”114 which corroborates this suggestion.
Accordingly, verse 23 makes the following
claim: when disciples make sufficient progress
in building the antahkarana, they have direct
contact with the Masters. Bailey corroborates
this claim by saying,
These contacts are naturally in the field of
telepathy … between the instrument of contact used by the Master—that of the higher
or abstract mind, for the Masters do not
work through the lower mind at all—and
the lower or concretising mind of the disciple. The Masters are therefore dependent
upon the use of the antahkarana which the
disciple is in process of building.115
And to Jesus, the mediator of a new covenant.
In the Bible, a covenant is “a divine promise
establishing or modifying God’s relationship to
humanity.”116 What is the function of “the mediator of a new covenant”? Bailey gives this
definition: “Ashram. The centre to which the
Master gathers the disciples and aspirants for
personal instruction.”117 Consequently, each
Master could be considered as “the mediator of
a new covenant” in the sense of giving personal instruction—about a new relationship to
God—to members of the associated Ashram.
For a given disciple, if “Jesus” in verse 24 signified what Bailey calls “the waiting eager
Master to Whom he is assigned,”118 then this
verse would make the following claim: by
making sufficient progress in building the
antahkarana, the disciple receives personal instruction directly from his or her assigned
Master. Bailey corroborates this claim by writing:
Relationship to the Ashram and contact
with the Master are dependent upon the existence of the Antahkarana. In the early
stages of its creative construction, the
Antahkarana is adequate to permit some
contact with the Ashram and with certain of
the disciples, though not with those of very
high degree. Later, as the Antahkarana perfects itself, higher and more durable contacts become possible.
The results of these developed and registered contacts are finally seen in the comCopyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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plete impressibility—at any time and without any effort on either side—of the disciple’s mind. It is now so attuned to the Ashram and to the Master’s ray quality that his
mind is one with that of the Master at the
centre. Reciprocal activity becomes possible.119
And to the sprinkled blood, which speaks better than the blood of Abel. Commentators generally interpret the “sprinkled blood” to be the
blood of Jesus,120 but Bailey suggests an alternative meaning:
It is not by the blood of a Christ dying two
thousand years ago upon the cross in Palestine that man is saved, but by the livingness
of the blood of those in whom the Christ
life and consciousness, and the quality of
the Christ, is perfectly demonstrating and
expressed. Then, when the nature of the
indwelling Christ is fully, spontaneously
and automatically expressing itself in and
through the personality … there is then a
perfect manifestation on Earth of physical
living, of the emotional and mental life, and
also of the spiritual life of an incarnated
Son of God, a Christ.121
The alternative meaning of “sprinkled blood”
is what the above quotation calls “the livingness of the blood of those in whom the Christ
life and consciousness, and the quality of the
Christ, is perfectly demonstrating and expressed.” Elsewhere, Bailey mentions “the
Spiritual Triad and its expression, the Christ in
incarnation,”122 so our blood becomes the
“sprinkled blood”—according to the alternative meaning—when it is sprinkled, or qualified, by the Spiritual Triad because of our having built the antahkarana. Hebrews 10:22 provides a similar meaning to the related phrase
“hearts sprinkled clean”: “let us draw near [to
God] with a sincere heart in full assurance of
faith, having our hearts sprinkled clean from
an evil conscience.”
Bailey discusses the allegory of Cain and Abel,
which is based on Genesis 4:1-16:
Hate is really the result of the sense of personality and of ignorance plus misapplied
desire. It is almost the culmination of the
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other three. It was the sense of personality
and of extreme ignorance coupled with desire for personal gain which produced hatred of Abel in the heart of Cain and caused
the first murder, or the destruction of a
brother’s form. This should be carefully
considered, for hate in some degree, aversion to some extent, is present in every human heart.123
The “blood of Abel” was spread because of
hatred, so it signifies the quality of our own
blood when we have hatred in some degree.
Bailey’s earlier quotation indicates that blood
qualified by the Spiritual Triad yields “a perfect manifestation on Earth of physical living,”
which presumably includes perfect physical
health. Bailey corroborates this effect on health
by saying, “Where there is the free flow of the
life force and no impediment to the circulation
of the life fluid, via the blood, there will consequently and normally be the presence of perfect health.”124 Verse 24 says that “the sprinkled blood … speaks better than the blood of
Abel.” In this context, to speak means, “To
convey a message by nonverbal means,”125 so
blood qualified by the Spiritual Triad speaks in
the sense that it conveys nonverbally the message of yielding perfect physical health. Accordingly, the final phrase in verse 24, “to the
sprinkled blood, which speaks better than the
blood of Abel,” has this meaning: building the
antahkarana leads to blood qualified by the
Spiritual Triad, which yields better physical
health than that yielded by blood qualified by
hate.
In summary, verses 22 through 24 illustrate the
fourth step of Invocation and Evocation. Verse
22 portrays the disciple as receiving responses
from all three aspects of the Spiritual Triad,
thereby entering the fourth step. Verses 23 and
24 portray his or her subsequent experiences:
membership in “the church of the firstborn
who are enrolled in heaven,” known also as the
New Group of World Servers; realization of
“God, the Judge of all,” referring to God being
the judge of all lower expressions of the will
aspect; contact with “the spirits of the righteous made perfect,” known also as the Masters
of Life; personal instruction directly from “the
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mediator of a new covenant,” who is his or her
assigned Master; and better physical health
through having “the sprinkled blood,” which is
blood qualified by the Spiritual Triad.

Hebrews 12:25-28
25

See to it that you do not refuse Him who
is speaking. For if those did not escape
when they refused him who warned them
on earth, much less will we escape who
turn away from Him who warns from heaven. 26 And His voice shook the earth then,
but now He has promised, saying, “YET
ONCE MORE I WILL SHAKE NOT ONLY THE
27
EARTH, BUT ALSO THE HEAVEN.”
This
expression, “Yet once more,” denotes the
removing of those things which can be
shaken, as of created things, so that those
things which cannot be shaken may remain.
28
Therefore, since we receive a kingdom
which cannot be shaken, let us show gratitude, by which we may offer to God an acceptable service with reverence and awe.
5. Stabilization
Stabilization, which is the fifth step of building
the antahkarana, was characterized earlier in
the following way: “First comes the clashing
of the old with the new rhythm. This is followed by a period of gradual dominance of the
new, elimination of the old, and the stabilisation of the new vibration.”
Bailey explains why the fifth step is needed:
When any peculiar set of forms have served
their purpose of providing media for experience-contacts and can teach no further
lessons, evil enters in, for a tendency to evil
is but a tendency to revert to the use of
forms and practices which the Indweller has
outgrown.126
During the fourth step, the disciple can penetrate to the Spiritual Triad but tends to revert to
the use of forms and practices in which either
the personality or causal body is dominant.
Therefore, the fifth step entails removing all
attachments to forms associated with both the
personality and causal body.
Bailey describes attachments to forms associated with the personality:
90

These objects of pleasure cover all the attachments which a man forms from the
savage state of infant humanity up to advanced degrees of discipleship; they cover
desire for gross objects on the physical
plane as well as attachment to those things,
occupations and reactions which the emotions or intellectual pursuits will offer; they
cover the whole gamut or range of sensuous
experience from the response of the savage
to warmth and a good meal to the rapture of
the mystic.127
What about attachments to forms associated
with the causal body? As discussed previously,
such forms are abstract concepts and include
virtues. Jiddu Krishnamurti (1895 – 1986), a
member of the Theosophical Society before
leaving it to pursue his own activities, describes how attachment to virtues brings bondage to the past:
We cultivate virtue; we discipline ourselves
to conform to a particular pattern of morality. Why? Not only in order to be socially
respectable, but also because we see the necessity of bringing about order, of controlling our minds, our speech, our thought. We
see how extraordinarily important that is,
but in the process of cultivating virtue, we
are building up memory, the memory which
is the ‘me’, the self, the ego. That is the
background we have, especially those who
think they are religious—the background of
constantly practicing a particular discipline,
of belonging to certain sects, groups, socalled religious bodies. Their reward may
be somewhere else, in the next world, but it
is still a reward; and in pursuing virtue, which means polishing, disciplining, controlling the mind, they are developing and maintaining self-conscious
memory, so never for a moment are they
free from the past.128
How are attachments removed in practice?
Krishnamurti gives this answer:
We said attachment implies great pain, anxiety, fear, and therefore deepening of possession.
To
see
that
is
part
of intelligence, isn’t it? To see the nature
of attachment and all its implications, to
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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have an insight into it, is intelligence. I am
not talking of the cunning intelligence of
thought that says, “How true that is.” If you
see all the implications of attachment and
see the danger of attachment, that perception is intelligence.129
Bailey presents a series of substeps that systematize the preceding observations:
a. A period wherein duality and lack of
control are realised.
b. A period wherein an assertion of selfcontrol takes place, through the following
process:
1. Decentralisation.
2. Comprehension of the task ahead.
3. An investigation, by the divine Observer
of the nature of form life.
4. Divine expression, through the medium
of the form, understandingly practised.
c. A period wherein alignment takes place,
and (through understanding and practice)
the form is gradually subordinated to the
requirements of the Self, and begins to
work in unison with that Self.130
The first substep mentions “duality,” which
refers to what was described earlier as “the
clashing of the old with the new rhythm.” The
second substep mentions “An investigation, by
the divine Observer of the nature of form life,”
but how is that investigation evoked? Bailey
gives this answer:
Through recognition of the decisive crises
in life, the disciple gains the strength to
stand alone and detached, and, through the
ability to stand detached, comes the power
which the divine Observer can wield if he
does not identify himself with circumstance.131
Consequently, during the second substep, the
disciple’s detachment evokes “An investigation, by the divine Observer of the nature of
form life,” which in turn yields insights that
remove attachments to forms associated with
both the personality and causal body. During
the third substep, both the personality and
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causal body are gradually subordinated to the
requirements of the Spiritual Triad.
What verses in the Epistle to the Hebrews correspond to the fifth step? Verse 26 states: “And
His voice shook the earth then, but now He has
promised, saying, “YET ONCE MORE I WILL
SHAKE NOT ONLY THE EARTH, BUT ALSO THE
HEAVEN.” Commentators generally interpret
“earth,” “heaven,” and “shake” in a literal way,
thereby regarding verse 26 as prophesizing a
future shaking of the whole world.132 Such a
prophecy is part of eschatology, which is “the
branch of theology that is concerned with the
end of the world or of humankind.”133
Earth and heaven, however, can be interpreted
in a symbolic way:
Wikipedia states, “Earth is one of the
four classical elements in ancient Greek
philosophy and science. It was commonly
associated with qualities of heaviness, matter and the terrestrial world.”134 Bailey
sometimes uses the term “matter aspect” as
a synonym for the personality,135 so earth
can be a symbol of the personality.
Let us compare Matthew 6:20, “But store
up for yourselves treasures in heaven,” with
Bailey’s statement, “The content of the
causal body is the accumulation by slow
and gradual process of the good in each
life.”136 These two statements would be
similar if heaven signified the causal body,
so heaven can be a symbol of the causal
body.
These symbolic meanings have been used
elsewhere to analyze other passages in the Bible.137 The word shake can also have a symbolic meaning in the Bible, as Richard Lowery
reports:
Throughout the ancient world, debt, taxes,
forced labor, debt slavery, and national subjugation were described metaphorically as
wearing a yoke or carrying a burden. To be
liberated from these burdens was to “break
or loosen the yoke” and shake it free from
your shoulders. This metaphor underlies the
use of the shemittah in the deuteronomic
debt release legislation (Deuteronomy 15:13). At root, it means to loosen and let drop
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by means of shaking, shaking free from a
yoke or binding ropes or fetters, for example.138
Two other examples may clarify this symbolic
meaning. Isaiah 52:2 states: “Shake yourself
from the dust, rise up, O captive Jerusalem;
Loose yourself from the chains around your
neck.” In Judges 16:20, Samson says, “I will
go out as at other times and shake myself free”
from the fetters of the Philistine captors. In
these texts, to shake something means to remove a burden—like a yoke or binding
chain—from it.
Verse 27, which is closely related to verse 26,
mentions “the removing of those things which
can be shaken,” which explicitly associates
removing with shaking. Thus, verse 27 suggests that the word shake in verse 26 has the
foregoing symbolic meaning.
If shaking something means removing a burden from it, what does shaking the personality
signify? Bailey mentions “the clinging chains
of attachment to place or person,”139 so such an
attachment is like a chain that binds the personality. Therefore, to shake the personality
could have this meaning: to remove attachments from the personality. Given that earth
signifies the personality, heaven signifies the
causal body, and shaking either the personality
or causal body signifies removing attachments
from it, then “I WILL SHAKE NOT ONLY THE
EARTH, BUT ALSO THE HEAVEN” in verse 26
has this meaning: I will remove attachments
from not only the personality, but also the
causal body.

of God, which is an attribute of God. Thus, our
identifying the subject of verse 26 to be what
Bailey calls the “divine Observer” is consistent
with the general interpretation that this subject
is God.
Verse 27 states: “This expression, ‘Yet once
more,’ denotes the removing of those things
which can be shaken, as of created things, so
that those things which cannot be shaken may
remain.” Although the preceding NASB translation seems to allow only a partial removal,
Attridge comments, “What is expected is rather the complete destruction of what, because
it can be ‘shaken,’ is transitory.”141 The Amplified Bible provides a clearer translation of
verse 27 that is consistent with Attridge’s
comment:
Now this expression, Yet once more, indicates the final removal and transformation
of all [that can be] shaken—that is, of that
which has been created—in order that what
cannot be shaken may remain and continue.142
Here, “all [that can be] shaken” is taken as all
attachments to forms associated with both the
personality and causal body, because all such
attachments can be shaken loose. As clarified
by Attridge’s comment and The Amplified Bible, verse 27 depicts the complete removal of
all such attachments, so that identification remains only with what is higher and eternal.

Accordingly, the subject of verse 26, who uses
the pronoun “I,” has the power to remove attachments. Correspondingly, in Bailey’s earlier
substeps that systematize the fifth step, the
“divine Observer” yields insights that remove
attachments. Thus, we identify the subject of
verse 26 to be what Bailey calls the “divine
Observer” in her substeps.

Bailey writes, “An adept, therefore, has transcended attachment to forms on three planes
(physical, astral and mental) and has killed out
all longing for the forms of those planes.”143
The personality consists of the mental, emotional, and physical bodies, so it is part of the
three lower planes. As discussed previously,
the causal body is located on the abstract levels
of the mental plane, so it is also part of the
three lower planes. Therefore, Bailey’s notion
of an adept is someone who has achieved the
complete removal depicted in verse 27.

Commentators generally interpret the subject
of verse 26 to be “God.”140 Proverbs 15:3
states, “The eyes of the Lord are in every
place, Watching the evil and the good,” so the
divine Observer could be regarded as the eyes

Consequently, verses 26 and 27 illustrate the
fifth step of Stabilization, because they portray: the power of the divine Observer to remove attachments from not only the personality, but also the causal body; and the complete
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removal of all such attachments, so that identification remains only with what is higher and
eternal.
6. Resurrection and Ascension
Resurrection and Ascension, which is the sixth
and final step of building the antahkarana, was
characterized earlier in this way: “This Way
[into new fields of spiritual experience] is revealed only when the antahkarana is built and
completed and the man becomes focussed in
the Triad as consciously as he is now focussed
in the threefold lower nature.”
Before considering this step, let us introduce
some terminology. Paul mentions “an inheritance in the kingdom of Christ and God” in
Ephesians 5:5, and describes his ministry as
preaching the “kingdom of God” throughout
the Acts of the Apostles.144 Bailey uses the term
Hierarchy to denote the “Hierarchy of spiritual
Lives,”145 and says that this term is equivalent
to the Christian term, “kingdom of God.”146
Bailey describes the disciple’s experience after
reaching the sixth step:
The bridge is now built … It must perforce
be used, because there is now no other medium of intercourse between the initiate and
the One Whom he now knows to be himself. He ascends in full consciousness into
the sphere of monadic life; he is resurrected
from the dark cave of the personality life
into the blazing light of divinity; he is no
longer only a part of humanity and a member also of the Hierarchy, but he belongs to
the great company of Those Whose will is
consciously divine and Who are the Custodians of the Plan.147
According to the above quotation, “he is no
longer only a part of humanity and a member
also of the Hierarchy.” Given that “Hierarchy”
is equivalent to “kingdom of God,” the quotation indicates that the disciple receives membership in an eternal kingdom. According to
the final part of the quotation, “he belongs to
the great company of Those Whose will is
consciously divine and Who are the Custodians of the Plan.” Here, the capitalization shows
that “the Plan” denotes the divine plan, so the
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quotation indicates that the disciple is involved
with service to the divine plan. Thus, the disciple who reaches the sixth step has two key
characteristics: membership in an eternal kingdom, and involvement with service to the divine plan.
The initial part of verse 28 says, “Therefore,
since we receive a kingdom which cannot be
shaken,” and it indicates membership in an
eternal kingdom. The final part of verse 28
says, “let us show gratitude, by which we may
offer to God an acceptable service with reverence and awe,” and it indicates involvement
with service to God, which seems equivalent to
service to the divine plan. Therefore, verse 28
illustrates the sixth step of Resurrection and
Ascension, because it displays the same characteristics that the preceding paragraph lists for
that step.

I

Conclusions

n an earlier quotation, Bailey asserts, “Paul
the Apostle … wrote that epistle about
which so much controversy has raged—The
Epistle to the Hebrews,” and gives the following directive: “Read that epistle … and note
how a great initiate endeavoured to reveal
some facts, inherent in the will or power aspect.” By carrying out Bailey’s directive, this
article demonstrates that the epistle illustrates
her six steps of building the antahkarana: 1)
Intention, 2) Visualization, 3) Projection, 4)
Invocation and Evocation, 5) Stabilization, and
6) Resurrection and Ascension.
Bailey makes the following claim:
The building of the antahkarana (which is
consciously undertaken upon the Path of
Discipleship) is a process which is followed
under certain ancient and proven rules.
When these rules are correctly followed,
the sequence of events and the appearance
of the desired results are inevitable and unavoidable.148
By demonstrating that the ancient Epistle to
the Hebrews illustrates Bailey’s six steps of
building the antahkarana, this article corroborates her claim that this building follows “certain ancient and proven rules.”
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As Bailey explains, the building of the
antahkarana begins as an act of faith:
Since he [the disciple] first put his foot upon the Path, he has been trying to build the
antahkarana. Even that has meant for him
an act of faith, and he proceeds in the early
stages with the work of building, yet
scarcely knowing what he does. He follows
blindly the ancient rules and attempts to accept as factual that which has not been
proven to him to be a fact but which is testified to by countless thousands down the ages.149
Herein lies the practical value of this article:
by providing an instance in which Bailey’s
steps have been testified to in the past, this article may enable its readers to act as if these
steps were factual and thereby to proceed with
following them.
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Great Esotericists

Alice A. Bailey (1880–1949), Twentieth-Century
Sirian Channel
Who Was Alice Bailey?

A

spiritual leader and innovator within the
Theosophical tradition established by
famed nineteenth century occultist H.P.
Blavatsky, Alice Bailey was a prolific twentiethcentury British metaphysical writer whose
twenty-four works have done much to shape the
world of modern metaphysical spiritual
literature. In fact, Bailey’s contribution to global
spiritual culture has been so great that the
respected American scholar of religion, J.
Gordon Melton, has claimed that Bailey’s books
are the single most important source that set the
stage for the rise of the worldwide New Age
Movement.1 Given the pervasive planetary
extent of the New Age Movement and its
unparalleled effect on religion and spirituality,
this claim elevates Alice Bailey to the status of a
leading figure in contemporary world religion
and spirituality.
Throughout the twenty-four books published
under the name of Alice Bailey, there runs the
theme of the star Sirius and its unmatched
importance in the spiritual universe.
For
example, Bailey’s writings claim that energies
from the star Sirius were instrumental in the
appearance of the Human Kingdom, provided
the essential impetus for the establishment upon
Earth of the mysteries of initiation and their
overseers, the Planetary Hierarchy, stood behind
the creation and rise of the mysterious and
powerful Masonic Order, are the source of the
Law of Karma, and result in the basic impulses
which drive all phenomena of periodicity.
These representative statements are just a few of
the astounding propositions revealed in the
literature of Alice Bailey in regard to the star
Sirius. Bailey’s works to date represent the most
comprehensive assessment of the influence of
this star available in metaphysical literature. For
that reason, knowledge of Bailey’s identity and
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method of obtaining spiritual information is of
importance to all seekers in the Sirian tradition.
Born Alice A. La Trobe-Bateman on June 16,
1880, in Manchester, England,2 Alice Bailey
was raised in an upper-class family and reared in
the Anglican or Episcopalian church.
Religiously inclined, Alice’s first marriage wed
her to fellow Englishman, Walter Evans, a
former military officer who was to become an
Episcopal clergyman. After marriage, Alice
accompanied Evans to the United States for the
completion of his theological training. Evans
was eventually assigned to a cleric’s position
in California, a geographical move which was
to prove pivotal for Alice, for it was in
California where Alice would make contact
with the Theosophical Society and cement the
course of her later life and works. In the
meanwhile, Alice gave birth to three
daughters. Even so, Walter Evans proved to
be an entirely unsuitable husband and father,
his ability to provide financial stability
hampered by alcoholism and indulgence in
domestic violence.
At length, Alice was able to obtain a divorce
and build her life anew in the second decade of
the 1900s. It was during this period that Alice
discovered the writings of Helena P.
Blavatsky, the nineteenth-century occult writer
and co-founder of the Theosophical Society.
Alice became a member of the Theosophical
Society in California, rapidly progressing from
the status of an avid student to that of a much
sought-after
teacher
of
Theosophical
principles. Then, in November of 1919, she
entered into a phase of her life that would
dominate for the following thirty years: a
clairvoyant or telepathic moment which
forever altered her life. As she has described
it, she experienced her first telepathic contact
with the spiritual Master to whom she would
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later give complete credit for the content of all
of her books.3
At about the same time, the Theosophical
Society arrived at circumstances that were to
have a decisive effect upon Alice’s destiny. A
split developed in the Theosophical Society
between the forces of traditionalism and the
forces of a more modern persuasion, and the
more liberally minded Alice found herself cast
to the edges of the group. Finding himself in
the same position was Alice’s husband-to-be,
American Theosophical figure Foster Bailey.
The two were offered administrative jobs with
the office of the Theosophical Society in New
York City, where they each moved and later
married.
As conditions within the Theosophical Society
continued to conflict with the Baileys’ beliefs,
and as Alice’s telepathic connection with the
hidden Master resulted in a growing list of
compelling published writings, Foster and
Alice Bailey joined forces in acting
independently of the Theosophical Society to
establish The Lucis Trust in 1922, and the
Arcane School in 1923.4 The Trust and the
School were formed in response to the worldwide interest evoked from the publication of
Mrs. Bailey’s Initiation, Human and Solar,
Letters on Occult Meditation, and A Treatise
on Cosmic Fire, all transmitted telepathically
to Alice Bailey by the Tibetan adept known as
Djwhal Khul, or the Tibetan.

Who Was Djwhal Khul,
the Tibetan?

T

he identity of the Tibetan Master Djwhal
Khul is of critical importance to the nature
of the information appearing in the books of
Alice Bailey. A statement regarding this issue
appears in the front of most of the Bailey
books now published by Lucis Trust. Titled
“Extract from a Statement by the Tibetan,” it
identifies the writer of the statement as a
“Tibetan disciple of a certain degree” who
lives in a physical body on the border of Tibet
and who presides over a large group of Tibetan
lamas. Dated August 1934, the statement goes
on to indicate that the Tibetan’s mission is the
teaching of perennial spiritual truths wherever
possible and the assisting of other Masters.
100

Bailey herself corroborated these assertions in
The Unfinished Autobiography. There she
recounted the story of a close acquaintance
who, against her wishes, attempted three times
to find the Tibetan at his supposed location of
Shigatse, Tibet. Having traveled to the Tibetan
hamlet of Gyantse in Tibet, some fifty miles
southeast of Shigatse, the acquaintance was at
long last rewarded with a visit from an aged
Tibetan lama highly revered by the locals.
This lama indicated knowledge of Bailey, her
writings and work, and gave the visitor a gift
of incense intended for Mrs. Bailey. The local
authorities were reportedly astounded, citing
the exalted spiritual stature of the particular
lama in question and the fact that he had never
been known to have left his post in that
manner.5 Bailey recounted this vignette in
such a fashion as to indicate her certainty that
the visiting lama was indeed Djwhal Khul.
Hence, it seems that Alice Bailey was aware of
the Tibetan as a definite, incarnated individual
living in the Himalayan Range.6
The
Theosophist, C.W. Leadbeater, also claimed to
have had direct physical knowledge of Djwhal
Khul, whom Leadbeater described as distinctly
of Tibetan body type and showing signs of
age.7
Mentioned in the above story are Gyantse and
Shigatse, Tibetan place names used before the
Chinese invasion of Tibet. Today these two
locations appear on maps in Chinese form as
Gyangze and Xigatze (and related spellings).
Now well within Chinese territory, both are
located west of Lhasa, the former capital of
Tibet. Gyangze is about 100 miles southwest
of Lhasa; Xigatze is about 125 miles westsouthwest of the former capital. Darjeeling,
India, lies approximately 175 miles almost due
south of Xigatze, and Calcutta is to be found
about 250 miles to the south. Mt. Everest is
not far away, about 125 miles southwest of
Xigatze. The general area is one of
exceedingly rough terrain, with some of the
highest elevations of the Himalayan mountain
chain nearby.
Other sources have also singled out Shigatse as
a location inhabited by extraordinary spiritual
adepts. These include Theosophical literature8
and James Stephenson, who has stated that
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H.P. Blavatsky identified Shigatse, Tibet, as
the residence of the Masters Morya, Kuthumi,
and Djwhal Khul.9 Sylvia Cranston, arguably
the best biographer of Blavatsky, reported
credible indications that Blavatsky spent time
in or near Shigatse, perhaps in association with
what may have been a secret esoteric school
located at the nearby Buddhist monastery of
Tashilunpo.10 Shigatse was also identified in
Bailey’s Initiation, Human and Solar as the
residence of several Masters.11 To the extent
that these statements can be taken at face
value, it appears that significant agreement
exists regarding at least the one-time location
of certain advanced beings, Djwhal Khul
among them, at Shigatse.
However, the Tibetan also describes himself as
“a resident of northern India” in material first
published in 1944.12
Given the fiendish
Chinese invasion and decimation of Tibet
which was to begin in the early 1950s, such a
removal to a nearby, safer area might well
have been a precautionary measure prompted
by precognitive awareness. It is also highly
probable that any other such Masters once
located at Shigatse did similarly, repairing
either to physical locations or states of matter
less exposed to the coming Chinese onslaught,
the full horrors of which are now known to the
West.
Hence, available information indicates that the
residence of the Tibetan during his
communication with Alice Bailey was either
southern Tibet or northern India, perhaps both.
In any case, before the Chinese takeover of
Tibet, the general region encompassing both
these locales was steeped in ancient spiritual
traditions and folk beliefs of sacred spiritual
beings inhabiting the mountain fastnesses. In
this atmosphere, deeply influenced by Tibetan
Buddhism and the various holy traditions of
India, reports of beings who were capable of
superhuman feats such as powerful, sustained
telepathy, extraordinary modes of selfprojection, the influencing of the weather,
healings, and other seeming miracles were part
and parcel of daily life. No one doubted their
reality, established by centuries of occurrences.
The reality of these modes of functioning has
been well documented in such works as
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly.

Alexandra David-Neel’s Magic and Mystery in
Tibet, The Way of the White Clouds by Lama
Anagarika Govinda, John Blofeld’s The
Tantric Mysticism of Tibet, and The Tibetan
Book of the Dead and Tibet’s Great Yogi
Milarepa by W.Y. Evans-Wentz. In addition,
the whole of Tibetan Buddhism is rife with
stories and traditions of extraordinary spiritual,
mental, and psychic force generated from
lengthy dedication to sacred practices. Such
sacred practices were well known in the high
Himalayan culture that straddled the border
between southern Tibet and northern India
together with its smaller northern neighbors.
It is out of this transcendent milieu that the
influence of the Tibetan would therefore have
emanated. A telling example of this coloring
appeared in the Tibetan’s use of the term
“psychic gift waves.” The Tibetan used this
phrase in at least four passages of his
transmissions to Bailey. In each example, the
phrase signified the telepathic effect of a
Master's spiritual emanations upon a student or
disciple.13
“Psychic gift waves” is a literal translation of
the Tibetan word BYIN RLABS according to
Sanskrit and Tibetan scholar David Reigle.14
The English phrase “psychic gift waves” also
appeared frequently in another work, Tibetan
Yoga and Secret Doctrines, as edited by W.Y.
Evans-Wentz. This work is a collection and
translation of authentic teachings from
important Indian and Tibetan gurus,
accompanied by oral teachings received by
Evans-Wentz from his Tibetan guru, Lama
Kazi Dawa-Samdup.15 As with the Tibetan’s
usage, in the Evans-Wentz collected
translations, the phrase “psychic gift waves”
signified impulses of psychic energy
telepathically transmitted from the Master
(whether incarnate or not) to the disciple and
constituting the true initiation into greater
spiritual realities.16 The Tibetan himself states
in his dictation to Bailey that the phrase
“psychic gift waves” was used by what he called
“Tibetan occultists.”17
This single but significant example is highly
suggestive that the Tibetan Master who
telepathically transmitted information to Alice
Bailey had roots in the ancient spiritual
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lineages widely revered and celebrated in his
geographical region. In contrast, it is not
likely that such a phrase as “psychic gift
waves” came out of Alice Bailey's own
vocabulary. Though it is possible that she had
read this phrase prior to its appearance in her
works, her own linguistic style as
demonstrated in her autobiography and
elsewhere is typically a very British English.
Hence, upon the basis of Bailey’s statements,
the Tibetan’s own words, and the known
character of the geographical area from which
the Tibetan ostensibly hailed, it seems
plausible that Djwhal Khul was indeed a
Tibetan adept physically located within a
region once known for its extraordinary
spiritual atmosphere.
The type of
consciousness common to his background
would have therefore included understandings
and capabilities far beyond those characteristic
of average humanity. These might well have
included the ability to communicate
telepathically in a sustained and controlled
manner.
However, there is more beyond the Tibetan’s
cultural frame of reference relevant to twentyfirst century seekers interested in the Sirian
theme. To the obvious influences attributable
to his probable Tibetan spiritual lineage must
be added the salient fact of the Tibetan's
identity as one of many Masters constituting
what is known as the Planetary Hierarchy.
This is one of the reasons why the nature of the
teaching given through Alice Bailey is not
straightforward Tibetan Buddhism or Buddhist
Tantra. It is of another character.
According to esoteric sources, the Planetary
Hierarchy to which Master Djwhal Khul
belongs is a largely unseen group of highly
evolved beings who represent the next step for
Humanity and who beneficially guide
evolution on our planet through the radiation
of spiritual influences and progressive ideas.
The notion that such a group exists is not a
new one. Numerous teachings throughout the
ages have pointed in this direction, but the
information transmitted by the Tibetan to Alice
Bailey is perhaps the most direct and detailed
revelation of the nature of the Planetary
Hierarchy. As the Bailey works explain, the
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members of this group were once average
humans, but they have now raised themselves
to an advanced status through countless lives
of spiritual self-transformation. Throughout the
Bailey works, the Tibetan indicated that such
progress is the destiny of all human beings,
though some may move forward quickly while
others tarry.
To all the above must be added the initiatory
status of the Tibetan within the grades of the
Planetary Hierarchy. Published material
indicates that at the time of his work with
Alice Bailey, the Tibetan was an initiate of the
Fifth Degree.18 According to the Bailey
writings, very few individuals have reached
such a point in evolution, one stage beyond the
attainment of the Master Jesus in Galilee.19
Indeed, the Fifth Initiation marks a point far
beyond the attainment of even the most gifted
of average Humanity, one at which the
individual has developed a highly spiritualized
consciousness and has therefore earned the
right to modes of functioning incomprehensible to the average individual. That
the Tibetan functioned with full, reliable, and
accurate remote telepathic viewing capability
is evident in his letters to individual students
reproduced in Alice Bailey’s Discipleship in
the New Age, Volumes I and II.

The Tibetan's Work

A

s given his own published statements, the
Tibetan’s work with Alice Bailey was but
the second of three steps taken by Hierarchy
for the purpose of revealing a much greater
portion of the perennial spiritual knowledge
called the Ageless Wisdom. The first step in
this process was embodied in the writings of
Helena Petrovna Blavatsky, with whom the
Tibetan claimed he worked behind the scenes
as telepathic transmitter.20 Blavatsky’s 1888
Secret Doctrine, an unparalleled study of the
common themes underlying all the world's
symbol systems, therefore provides the
conceptual foundation for the works by Bailey.
The close relationship between the works of
Blavatsky and Bailey was acknowledged as
well by Bailey in her autobiography when she
stated that The Secret Doctrine was the basis
for all her writings.21 This linkage was
underscored by the fact that Bailey was a vocal
Copyright © The Esoteric Quarterly, 2018.
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supporter of Blavatsky's efforts, maintaining
membership in the Theosophical Society
almost until death in 1949.22
Accordingly, the Tibetan has said that the
work of Blavatsky and Bailey function
respectively as teachings preparatory and
intermediate, and that both are intended to
precede and condition the dawning Age of
Aquarius,23 a time period defined by the
passage of the vernal equinox point in front of
the stars of the constellation Aquarius. Of
great interest is the Tibetan’s further claim that
a third and revelatory installment of his
teaching is due to appear between 1975, and
the early part of the twenty-first century.24 The
third phase of the Tibetan's telepathic
transmissions can therefore reasonably be
anticipated to take shape in the first quarter of
the twenty-first century.
That time is upon us now. A mere eight years
remain within the period specified by the
Tibetan for the third installation of Initiatory
Wisdom to be released. It is therefore of
relevance to all seekers in the Sirian tradition
to know of Alice Bailey and the teachings on
Sirius given through her by the Planetary
Hierarchy. Such knowledge may very well
form the stepping- stone to greater
comprehension of the third installment of
Initiatory Wisdom when it is soon released.
Contributed by Maureen Temple Richmond
Little Rock, Arkansas
Note: This article was previously published by
Peter Morris at:
https://www.facebook.com/mysteriesofsirius.
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